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FIRST NEW ISSUE OF 1971

The 1971 SPECIAL (Propaganda) POSTAGE STAMPS will be issued in two
series, the first of which, due on the 11th March, will consist of 5 values.
10o. YOUTH & SPORTS The new Article in the Swiss Constitution on gymnastics
and sports was approved with a clear majority by the
people and cantons in the vote of 27 Sept. 1970. Its purpose is to encourage
gymnastics at school and young people r s sports activities, both sexes receiving equal treatment. The design shows ,on two stamps, groups of young
gymnasts, one female, the other male. Exceptionally, these stamps have
been
printed as so-called twin values, showing a checkered arrangement on
the stamp
sheet, but can also be obtained as single stamps.
20c, CHILDREN OF THE WORLD: A special stamp has been devoted to the
International Child Welfare Organisation (Enfants du monde)
for promoting its benevolent work. It depicts a stylised rose, pointin
the charity drive of the organisation, to be undertaken in Geneva in g to
the summer
of 1971 during the r Semaine de la rose'.
30c. I NABA'-National Philatelic Exhibition in Basle: From
4-13 June 1971
a National Philatelic
Exhibition will be held in the halls of the Trade Fair in Basle, an
event which
takes place every 6 years and emphasises the close link existing
between the
Post Office and philately. The design shows a reproduction of the
'Rayon II'
stamp, together with a basilisk - an emblem of Basle - and thus aptly
associates the occasion and the exhibition site.
500. SECOND DECADE OF DEVELOPMENT AID:
The stamp is designed to call the
attention of the Swiss public to the
growing urgency of technical development aid, which enters its second
decade
this year; it rePresents a rising spiral, symbolising the close partne
rship
between Switzerland and the developingnations.
80c. INTERNATIONAL SPACE COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE: On
7th June 1971 a.
6 . weeks conference is
scheduled to begin under the auspices of the international Telecommunicat
ions
Union (OTT) whose purpose is to regulate the allocation of frequencies
for
communication via satellites. The most advanced of thesemtellites,'In
telsat
X/ r has been used as an appropriate :central motif. .
.
Other details are:
Colours: 10c. (a Gymnasts (female) - 4 colours: grey-ol./gre
y/Ilue/brown
(b)
"
(male) - 3 colours: grey/Yellow/brown
200. Stylised rose - 4 colours: dk.grn/grey-brown/or-red/red
-violet
30d. 'Rayon II' Federal stamp of 1850 and basilisk - 4 colours:
red/yellow/green/dk.biue.
500. Symbol of co-operation - 2 colours: blue brown
80c. Communication satellite - 5 colours: red/blue/yello
w/violet/b1k.
Designers: 100.
. . Alex Diggelmann, Zurich
20c.
Heiner Bauer, Liobefeld
30c & 80c. Adolf Flfickiger, RosshUusern
50c,
Hans Hartmann, Ktiniz
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FIRST NE ISSUES OF 12/1 (continued)
Printing: Rotogravure by Couxvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Stamp sizes 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm)
White with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres.
Paper:
Form cylinder: 2 sheets (.1 & B): No. of stamps per sheet: 50
10c. 25 (a) & 25 (b)
On sale from llth March from PTT offices & philatelic bureaux as long
as stocks last, but not later than 30th Sept. 1971. Validity
unlimited.
First Day Cover: Special covers will be available for each value (10c. a + b
in pairs) and one for the set of 6 stamps. A special First
Day cancellation will be used on March llth. Collection sheets and folders will
also be available.

Sale:

A' 1971. BABEL - Souvenir MiniatUre Sheet
The exhibition will be held from 4-13 June, 1971, in the halls of the Trade
Fair in Basel. At the request of the Organising Committee and the Union of Swiss
Philatelic Societies, the Swiss PTT will mark the occasion by the issue of an
unperforated souvenir sheet. The net procoeds from the sale of this sheet will be
used to meet exhibition costs and to promote philately.
'N

Value: 4 x 50 c. stamps . 2 Fr. + 1 Fr. additional charge . 3 Fr.
t
Design: Reproduction of the 'Rayon I stamp of 1850 in the form of a four stamp
block with types 1, 2, 9, & 10.
Designer: Erwin Schnell, Basel.
Front: 4 colours: blue/red/black/grey; reverse: text in grey
Sheet size: 61 x 75 mm. Stamp size: 19 x 24 Er4
The stamps of the souvenir sheet are not perforated, but they may
be cut out and used individually.

Colours:

Paper:

White with luminous substance,
lightly coated, violet fibres.

I
Lettering: Front: NABA 1971 BASEL' in
4 languages and number
Reverse: Designation of type,
price and date of issue.

The souvenir sheet will be obtainable
during the period of sale (11th March as
long as stocks ladt, but not later than
31st July 1971) from post offices and
philatelic bureaux, and the special post
office at the exhibition. At all philatelic bureaux, entire series of souvenir
sheets, numbered 1-30, will be available
at the price of Fr.90 - in addition a
special First Day Cover will be issued,
together with collection sheets and
folders. The First Day cancellations will
be the same as for the series of special
stamps.
Advance purchases of uncancelled stamps
and sheets can be made from 8th March, by
written orders to the Philatelic Office
of PTT, 3000 Bern (postal cheque a/c
30-6456). Orders and payment for the NBA
miniature sheets to be made separately
•from the stamps, and all orders will be
treated in strict rotation.
HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR RENEWAL
SUBSCRIPTION ? NOW 20/- P.A. (El)
RARLY PAYMENT WILL BE APPRECIATED.

W A.N-T'S
L I S T
It may seem a longtime
ahead to talk about
STAMPEX

1971

which is from 1st - 6th March at the
I
Royal Horticultural Society- s New Hall
Greycoat Street, 5.71.1., but time passes
very quickly and we thought this would
be a good opportunity for you to prepare
a list of your missing tems. This will
enable you to get the maximum advantage
from our extensive stock, which cannot
be equalled.
We Shall look forward to seeing you
at BTAND 27 when you visit ISTAMPEV.
Nicely produced photocopies of the
Leutwyler Swiss Hotel Posts book are
now available at C2.10. (E2.50) post
free.

H.L. MATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
151, Park Road, St.John's Wbod,
LONDON NW8 7111J
Telephone:

01-586

-06 16
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The third section of the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE, transl
ated (with
permission) by MRS. N. MacNAHON & MR. H.E. CHAPMAN.
Part
As before illustration numbers refer to those in the Specia
lised Catalogue.
.
p
eirior
1882*
1st A ril Federal Cross. Value figure below
in white shield. Typgraphed.
Designer; Prof.Hasert, Engraver: Burger, Bern
Typography St gnpfli & Cie, Bern
Validity: To 31st December 1924.
Control nark I (broad form) Perforation:
Additions to the basic price of the normal stamps are
justified according to the rarity of the continually
recurring varieties i.e.,
1. Interrupted lines, coloured or colourless areas (c1ich
6 faults)
2. Double or thickened marginal lines
3. Colour flecks or light areas
4. Background of the cross more or less filled in. (Illus. 58/A4)
5. Blind perforations
6. Rucking
7. Misplaced control marks
8. Impression: light - clear - very clear
WHITE PAPER
No.53. 2 c. olive-brown
Colour Shades
(a) olive-brown
No.54.lic
. brolm-lilac

(h) light olive-brown
(Illus.)
Colour Shades

(a) brown-lilac

(b) light brown-lilac
Varieties

9. Loft side double perforation, one blind
10. Horizontal double perforation
11. H, with hyphen at top
Plate Flaw 1)
1. Lower left margin interrupted
Note 1) If the recurring clichee errors of the surface-prin
ted stamps
of 1682-1906 are referred to as 'plate flaws', in analogy
to the
recess printed stamps, in normal philatelic parlance, it must
be realised that in the case of the surface printed stamps
, one
is not dealing with 'plates' but with a printing 'forme',
which
is made up of 200 individual printing blocks bound together.
No.55 10 c. pink
Colour Shades
(a) pink
(b) light pink, dull
Plate Flaw
1. Right hand bar of cross broken
No.56. 12 c. ultrg)44,ttne
Colour Shades
(a) grey-ultramarine
. . ( 0) light grey-ultramarine
Worn Plate.

No.57.

1. Damaged frame right
15 c. Yellow
Colour Shades
( n ) Yellow

(b) light yellow

IELVETIA NEWS LUI'TER
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CROSS & VALUE FIGURE continued)
Variety

9. Double perforation lower left.
Of this stamp one example is known where apparently the value figure
is missing; it would appear that through some secondary cause the paper in this
area was imperfectly coloured.
1)
Blue and red granite paper. Control mark I or II
1862. 1st April

The differences are small and not always readily established. In doubtful
cases the cheaper variety must be agreed upon.
1) Date stamps before April 1082 result from false insertion of the year
date in canceller.
So far only two unusual copies of the 3 c. Grey in pale Grey on white paper
with watermark large cross have been seen.
Parallel coloured lines outside the stamp picture originate from projecting
cardboard or paper strips, which were probably inserted to oven up the disparity
between the individual printing blocks. These qualify for a price increase.
Catalormin' , b Control Narks Colour Shades and Varieties
Control Mark I. Wide form (1002)
No.50A 2c. olive-brown (issue: 207,100,000) 1)
Colour Shades

( 1 light olive-brown 1802 1890 ( 1 deep olive-brown 1083

(d reddish olive-brown 1004

(b olive-brown
Varieties

2)

9. Double control marks
10, Double Perforation.
11. With coloured sheet margin
12. Part of the stamp unprinted (sheet corner turned down)
Plate Flaw'
1. Broken margin lines, in various places (B1) (H1) (D1)
1) Number issued. As the records of the PTT do not allow for, separation
- of the white and granite papers, the figures given for No. 58A and
60-63 also comprise the issues of Nos. 53-57.
2) The double control marks are mostly next to one another. Those 1 mi.
or more from another misplaced double control mark are rarer and valued
higher. This applies to all varieties.

No.59A 3c. grey (issue: 285,800)

Plate Flaw
1. Broken margin

lower centre (H4)
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CROSS & VALUE FIGURE (continued)
3) The metal blocks used for the printing wore very badly (broadened,
coloured lines running into each other). Therefore, they were
re-sunk (freshened mechanically under pressure of the master die)
producing again fine, clear prints.

No.60A. 5 00 brownish-lilac (issue: 410,525,000)

Plate Flaws
1. Colourless defect in the left lower corner shield (02)
or uppy right
2. Margin lines upper right split tFice.opposite one another (A6
3. Broken margin line lower right (H6.7)
No.62A 12c. ultramarine (issue: 20.132 000)
Colour Shades
grey-ultramarine 1862
b light ultramarine 1687
•

(c/ ultramarine 1890
(d dark ultramarine

Variety

8. With coloured sheet margin
Plate Flaw'. Frame defect lower left (H1)
No.63A 15 c. yellow (issue: 17,664000)
•

Colour Shades

yellow 1882
orange yellow (light, dark)
b pale yellow 1685
d) yellow-orange 1888.
(yellowish or greenish tones)
Varieties
8. Smeared print
.
9. Tete-beche (printing error) See BBZ 5/6 1958
Plate Flaw.
1 *. Cliche defect: strong colourless line from lower
left .
through to right margin (G1,2)
(To be continued)
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HELVETIA AT 151

t
1
l
Some 25 members attended Mr.H.L.Katcher s AT HOME and, as always were
treated to a thoroughly enjoyable evening. When they settled down expectantly
to see what was in store, Mr. Katcher said it was not always easy to find items
of outstanding interest to show or discuss, but on this occasion he was able to
produce some new and very unusual material.

Among many superb stamps shown was a dark blue Rayon I with framed cross,
but theframe is forged, which is common on the Rayon II1 but rare on Rayon I. It
1
also has a rare cancel of Conceboz. This is a luxury copy of an expensive stamp
with a good postmark, so why should anyone wish to 'improve' it? It is thought it
may have been done in Paris.
1
Some fine 1 Strubels included the 10 & 15 Rp. of the first Munich prints with
their very distinctive colours. Mr.Katcher said that the identification of the
1
Strubels 1 is still extremely tricky. For example there are 2 sections which are
to light:
not mentioned in any catalogue and new discoveries have recently come
1 1
(a) on cartridge paper; from every angle these should be in the B section,
first Bern printing, but the paper can only be likened to the thick paper of t Ct
or 1 D 1 , but has green threads and heavy embossing. (b) A 10 & 10 Rp. on the
1 1
1 1
for
very thin paper of the E or F series, but the 10 Rp. is the wrong colour
1 1
1 1
E and the silk thread is Green. Therefore, these must belong to the G section
and constitute a category not yet listed. -The stamps were sent to the expert,
Hunziger, who stated that he himself had only one example of each of these items,
which are undoubtedly uncatalogued at present. More of these hitherto unknown
types may be hidden away in collections and may eventually be found and studied.
Ther- was some discussion on the merits of good stamps which have been
changed by the addition of, for example, postmarks. Mr. Katcher said that many
?
such items had become more 'respectable following the sale of the Burrus collection. The question of coloured impressions on the back of stamps was also brought
up. Under certain conditions, if a number of stamps are washed together, or even
dried in a blotter, some colour may be lost, and it can happen that if two come
together the colour may be transferred from the front of one stamp to the back
of another adhering to it.
To conclude the evening Mr. Bulstrode showed some of his superb proofs
and essays; the Libertas Heads, Standing Helvetia in two colours, Crossp & Figure,
and colour trials of the 1914 Tell Heads, ef which one was on white pa er and
l
justified Kissling s insistence on the use of tinted paper.
Altogether a splendid evening,.much appreciated by the members, and rounded
off by the election of Miss Dominici, M. Katcher's invaluable assistant as an
Honorary Member of the Society
E.J.R.

SWISS POST OFFICES ABROAD

AN ADDITION

Helvetia members might care to know of an anomaly which has recently come
into being with the opening of the Swiss Post Office at Basel Airport, CH-4030,
and any collectors of Swiss post office abroad markings ought to include this
office in his collection, since it lies wholly and absolutely in France, even
though by an international agreement, a connecting fenced-off road snakes its
way northward from the Swiss frontier near the Basel Psychiatric Hospital Friedmatt, through French territory of the communes of St.Louis and Hegenheim, to the
airport complex. The airport's actual
and official name is Basel/Mulousel
and it contains a French section,
exist, customs and probably post office?
since the new terminal facilities were
inaugurated in the Spring of 1970, as
well as a Swiss section with similar
facilities, including a tax free shop.
On intra,Swiss flights, say from Basel
to Zurich or Geneva, a Swiss citizen leaving from Basel airport must go through
Swiss customs both on departure and arrival: Rather curious, but true. Thus the
Basel 30 Airport office is a strange thing indeed. Since July 7 it possesses a
pictorial canceller showing a plane in flight; and one regular cds, also exists
which are shown here. Anyone interested in obtaining these6trikes should send
stamped envelopes (20c. franking value if returned as printed matter, 500. as a letter,
90 c. or Fr. 1.20 if registered either way) to Postbtro Ch-4030 Basel 30 Flugplatz
and ask for the cancel(s) desired.
F. GANZ
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TELL HEAD
OVERPRINTS
by E.H. SPIRO
Because of sudden changes in postal rates in 1915 and 1921, three 'Tell
Heads' were overprinted with new values and used as provisionals in common with
some of the 'Tell Boy' values and two 'Helvetia with Sword' stamps.
Although there exist only three 'Tell Head' overprints, they provide a
wide and interesting field to the specialist because owing to the hurry with
which the overprints were made, a large jnunber of varieties resulted.
The first to be overprinted was No4134 9 the 12 c. brown of 1914 (N0.127)
a value which had become redundant in February 1915 and was to be replaced by
a 13.c. stamp. The definitive issue was made in September (No.139) but because
there were 3targe stocks of the 12 c., 4,550,000 copies were overprinted and
remained valid until the end of 1932. The overprint, consisting of the figure
and three horizontal bars defacing the old value, was applied in typography
in black ink. But because the printers had not sufficient figures of the same
type, they used two or three slightly different I l l s, some with curved, others
with a straight, horizontal upstroke. These different 'l l s appear, of course,
on the same sheet and in various fields, so that one can show pairs and blocks
in one's collection with the different '1' next to one another. Also, owing
to heavy or insufficient inking, the overprint appears either very thick, showing
'fat', 'black', or 'thin' figures. There are many positions of the overprint,
the most drastic 'shifting' occurs almost in the middle of the stamp, across
Tell's eyes and leaving the old value free. I have two or three double overprints but all of them are rather weak. A number of sheets show recto-verso
overprint traces (lAbklatsch').
By January 1, 1921, the 13 c. olive was overcome by the same fate as the
12c. of 1914, and was overprinted with the value of 10c. mainly in order to comply
with the U.P.U. colour regulations which demanded that the stamp required for
the postal rate in question should be green. The 13 c. (No. 139) was nearest in
colour to green, and being redundant anyway, was turned into a 10c. value by
applying a similar 3-bar overprint as in 1915, becoming No.149. Of this stamp
there are many interesting and rare varieties, caused by shifted, and double
overprints. Thus there exist overprints showing the figure 1 1010' and '110'
and also thick and thin overprints. Thdre are also two distinct colours of the
red overprint, one being of a carmine, the other of a brown-red tint.
As in the case of No.134 9 but muchlmore frequently, we encounter 'broken bars'
'interrupted bars' and some bars, parti6ularly the middle one, often shorter than
the two others. Rectaverso and mirror prints also occur on the back of these
stamps.
Finally we have the 20c. on 15c. overprint (No.150 on No.128) of which
about 2,500,000 were produced. The overprint was executdd also in January 1921
and was made in two printing works - 1 million at the Federal Mint and 1,500,000
at the Post Office printing works. The first was in black, the second in deep
blue. Among the varieties we find again shifted, thin and thick overprints, and
in both colours there is a double print, left and right of the Tell Head which is
particularly rare on No.150B (blue overprint). Again there are recto-verso
mirror prints. Because the postal authorities ordered all post offices to return
all available stocks of the 15.c. for Overprinting, some small offices sent back
a few sheets of the remaining 15 c. dark (blackish) violet No.128c. These were
duly overprinted and provided a great rarity which exists in but a few surviving
pieces, (catalogued by Zunstein in 1966 at Fr.34000).
Another rare overprint consists of a 'double' showing the figures '2020' or
'0,202' because of shifting and doubling.
Even if one cannot aspire to include these rarities in one's album, the
Tell Head overprint varieties can provide anintarestino; page or two by assembling
'thick', 'thin' and 'short' and 'broken bar' varieties, which may often be found
among one's duplicates.
THS END

FORTHCOMING MEETING
February 6th - Northern Group at Bradford: 'PRO JUVEliTUTE - Discussion Leader;
MR. R.A. HOYLE
February 10th- London Group at Kingswai Hall, 'FLAWS & VARIETIES' Post-1920 - All members,

NORTHERN GROUP; Hon.Sec. R.A."HOYLE
6 Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.
At the January meeting in Bradford,
- members were treated to a display of
early postal markings given by Mr.Moore.

THE EXCHANGE PACKET
Further booklets are urgently
required by mid-February. There is
sufficient in hand for only 4 packets,
a great drop on last year.
Please look out your spare material and send it in as soon as possible
(in decimal currency of course) to:

Beginning with a letter of 1450 from
Geneva to Venice, he dealt with the
history of Switzerland and its various
Mr. C. Rauch,
period, displaying a wide variety of
353, Baddow Road,
Helvetic Republic and early Cantonal
CHELMSFORD, Essex.
covers and markings, all in wonderful
condition. Also shown were tax and
Tel: (Chelmsford) 0245-54149
transit marks, RL marks and many kinds
of postal abbreviations, Ticino ovals
EARLY 'NEWS LETTERS'
etc., The display concluded with a
Mr.S.R.MaoKenzie of 'Grosz-anstudy of the various postal markjrgs
t
, Fetlar Road, Bridge of Weir,
Fhitich
of Chur.
Scotland is still anxious
Renfrewshire,
This most interesting material
of very early copies
loan
the
obtain
to
together with other items produced by
of the
particular
in
1947-1949
Messrs. Eastwood, Hoyle, Ritchie and
copying.
for
Letter'
News
'Helvetia
Wilson, provoked much discussion and
for most of the afternoon Mr. Moore's
Can anyone help ?
extensive knowledge of early postal
history was put to the test by members'
SPECIAL CANCELLATION
questions. Some (including your reporter
7 February.
From 4 January
will doubtless be spending the next few
cancellation
special
a
use
will
Marren
evenings re-writing their collections
reading:
as a result of information gained and
mistakes discovered.
"3025 MURREN - date R.A.H.
ARLBERG KANDAHAR-RENNEN.
The
NEW PICTORIAL SLOGAN

Zumstein

CATA,LOGUES 1 97 1
can be ordered through HARRIS PUBLIC-,
42 Maiden Lane, London,
ATIONS
W.C. 2E 71W.

From 7 January Lugano will have a
new pictorial slogan cancellation:
LUGANO - vacanze al sole. The cancel
put into use in 1942 will be withdrawn
as from 31st December 1970.

FMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
Pocket Sizes Price V- postage 10d.
Registered Mail:3/10d.
=STEIN EUROPE: ,
-do- with thumb index:

Price 70/- post
80/- 7/6d

Whether you collect according
to the Catalogue, or have extended
your collection to include Postal

1314.STEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED

History, or any of the many 'side-

The XXth Edition will be issued in
the course cif the Spring of 1971.

will still need to see material at

lines' which are now so popular, you

leisure.
Whatever the aspect - stamps,
Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the
'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG'
Annual fee 30/- with extra supplement
to the.catalogue.i. 35/-

miniature sheets, covers, etc., ,there
will be something of interest for you.
So send your Want Lists- or ask
for selections on approval. You will
not be disappointed.

For fine, first class stamps ....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND.EUROPE
send yourWant Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE.,
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
P.O.. Box.

2505 Oh-3001

BERN

3.5 001%00
14, Low lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,
Lancs.
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20TH CENTURY CIRCULAR TOWN
CANCELLATIONS OF 3WITZERLAND
by FELIX GANZ

Part II
II. The bar-less town strikes of ca 1916 - 1967
, While covering the current type cds of Switzerland in the first instalm
ent,
it was pointed out that the period preceding 1964/5, and reaching all the
way
back to pre-World War I, was one of tremendous overlapping and simulta
neous use
of the most diverse types of circular date strikes (ads). This, among
other
things, was a boon to unscrupulous individuals and crooks, because
they could
fabricate, with the help of an often unsuspecting postal employee,
back-dated
cancellations which transformed certain cheap mint stamps into very
expensive
'used' items, such as the 1881 granite paper 'Seated Helvetias l , certain
earlier
'Pro Juventutes' and the like. In fact the last 1880-type cancellation
s were
not modified at all until the late 1930s (or possibly even later.)
.
If cancellers were modified, it happened for a variety of reasons:
(a) those of larger post offices had a change made from previous hour
reels of
I - XII (A314) and 1 - 12 (p.m.) to one in all-Arabic: -0 to 24: (b)
in the
late 1920s and early 1930s almost all older type Swiss ode were made
to include
by excising all or part of the bars in the semi-cirdles above and below
the
date bridge, the postal district (1 - XI) in the lower semi-circle
(or, rarely,.
in other places); (c) almost all those ads that featured no Swiss
cross were,
also from around 1930, recut to include that signet; and (d) in the
mid 1940s
all Romansh speaking communities in the Canton of Grisons were given
re-cut
cancellers, with the town name either completely in Romansh, or in
both Romansh
and German. In most instances cited above the old dies were rework
ed, sometimes
by scrapping everything except the outer and inner circles and the
date bridge.
A few examples of this procedure must be shown so that a reader can
understand
how extemely difficult it becomes to 'date' any ode by its general
shape or size.
This cannot be done, and the only way to proceed is to investigate
each individual town's ode over a period of 60 or more years4

_original form name shorten- upper bars
of the 1880s, ed by 2 lett- also excised;

Whether or not complaints by
philatelists had anything to do
with the eventual elimination of
all bars from Swiss ode, this
writer does not know; but he
suspects that such was indeed one
of the reasons for their
disappearance, resulting in
cleaner cancellations.

Overleaf are shown examples
of changes which have occurred
in the cancellers of some localities, and these few examples
must suffice; they already show
the enormous number of possible
variants if one multiplies their number with the over 4000 post offices
that have
existed in Switzerland since about 19001 No wonder no-one seems to
have a cm-.
plete collection: II

used 1895

era and X in- used in 1958
serted
(bars
exc d ); 1933

The task of these instalments thus will have to be a careful inspect
ion of
all basic types, from the newest to the oldest; and in each case all
possible
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20th CENTURY CIRCULAR TOWN CANCELLATIONS (Cont.)
changes (or rather, known ones) to which the basic type was subjected, will be
l
recorded as that type s sub-types.

Three cds in which no changes whatsoever
were made between 1875-1930+, of Etziken
(SO), Campfer (GB.) & Mervelier (BE)

Two Olten strikes of same cds: 1. with
bars top & bottom and hour reels for
Rom & Arab, numbers; r. Roman num.
reel excised, V in place of lower bars,
town name cut to Olten 1. An intermediate form, only with Rom. num. reel •
excised, may also have existed.

Three Tinzen strikes with progressive
changes: 1. 1880 type cds used in 1929;
c. bars excised, cross & X added (1943);
r. Tinzen changed to Romansh Tinizong and
Canton name excised. A fourth version may
have existed as for a brief time 'Tinizun'
instead of 'Tinizong' was official rTT
spelling, as proved by a rectanfiular temporary cancel with that spelling.

IIA The o en bri e t sos without ever

Two ode from the same Hinterrhein
canceller: the first unchanged (1938)
from the 18908; the second modernized
by eliiinating bars and adding an 47(1.

havin had bars in circle se ents)

1 (a) with shaded cross; (b) with unshaded cross in upper semicircle.
2 with Roman district number in lower semicircle.
(a) with town name and star(s); (b) with town name, stars and Canton or
3
other closer indentification; (c) with town name and Canton or other
closer identification, but without stars; (d) with town name but
without star(s); (e) with 'bouquet'-like decorations,
4) (a) with relatively close, or normal spacing of letters; (b) with rather
wide-spaced, more modernistic looking letters,
5) (a) with Arabic day, Roman month and Arabic year date; (b) for larger
offices the hour (time or day) follows the year, in Arabic; (c) or
in very early examples of these types there may be I-XII and 1-12
hour reels.
6) Exceptions and/or adaptations.
Now mix these ingredients freely, and the result will be about 20
basically different sub-types, most of which are shown in the following sketches:-
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20th CENTURY CIRCULAR TOWN CANCELLAT ONS (Cont.

(2)

(2)

(2) var.

(2) var.

smaller size:
larger size : upper :semicircle lower semic
(i) only no hr. (i) only: hr. base line missing top line missircle
ing

3ai) town name & 3aii) town name
one star
and 2 stars -

3ci) tOwn name
and branch No.
plus name

3aiii) town 3bi) tofu name,
name, 3 stars 2 stars & other
n
' ident in parenthisis

3cii) town name 3ciii) town name
and other info. & other info.
in parenth.
not in parenth.
NO STARS

3bii) same as
3bi; other

ident n with

out parenth.

3d) two examples of town names
only, without any stars

4P`

44(
\70-6.1
3ei) 'bouquet'
decoration instead of stars
3eii) lower text
without parenth.

3eiii) no text

.1041.

0a
b
a
Two sets of town ads in type 4a) and 4b) respectively. The
distinction of type is not always obvious by itself, and border
types exist; but the h) types always come with an unshaded
cross and without stare, while the a) types mayor may
not have
stars and some with shaded or unshaded cross

except town name, 5) (NOTE: The shape of the iwiss cross la or lb has no bearing
on the type of date found)
2 bouquets in
lower half
/1117
N

2.4. V. 61

5a) day, month
and year only
ads of 3aiii type,
uut cross (:a/b)
replaced by P.O.
branch No. in
upper Circle

-2 X44.11

5bi) day, mo.,
year and Arab.
hour, separ.
by dot

‘:41

21 Xi

5bii) ideM.,
but Arabic
hour indic.
separated by
a dash

5c) day, month,
year; and hour
in Roman numerals

A full identitication of the four following,
completely reproduced cds., thus would have to
read as follows: (all are Type HA, open date bridge):
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20th CENTURY CIRCULAR TOWN CANCELLATIONS (Cont.)

44:?..41&
-9.)4452. 41

lb-211-3bi-4a4e

la-2111-3ai4a-5bi

lb-2X-3ei4a-5bi

into considerAll this is rather complicated, and it does not even take
ation any of the following: 7) thickness (or thinness) of the outer nocircle;
8) size (diameter) of the cds, which can vary by as much as 3 or 4 149 9)
shale and size of the cross (large or small) aside from being shaded or un11)periods or no
shaded; 10) size and type of numbers in the date bridge;
periods in date etc. But the chosen distinctions will have to do until someall differences
one else comes along with an infallible system of considering
commately may now
by groups and sub-groups. Until then any student of swiss
start type-ing his or her holdings.
are not true town
Not at all considered here are 'Feldpost cds (since they
arters, nor
headqu
ct
strikes) no official cancellations from the various distri
left
Also
ment).
the PP cancels (which are to be treated in a separate instal
the
to
type
and
size
out are all special cancellations, even if they conform in
office
bile
Automo
s and
cds discussed here, Ambulant/Bahnpost cancels, Ship cancel
s.
lation
cancel
e
machin
all
cancels, as well as
the 4b types,
The latest of all these 'open bridge' IIA cds to appear were
thin outer
very
s,
letter
paced
with more modernistic, skinny, and usually wide-s
in the
appear
to
began
ods
circle, unshaded cross, and without stars. These
and
brief
very
saw
them
of
ty
very late 1950s or earliest 1960s, and the majori
by
,
1967/8
by
last
the
ed,
limited use only, since all these types were replac
.
scarce
quite
are
many
Type I cds with postal direction number. Therefore,
as Basel or Zurich
Exceptions (lit. 6) occur on a few cds for large cities, such
district numeral
Postal
Roman
inasmuch as the
detailedly identhat
letter
a
is replaced by
of these seem
few
Very
ods.
ic
tifies a specif
.
to have been manufactured
The earliest appearance of Type IIA open
bridge cds (aside from 'Feldpost' cds that
occur as early as the beginning of World War I)
seems to be towards the end of World War I, the
earliest type 3bii dating from January 1916
(AARAU NACHNAHMEN) and the earliest type 3eii
EXP LETT.) Whether these cds
dating from October 1917 (FRIBOURG LETTRES and GENEVE
of the inner complete
were new dies, or whether they were recuts, by excising part
not known, but in any
is
1908,
about
circle of very similar cds types in use since
Switzerland.
case they are the first open bridge, bar-less town cds of
Talking of recuts, there are undoubtedly, among the cds of Group IIA, some that
were transformed into 'open bridge' types
from types that had originally contained
complete double circles. When the bars
were taken out, in a few instances that
part of the inner circle to the left and
to the right of the date bridge was also
excised, resulting in a Type IIA cds. The
quite undoubtedly was of the
rather small Type II& of LINESCIO, reproduced here,
in retype of the first TINZEN cancel shown previously; but

I

res e r e
(A 0 IS VA
r rhy U i e
r
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From the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE - translated with permission
by MRS. Y. MacMAHON & MR. H.E. CHAPMAN
Part II
1889.
15th December
COLOUR CHANGE
No, 64A

15 c. purple

(issue: 13.754.000)
Colour Shades

(1

dull purple 1889
(b dull purple (dark)

brown-purple
d deep brown-purple

Plate Flaws
1. Upper margin line interrupted (AZ)
2. Diagonal colourless lino through FRANCO (A4)
3. Notched lower margin line

1824. Control Mark II - Narrow
No. 58B. 2c.

olive-brown

Form

(issue: 429.988,000)
Colour Shades

light olive-brown 1094
b olive-brown

(c) dark olive-brown

Variety

9.

Double control mark
Plate Flaws

1. Interrupted marjaa: upper loft (A 1) upper centre or right
(A 7) (C 7); (5 different)
2. 0 of upper FRANCO half defective
3. Upper bar of the cross broken
4. Diagonal colourless lines in margin: upper left (A 2), lower
left CH 1) and right (11th stamp on sheet)
5; Large defect (colourless) by the A of HELOTIA
6; Fracture through lower margin.
No. 59B.

3 c. grey (issue: 6,556,000)
Colour Shades
black-grey 1695
dark brownish-grey
b brownish-grey 1896
(d dark brown-grey

(1

Plate Flaws

No, 60B

I. Interrupted margin: bottom centre Cif 4) or lower left
2. Indented lower margin (1-1 1)
3. Diagonal colourless lines in lower right frame (I 6)
5 c. brownish-lilac (issue: 319.685.000)
Colour Shades
light brownish-lilac
(b brownish-lilac 1894

( 1 brownish-lilac, dark
(d deep brownish-lilac

Varieties
9. Double control marks.

10. Without control marks

Plate Flaws

No. 6113

1. Interrupted margin: upper right, upper centre and lower left Oi 1
2. Corner slanted off, upper left or lower right.
10 c. carmine
(issue: 777,766,000)
Colour Shades
carmine 1893
b pink carmine
9.
10.
11.

(1

vermilion 1897 (e) vermilion-red
(d vermilion (dark)
Varieties
very strong blurred print
Strong translucent print on the back

Dnull1A onn-hrn1

na.141z-O
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CROSS , & VALUE FIGURE (Continued)
Plate Flaws
Interrupted margin lines: upper, lower (4 different)
Slanting corner, upper or lower right
Defect in left lower triangle (G 1/2)
Coloured fleck in the old plate defect upper right
Colourless diagonal line upper left, coloured border line of the
inscription band over second E interrupted, vertical bars of
the cross interrupted
6. Coloured dot after H
7. Coloured line on the A of FRI11CO (A 3)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No.6213 12 c. ultramarine (issue: 36,571,000)
Colour Shades

( 1 light ultramarine

greenish-blue 1897
(b dull blue 1898

(d violet-blue/
ultramarine

e ultramarine blue
f ultramarine blue

Varieties

9. Parts of margins right or left smeared. 10. Double control marks
Plate Flaws
1. Interrupted margin lines: upper left, lower right
2. Triangular eruption in margin: below upper left
3. Slanting or defective corners
4. Strong indentation right (E 7)
5. Diagonal colourless lines through L of HELVETIA, in left frame

D 6, 7) lower U 2;3)

6. Shading of figure 1 or 2 defective, diagonal defect in lower frame
left or larger defect below
7. Coloured fleck in plate fault of left triangle.
No.643 15 c. lilac

(issue: 59,570,000)
Colour Shades

(1 dark brown-carmine (e) deep brown-lilac
dark brown-lilac
(d
red-lilac
(b brownish-

( 1 brown-lilac (dull)

Variety

9.

Double offset
Plate Flaws

1. Interrupted margin lines: upper, lower (5 different)
2. Indented margin lines or corners, colourless dot in margin upper
right or in upper left triangle
3. Diagonal colourless lines above through FRANCO or colourless
streak in right frame under 15. (Illus.)
as right margin
4. Interruption of upper margin diagonallyi as far
l
5. Ralf-moon shaped notch at beginning of tail of 5 (E 4) (78th stamp).
COLOUR CHANGE 01911

No. 6513. 5 c. green (issue: 667,308,000)
Colour Shades
dark green 1900
d deep green 1900

(a3 yellowish-green
(b green, light-dark 1899
Varieties

9. Blurred print, part of left margin blurred
10. Double perforation, missing perforations
11. Double control mark, rectangular connection
Plate Flaws
1. Interrupted margin lines, upper, lower, left, right (8 different)
2. Margin strongly broken into (4 different). (Illus)
3. Corner shield right upper diagonally split or slanting corners 1(3 different)
4, Colourless defect in left lower triangle.
5. Diagonal fracture right downwards through the whole figure frame
6. Colourless streak in right lower frame
d 5 etc.,
7. Small colourless areas: C like 0, open 0, interrupte
8. Colourless diagonal streak through margin line and upper F

1971 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
The following iF the preliminary announcement of proposed new issues
11th March . SPECIAL STAMPS - SEAIES I
I

5th May
27th May

No46.

NABA 1971 Miniature Sheet
1
4 x 50 c.
scribed in detail in the January issue)

PRO PATRIA - Contemporary stained
glass

4

10 +
20 +
30+
50 +

23rd Sept. - SPECIAL STAMPS - SERIES II
Swiss Alps - Les Diablerets
•2
50 Years of Swiss Broadcasting Co.
1st Dec. -

3.-

30 c.

2

EUROPA (CEPT)
.

Fr. 2.-

1

52_2,

0.80

10
10
10
20

c.
c.

1.50

30 c.
40 c,

0.70

c*

0.

PRO JUVENTUTE
Native Birds

UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA

4

10
20
30
50

10 c.
+ 10 a,
+ TO c.
+ 20 c.
4-

1.50
Fr. 9.50

A special stamp in Swiss currency was
issued on 25th January to mark the
'Peaceful Usesof the Seabed".

Value: 30 Rp. - 2 colours: green/brown
Design: Graphic representation of the seabed and sounding instruments.
Designer: P.Rahikainen, Finland
Stamp Size:
26 x 36 mm.
Printing: Rotogravure by
No. issued:
2,000,000
Setelipaino, Helsinki
A similar stamp of 6 c, value will be issued by the U.N. in New York.
A special First Day cancellation was used on 25th January, depicting
the U.N. emblem and inscription: "1211
GENEVE - PREMIER JOUR 25.1.71 - ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIESI.
Obtainable from the Philatelic
Service of the U.N. Postal Administration, Palais des Nations, 1211
Geneve 10,
WATCH
STAMP

OUT

FOR

COLLECTING!

Although present circumstances
make it difficult to give precise
information or dates, we would like
to mention that by invitation of the

197

1

We look forward to
meeting you at
STAND 27
at the Royal Horticultural Society's
New Hall, Greycoat& Elverton Streets,
Westminster, Lendon S.W.1,
The Exhibition hours are:
Mon. 1st Mar.
1 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Tue.-Fri. 2nd/5th Mar. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 6th Mar.
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Editor of 'Stamp Collecting', the
most popular philatelic journal in
this country, a special Swiss Issue
is in preparation.

This will contain a number of
articles by members of the Society
and we hope that it will prove of
interest to all Swiss collectors.
More news as soon as possible

* *. * * * * * * * *

We shall be able to show you fascinating material, from Classics to Modern
and covering all aspects of Swiss
Philately.
Collections at bargain prices

11•LActtcher
BRA., PT S., APS., ASDA., SPA.,
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR DTD.,
151 Park Road, St.John's Wood,
London NW8 7HU
Tel: 01-586-0161
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There are several points which need mention this month, first of all
an unsuccessful effort to beat the postal strike with our January issue caused
me to omit-the inclusion of my grateful thanks to all those members at home and
abroad, who sent Christmas Greetings more than ever this year . all much
appreciated and an encouragement to continue to keep the interests of members
in mind at all times.

•

therefore, a matter of great regret that the New Year should
start so badly with the postal strike - at the time of writing in its 5th week
and with no immediate prospect of a settlement - which has prevented the despatch of the January 'News Letter'. It is to be hoped that at least by the
time this issue is ready it may be possible to despatch both issues together.
It is very much a case of 'normal service will be resumed' as soon as this unfortunate and unnecessary disruption of the post is over. Meanwhile, our apologies to all our members and particularly those overseas.
It is,

As if all this was not bad enough, an enforced appointment with the Gas
Board, lasting 2:1- days, while my home was i converted l to natural gas - an experience I hope never to have to put up with again, - made it impossible for me to
attend the February meeting of the Society, when the subject was "FLAWS &
VARIETIES - post 1920".
It is reported, however, that 5 members provided material for display and
discussion: Messrs. Lienhard, Redmill, Short & D.M. Slate, with the honours
going to Miss M.W. Muselwhite who presented such a wide range of modern varieties
that it amazed even the most advanced collectors, thus proving that one need not
yearn for the early issues in order to find interest and research, but just
relatively common stamps, keen eyesight and much patience.
We are also temporarily - we hope - without news of the activities of our

Northern Group and our sources of information from Switzerland, but hope these
may be to hand before long.
E.J.R.
The

UMSTEIN

CATALOGUES

1971

can be ordered through HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42 Maiden Lane, London,
W.C.2E 71W.
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
Price:
-do.. with thumb index

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERL/

£3.50
E4.00

NORTHERN GROUP:

Sat. Max. 6th: ANNUAL COMPETITION
Thur. Mar. 25tht VISIT TO WAKEFIELD
LONDON GROUP:
Wed. 10th Mar. SOLDIER STAMPS &
MILITARY MAIL

Pocket Size: Price 40 np postage

sumitagE:
zum

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

postage

TENSTEIN
SPECIALISED

The XXth Edition will be issued in
the course of the Spring of 1971.

* * * *
Supplements to the Europe Catalogue.
are published regularly in the
, BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZE1TUNG

Talk & Display by Er. H. Sheldrake
Members are invited to bring along
additional material.
S WISS

PHILATELY

continues -to grow in popularity and
elusive items will become
increasingly scarce.

Make sure ofthemnow before it is
too late

Annual fee E1.50; with extra-supplement to the catalogue .... .E1.75
Send your Wants Lists or request
approval selections for

* * * *
For fine, first class stamps ....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN

&

CIE

Propr. Hertsch & Cie
P.O.Box 2505, CH-3001 DERN

FLO'S & VARIETIES
SPECIAL EVENT COVERS & CANCELLATIONS
TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT STRIPS
AIRMAIL COVERS etc.,
All Material available, mint cr
used, from early to modern.

J .S. ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MOREC OE . Lanes.

•

pHILATELIc

Founder:

E.H.SpIRO

President:
L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L.

News ti Leiter
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton,
DISS.
Norfolk.

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

MR. C. RAUCH,
353 Baddow Road,
CHELMSFORD.
Essexi

4;)44‘1-.
40P--

Tel: 0245 - 54149
MARCH'
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25th YEAR

NEW 1SSUFS FOR LIECHTENSTEIN
The following stamps were issued on 11th March:
1.

Commemorating the opening of the new Liechtenstein National Museum

25 Rp. - Bronze boar - epoch of la Tene: 3 colours: blue-grey/
violet-black/blue
30 Rp. Roman Ornament (peacock) - 2nd cent. - 3 colours: grey-grn/
green/brown
75 Rp. - Engraved metal plate - let half of 13th cent. - 4 colours:
yellow/ochre/brown/green
Designer: Louis ager, Vaduz
Pvinting:, Heliogravure by Courvoisier
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Stamp, size: 36 x 26 ram. in sheets of 20 stamps
Paper:
White with brown fibres

2.

22.2_211LELzaal

L1211Lollt21112LaLsa

ilti2a_II

10 Rp. - Cyclamen - 5 colours: yellow-grn/blue/brown-ol./red/green
20 Rp. - Rue - 4 colours: yellow/blue/greenish-yellow/brown
50 Rp. - Pink- 4 colours: rose/green-ol. green/brewn-olive
Fr.1.50 - Columbine 5 cols: yellow/green brown-o3/blue-green/blue
Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren
Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Stamp Size: 26 x 36 ram, in sheets of 20 stamps
Paper:
White with brown fibres
First Day covers were available and a special postmark was available,
depicting the peacock from the 30 Hp. stamp and reading: / Vaduz - Ausgabe-bag
11 MR,rz 19711.
For the first time Leichtenstein is participating in the International
Philatelic Exhibition 1 INTERPEV in New York from 12-14 March.
A special cancellation was used depicting the 'Interpex t emblem and
reading 'NEW YORK - 12-14 March 1971 - Leichtenstein Off. Philatelic Service
Vaduz'.

NEW POSTAL DIRECTORY IN MAY

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

The PTT announce that the 1971
edition of the 1 ORTSVERZEICHNIS 1 the Postal Directory - will be published on 23rd May at the price of 1 Fr.

NORTHERN GROUP - at Bradford Saturday, April 3rd, - Visit from
W.Cdr. R.F.BULSTRODE 0.B.E.,
Subject: Proofs, Essays, Hotel
Posts etc., Members should not
miss this opportunity to, see unique
material.

It contains some 7000 place names
with details relating to post, telephone
and telegraph facilities, together with
railway, ship and automobile links.
Orders will be accepted from 5th March.
This compact guide is invaluable to
the Postmark Collector.

LONDON GROUP - at Kingsway Hall Wednesday - April 14th
Subject: POSTAL STATIONERY - All
Members.

keY/11.,

kf,

1 ' ,‹Leie

S l=e,c):k.. t:.61

'.

:

al strike
Once more
mere we are in business after a 7 week gap a' the post
The Only
et.
Pack
of the Exchange
had virtually put a stop to the activities
uit was
circ
'
ers where a 'by hand
exception was for a limited number of Memb
of whom
some
k those members maintained. In this connection I wish to than
ets
Pack
inary measures to,keep
travelled many miles - who have taken extraord
phone
tele
have kept inc informed by
on the move. I am also grateful to thee° who
of the whereabouts of Exchange Packets.
trace all the Packets
At the time of writing these note 1 I am trying to
7 weeks in an already short
to get them on the move again, since v.:„ have lost
period of 5 months, the 7 weeks is
enough season. Packets being insured f1 r a
INSURANCE COVER, and anyone still
significant. PACKETS AB to AN are NOW OUT OF
ely by REGISTERED POST.
holding one of these must return it to ma immediat
the material that has been
So that as many people as possible can see
help as follows:sent to me for circulation, will you please
S mail service to minimise the •
1. Pass on packets promptly, using FIRST CLAS
deliver by hand more promptly
time that Packets are in transit. If you can
the Advice Note so that I
all the better. The receiving member must sign
have evidence that it has been passed on.
coming in very slowly. I hope
2. Advice Notes and payments for purchases are
who have not forwarded these
these notes will act as a reminder to members
ng the strike period.
in respect of purchases made before and. duri
h members had prepared for me to receive
3. I am still receiving material whic
This material will be
during early February, as originally planned.
above). Even then some
1
circulated - but must go round quickly ( see
ly July. It is essential
/ear
June
Packets will be on circuit at the end of
ness or holidays, so that
busi
that I know when members are away from home
letter boxes::
ers
memb
Packets can be re-routed and do not lie in
. We
you move house, please let me know at once
4. As a final reminder if
and
ess
er changed his addr
have lost 1 packet this season because. a memb
e
hous
your
next occupier of
failed to advise the Society's Officers. The
C. RAUCH
or flat may not be as honest as you think.

T DUES TO VANISH
i

One of our members, Mr.P.Hobbs, at
present working in Geneva, sends us the
following note from a German language
philatelic magazine, 'PHILATELICA' for
March 1971:
"Machine surcharqe to replace stamps"
If tests, which are being carried
out by the PTT in Bern are successful,
I
T due obliterated stamps will be replaced by machine obliterations. If
successful the scheme.will be extended
to other large centres, and 17 machines
of this type have been ordered."
Mr. Hobbs comments further that this
news is quite likely to cause an upsurge of interest in these items, with
a subsequent hardening of prices.
So far the highest value stamp
with "V overprint that he has found
is 2Fr. Although listed on stamps up
to 20 Fr. he has not yet come across
any such items.
If you have any interesting observ,
ss
ations to make or have come acro
.
may
that
s
pres
ic
atel
items in the phil
UB
know.
let
se
be useful, plea

Now that the post is again
functioning normally, do not forget
that our APPROVAL SERVICE is fully
at your disposal.
If you do not already have
the details, please drop Us a line
or telephone.

KATCHER
TiE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
ASDA
151, Pork Road
BPA
SPA
St. John's Wood
PTS
7HU
LONTON NW8
APS
H.L.

Telephone:

01 - 586 - 0161
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The recent postal chaos and various domestic upsets, all
occurring simultaneously, have unfortunately, been extended
to the 'News Letter'. A confusion in the titling caused the introductory
section to the new article by Dr.Ganz to be omitted; it is given now and
should precede the section in the February issue.
EDITOR'S NOTE:

Swiss CIRCULAR DATE STRIKECANCELLATIONS
OF MORE RECENT VINTAGE
- or what

Andres and Emmennegger's
Cancellation Handbook does not contain. A retrogressive study, in instalments
by FELIX GANZ
Andres and Emmenegger's famous 'Handbook of Swiss Cancellations' in its
original edition, listed everything known in Swiss postmarks and cancellations
up to about 1885 (officially 1881)., while the now appearing re-issue of the
same work will list anything up to about 1907. That leaves three-score and some
years open to investigation; and in the instalments that may follow this initial one, your correspondent will be swimming backwards until he may meet, some
day, with the tailend listings of the new handbook's chapters on circular town
cancels. Some important footwork has been done for some individual cantons,
such as the mimeographed lists for the Grisons (Graubtinden) by Karl Gebert
(unfortunately out of print) and probably some others too; but an overall view
in this writer's knowledge, has never been presented yet. Thus, this series of
articles may well be an initial effort., and thus it may not only be incomplete, but may contain all sorts of errors, the correction of which will be
the task of that past of Helvetia Society's membership that occupies itself
with Swiss 20th Century Postmarks and town strikes.
If, as it happened between 1964 and 1968, all Swiss town Postmarks (cds)
would have been retired periodically - say every 25 years - it would be extremely easy to give listings of types; but since the thrifty PTT often recut
and re-recut cancelling dies to incorporate a variety of changes necessary, in
their view, for better postal administration, the period between 1872 and 1964
is one in which such a wealth of different types of circular town strikes coexist, that the subject must be approached with tender and patient care ...
and that takes time. Therefore, the back-tracking approach!
I. CDS SINCE 1964: WITH POSTAL DIRECTION NUMBER
The current, and latest, type •of Swiss ode is easily distinguished from
its predecessors because of the inclusion of a four-digit number (pun), or
postal direction indicator (Postleitzahl, numero d'acheminement), in front of
the canceller's town name or, (most infrequently) below the town name. Two
basic sub-types, to be discussed in more detail below exist:
and
a in the lower semi-circle'appears only a letter;
b in the lower semi-circle appears a number and a letter.
In looking at such a basic type ode with pdn, we find that it contains
the following postal information:1. Postal Direction Number: It has four digits and is based on the regional
division of the country (plus Leichtenstein and
Swiss postal agencies abroad) into nine numbering regions (while retaining
the eleven postal districts and regional administrations). 1000 to 1999 ? for
instance, comprises the 44,sternmost part of the country: Geneva, Vaud, part of
Valais and most of Fribourg plus some others; or 8000 to 8999 which serves the
area of Zftrich, Schaffhausen and most of Thurgau as well as parts of Aargau
and Schwyz.
It may be seen that these pdalt-s cut across cantonal boundaries, across
rivers and mountain chains, and across the boundaries of the existing postal
districts. Just one example: Sangernboden, a tiny hamlet belonging to the
Canton of Bern, is postally served from 1716 Pfaffeien (Fribourg), because it
lies beyond a high mountain chain from Bern in a valley that opens into Fribourg; therefore, its postal number is 1711, while administratively it belongs
to postal district 3 - Bern. The pdn's numbering system thus really grew out
of a need to speed up postal services. The first number denotes the regional
division, the second the sub-region, and the third and fourth still more detailed sub-routings and/or individual towns. Larger cities have direction
numbers ending in at least two, or three zeros (although their branch offices
may be assigned different numbers); routing centres have a pdn with at least
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SWISS CIRCULAR DATE STRIKE CANCELLATIONS (cont..)
have pdns ending in 2,
one zero at the end; individual, larger towns and villages
numbers
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8, while very small depots, agencies or offices sport
from
has
p.o.
the
which
pdn
same
ending in 1 or 9 (unless they are given the
which they directly depend).
Not all numbers between 1000 and 9999 are utilized (yet); and quite often
head office, if they
differently named post offices carry the same pdn as their
Suvrettahaus; and
are directly dependent branches:7500 St.Moritz; but also 7500
in many other instances entire valleys, lake shores, or mountain slopes have the
served by the same
same number for all their post offices because they may be
e of Lftschen,
villag
an
Valais
entire
the
train, postal bus or small boat. Thus
Fafleralp, for
and
n,
Blatte
Wiler,
,
with the towns of Goppenstein, Ferden, Kippel
served by the
are
and
small
are
towns
example, was given pdn 3903 because all the
go over the
will
bus
the
where
alp
same postal bus (except the seasonal p.o. Fafler
mule
last
s
rland'
Switze
by
served
new road only by 1971 and which is currently
t, free
reques
may
sted
intere
anyone
pack route). Complicated ? - not really1 - and
,
with
en
itzahl
Postle
der
chi4s
of charge, from the GD-PTT the booklet Verzei
back in 1965 to
addenda sheets, which was distributed to all Swiss households
system. In a few
aving
time-s
usly
speed acceptance,by the public,of this enormo
s and new ads
reason
s
variou
instances, the pdn has been changed since 1964 for
were issued.
of a town
Town Name: The cancellation represents the postally official name
or
French
,
German
in
mail
his
s
(even though any Swiss may addres
e.g.
ge,
langua
ent
differ
a
in
Italian, if a city or town does have a different name
Avenches/Wifflisburg;
Bern/Berne/Berna; Basel/Bale/Basilea; Geneve/Genf/Ginevre;
lature becomes irrelnomenc
Biel/Bienne; Visp/Viege etc., etc., but this confusing
why the PTT
reason
r
evant if the pdn is written ahead of the town name - anothe
, there
needed
is
on
wanted the system to be accepted). If further identificati
FEN AM
OBERHO
e.g.,
appears a Canton or valley etc., name behind the town name:
T;
-ROMON
DEVANT
THUNERSEE, OBERHOFEN (AG): VUISTERNENS-EN-OGOZ, VUISTERNENSg all the new type
cuttin
of
course
the
In
etc.,
LCINA)
(1HESO
O
ROVERDO (TI), ROVERD
task produce a few
cancellations, the German firm which was entrusted with the
ous spellings, such
cute, briefly used and then retired, and now very rare errone or CHATEAU DE ST.CROIX
hours),
as OSTERMUNDINGEN instead of OSTEBMUNDIGEN (in use 3
but from such a tiny office
year,
a
almost
use
(in
instead of CHATEAU DE STE-CROIX
that very little mail is ever seen from there).
feature, in the upper semicircle, an
3. Swiss Cross: All Swiss cds with pdn
postmarks show,
unshaded Swiss Cross, while the new Leichtenstein
1966.
since
in its stead the Liechtenstein coat-of-arms - a novelty
with pdn have an open date bridge. It shows in
4. Bate Bridge: All Swiss ads
month
Arabic numerals exclusively, and from left to right: day,
the time of day
and year (to numbers only). Larger towns also incorporate
.
bridge
date
(-0 to 24) at the righthand side of the
of the town's name,one to three stars,of
5. Decorations: Depending on the length
ads. They have no
five points each l are featured as part of the
, both aesthetically and
particular meaning, except to balance the canceller better
weightwise.
e, in place of these stars
5a. Branch offices or larger towns and cities featur
from the town name proper,
right
and
left
each
or sometimes separated by one star
as 4000 BASEL 3 -the branch office's name in the bottom part of the cds, such
3 ..- CARASSO etc.,
SPALEN; 1000 LAUSANNE 13 -- JORDILS: 6503 BELLINZONA
manner as under 5a. may show
5b. cds of regional head post offices, in the same
ANNAHME, or
the office's postal division, such as: 8022 MUCH 22 -- BRIEF, parcel
tance
PAKETANNAHME, or GELDPOSTANT, or MEER etc., (Letter accep
window, money division, lock boxes etc.,),
The item appearing in the lower
6. Postal District Number and cds
semi-circle has a double duty:
Identification Letter,
2,

ct (of which
A. The Arabic number corresponds to the town's postal distri
Roman
in
ads,
type
r
earlie
in
there are eleven; these were shown,
show
NCT
do
als
'capit
ct
distri
numerals). Very large towns or postal
US
KORNHA
7
BEEN
3000
Thus
ads.
this Arabic district number in their
no number in the lower semi-circle although
features only small letters, I and
1
well. But for a while in 1964/5, close to
as
it should rightfully show a 5
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SWISS CIRCULAR DATE STRIKE CANCELLATIONS (Cont.)

1000 ode with pan were put into service at smaller and
smallest post offices,. also without the postal district
number, and that created such havoc, especially in the
postal cheque centres that all of these 'letter only'
types of small offices were withdrawn and replaced with
'number plus' , letter types. Needless to say these
4-a 6•- zz
'letter-only' cds thus are scarce to very rare . some
having been in use for a few months at the most. By
1968 all seemed to have been withdrawn except for a
few seasonal, non-accountable agencies atop mountains,
such as ROTHORN KULM or SCHYNIGE PLATTE. Why the
havoc?
Jell, take the previously mentioned example
of 1711 SANGERNBODEN. It belongs and is accountable to postal district 3: Bern;
but glancing at its pdn 1711 one cou4d think that it is part of district 1:
Geneva or Lausanne. Thus only the illolusion of a 1 3' in the lower semi-circle
would eliminate possible confusion, In the case of large cities, however, there
is no doubt.
B. The lower case letter, also in the lower semi-circle, is nothing but an
easy means to spot the clerk, or the division in a larger office. Agencies
depots and small offices have but one cds, with letter i b t while regular sized
post offices may have two or three cds with letters t a r , t b , and 1 c 1 . In large
offices, each clerk, or division, has its distinctly lettered (and thus recognisable) cds. This is obviously copied after German cas, where the same
practice has been in effect for decades. Very large offices may have letters
all the way up to 'z' and even beyond, when doubling starts: 'an', l qq , etc.,
Beyond I ss I (BERN 1) I haven't seen any.
VARIATIONS:

Since 1962 or thereabouts, smaller towns with a large volume of mail
have been assigned new type cancelling machines that have a large crown
which is identical in Size to the regular cds hand strikes. To the left of
these machine strikes appears a slogan, or a dumb obliteration flag, or 'PP'
etc., But even with the slogan flag cut off, these machine strikes are
diet inct from the hand ode because they lack, in the lower semi circle, number
as well as letter; or they feature only a number, but no letter.
(i)

(ii)

Franking machines of private firms also use new type ode with pdn.
They are easily recognised because they are required to cancel in red
ink; but even so, their ods can be distinguished inasmuch as they feature an
q t
A (for machine probably) in the lower semi-circle.
(iii)

Roller handstamps of the
size as the regular hand
number in the lower semi-circle,
of course, they have heavy lines

newest type are also of identical shape and
ods; but they, too have either no letter or
or only the number, but no letter. In addition,
to the left and right of the eds.

(iv)

pdn below the town name: That, to this writer's knowledge occurred
only on very few town propaganda postmarks (not discussed hero) and
on the GD-PTT Philatelic Agency ode of 1964/5 where the '3000' appears
below the date of the eds. Regular town ode are not known to exist in this
manner.
COLOUR: All hand ode must be struck in black. Exempt are only postal distribt
headquarters and the GD-PTT whose official mails are cancelled mostly
in blue.
Here follows the first part . of '20th CENTURY CIRCULAR
TOWN CANCELLATIONS OF SWITZERLAND' from the February
,
'Helvetia News Letter'.
(To be continued,...)
THE POST STRIKE

The strike which lasted for 7 weeks from 15th January, is now over and
we are endeavouring to get back to normal. We regret the unavoidable delay
in the despatch of the 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER', particularly to our overseas
members. The January & February issues have been sent out together and we
trust by now they have reached members safely.
Overseas mail did not start Ooming through until mid-March and is being
dealt with as quickly as possible.
E.J.R.
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A MYSTERY CANCELLATION
On Page 15 of the January1 S.B.Z.
is an illustration of a 2 Rp. Cross &
Figure' stamp which is something of a
puzzle to the expert, Herr Liniger.
Zt is only granite paper (Z.58) with a
cancellation of AMMERSWYL of 28.12.89.

MARCH 1971

A similar stamp will be issued
by the U.N. in New York, 13c. value.
A special cancellation will be
in use in Geneva on 13th April,
p
using the same ancellation as for
1 1
11 but with date 13.4.71.

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
Bis Keine mehr hungert Swissaid Various 7 Feb.- 13 Mar.
Pour que chacun mange a sa fain
Swissaid - Various 7 Feb. - 13 Mar.
Affinche piu nessuno soffr. e la fame Swissaid 6900 Lugano 7 Feb. 13 Mar
Eishockey-Weltmeisterschaft Bern-Genf
19 Marz-3 April 1971 - 3000 Bern 1
to 3 April
Does anyone possess examples of
Championnat du monde de hockey sur glace
this cancellation of AMMERSWYL - with
Bern-Geneve 19 Mars-3 Avril 1971 d
perio
the
for
date
year
ut
or witho
1200 Geneva 3 to 3 April
between 28.12.1889 and 28.2.1893 ?
Championnat due monde de hockey cur
glace Berne-Lyss - La Chaux-de-Fonds
If so,. will they be good enough
5-14 Mars 1971 - 2000 Neuchatel 2
to send them - or a photograph - to
to 13 March
Alfred Itel l Gempenstrasse 74, 4053
Europaische Woche fUr das Herz 21..25
Basel. Due care will be exercised
Feb. 1971 - Olten, Zurich, St.Gallen
and return as soon as possible.
Semaine europeenne du coeur 21.25
Helvetia members should check
fevrier 1971 1200 Geneve 1 .,
their staTps and may turn up some
Settimana europea del cuore 21 25 febbr.
useful information.
71 - 6500 Bellinzona 1
Mars le mois du centre social
protestant - 1200 Geneva
UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA
Internationale de la lutte
Annee
1971 A. On 12th'March 1971 a special
mination raciale
claaxi
la
contre
•
stamp was issued for International
1211 Geneva 11 Service philatelique
Aid for Refugees.
de l'administration postale des
Nations Unies
50 Rp. Bronze sculpture of
Value:
1
Salon de 1 automobile 11-21 mars 1971
refugees, 2 adults and
1200 Geneve 1
2 children; wine-red/
Schweizer Schul & Volkskino 50 Jahre
brown black.
ffir den guten Film - 4000 Basel 2 &
Dr, Kaare Nyguard & Martin
Designers:
9000 St,Gallen
J.Weber, U.S.A.
suisse
aire
popul
et
ire
scola
a
Cinem
Offset by Joh. Enschede &
Printing:
film
bon
le
pour
s
annee
50
Zenon, Holland.
-de-Fonds
Chaux
La
2300
3,
e
Genev
1200
Stamp size: 33.4 x 25.4 mm.
ero
svizz
are
Popol
e
stico
Cinema scola
1,900,000
Nosissueds
film
buon
il
per
50 anni
Two similar stamps of 6 & 13 c.
6830 Chiasso 1
the
by
day
same
the
on
d
issue
be
will
Treffpunkt der Pferdefreunde OsterU.N. in New York.
montag Amriswil 8580 Amriswil
to 10 April
- A First Day cancellation was used
sante Geneve 7
la
de
ale
mondi
Journee
at the special P.O. of the U.N. in
to 22 Mar.
1
e
Genev
1200
avril emblem
Geneva. It depicts the U.N.
1
juillet 1971
4
juin
25
Romont (FR)
and has the inscription: 1211 GENEVE
nale
natio
inter
val
Festi
PREMIER JOUR - 12,3.71 - ADMINISTRATION
July
3
to
(FR)
t
.Romon
1680
POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES1.

This cancel, however, with year
it is
date, is so far unknown and
1 1
of AMMERSY
the
ps
perha
thought that
es
figur
year
the
and
WYL was erased
date
year
the
ut
'89' inserted. Witho
the cancel was in use from 23 Dec. 1870
to 28.Feb. 1893, but as Herr Liniger
states, nothing is impossible, and the
following question is posed:-

B, On 13th April 1971 a special stamp
will be issued on behalf of the
World Food Programme.
50Rp. An ear of corn against
Value:
a globe of coloured
mosaic:
violet/Yellow/green/gold.
OlaV S. Mathiesen, Denmark,
Designer:
gravure by Heraclio
Photo
ng:
Printi
Fournier,
Stamp Size: 26 x 36 ram.
No. issued: 1,900,000

PICTORIAL PUBLICITY SLOGAN CANCELS
BIEL-BIENNE Kongress Stadt
ville des congres
LOECHE-les-BAINS pour votre cure
d'hiver
filx inre Winterkur
TFUKERBAD
REMEMBER the ANNUAL COMPETITION
will be held on Wednesday 12th May.
Full rules etc., in next month's
issue.
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THE MARCH MEETING INLONDON
A large and attentive audience welcomed MR. H. SHELDRAXE of gestcliffon Sea at the March meeting, when he presented some unusual facets of SWISS
SOLDIER STAMPS AND MILITARY MAIL.
He recounted how 3 years ago he knew nothing about this subject, but
being intensely interested in military covers he became 'bitten'. Studying
the stamps of World War I it became apparent that not only were the first
soldier stamps designed by Oberl. F.Bieri, but so also were a very large
proportion of the stamps issued during World War I, and called up again in
World War II, he then designed a further 9 stamps,
After some sleuthing, contact with Herr Bieri was eventually achieved
and it was found that not only had he lived in England until 1906, when the
family returned to Switzerland, but that from 1903-1906 he had seried in the
London Rifle Brigade.
Herr Bieri's intimate krowledge of the whole subject has been willingly
shared with Mr.Sheldrake and as a result members were privileged to see many
unique items, such as original designs, proofs, colour trials etc., all
beautifully arranged and written up with the fullest details. One special
item which Mr.Sheldrake had on loan was a 'Scala', a booklet containing
colour prints of the various stages of production of a stamp, which enables
the colours to be matched for successive printings.
Mr.Sheldrake then -tent on to deal with one particular aspect of the
military saga, so-called 'Guard Trains' - the relief trains which in 1919/1920
were sent across devastated Europe to Poland and Roumania, which countries
were desparately short of many essential supplies. The train carried food,
medical supplies, wounded personnel, internees and sometimes re-immigrants
returning to their homeland. Because the journeys took two weeks, sometimes
even months, it was necessary to provide military protection, which duties
Were undertaken by the neutral Swiss. Among these relief trains No.5 to
Poland No.10 to Rcumania were commanded by Capt. Bieri. From these factual
reminiscences and a tremendous amount of help from Herr Bieri himself, Mr.
Sheldrake has built up a chronicle, complete with maps, postcards, photographs, covers and stamps from these and other journeys. Covers usually
carried a special franking such as 'WARSZAWA Juli 1919 - Escorte commerciale
Suisse'.
So fascinating was the display and the accompanying commentary that
it was impossible to take adequate notes. It is the earnest wish of the
Helvetia members that having amassed this authentic account of a little known
but very important episode in post-war history, Mr.Sheldrake will now put it
on permanent record and thus ensure its preservation for the future.

STAMPEX 71
Despite the postal strike and a'sudden and unexpected return of arctic
weather I STAMPEX 1 was once more an event not to be missed by the enthusiast.
We offer our heartiest congratulations to W.Cr.R.F.BULSTRODE 0.B.E.
who, most deservedly was awarded the H.L.Katcher Trophy for his truly magnificent exhibit on 'SWISS PROOFS & ESSAYS' among which were many extremely rare
items. Once more we are delighted that it has been won by a Helvetia member.
Several other members also achieved awards: MR J.H. SHORT (Silver
Medal) for 1862-82 Sitting Helvetia issues, with colour trials, varieties,
postmarks and covers. MR.R.A..HOYLE - Bronze-silver - for Standing Helvetia
issues, a study of the causes and types of varieties and their subsequent
retouches. MR. H. DIXON - . Bronze - for a fine selection of early covers
carried by steamers on the lakes of Maggiore, Zurich, Constance and Brienz,,
- Bronze for Swiss Travelling Post Office cancellations
and MR. I. TILLEN
a detailed study of all known types from 1858 - 1870.

We are also pleased to hear from our member ER. J. LEMON, of Belfast,
that at the January meeting of the North of Ireland Philatelic Society, he
was awarded the Greer Cup for an entry of Swiss Airmails.
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A.Hoyle
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
6 Lime Ave, Huddersfield Rd,Halifax.
S
SHIP
PION
1. WORLD ICE-HOCKEY CHAM
At the Feb meeting in Bradford
From 5-14 March and from 19 March his
Nr.Hoyle displayed 300 sheets from
3 April 1971, the World Ice-Hockey
collection of the 'Pro Juventutel
Championships will be marked by the use
issues. As well as mint and used
of a special cancellation showing a globe singles and FDC, mint and used blocks
amd text: 3000 BERN 1 - date -EISHOCKEY
and blocks on cover were shown together
U.M.A. TURNEA ERUFNUNGSTAG
with varieties and a large selection
aTE
D
of photographs and cards illustrating
2. E 1as 27
the subjects. Also shown were many
The first flight of the regular
large cards with the stamps superair-route Zurich-Geneva-New York by
imposed on a map and Oovering such
Swissair B-747 (Juribo-Jet) will take
themes as costumes, coats-of-arms,
place on 1st April 1971. Mail carried
flowers etc.,
on this flight will be cancelled with
ribed how it was
Mr.Hoyle also desc
1
a special commemorative cancellation
t
the 'Pro Juventute issues which firs
depicting the plane and reading either:
zSwit
of
ps
attracted him to the stam
erland when he visited that country
8058 ZURICH 58 FLUGHAFEN ERSTFLUG
in 1949 with a school party.
or
B.747 - 1.4.71
1215 GENEVE 15 AEROPOBT - Premier vol
The March meeting was Annual
B.747 - 1.4.71.
Competition Day for Northern Group
members, who welcomed Nr,J.S.Armstrong
3. INTERNATIONAL moron SHOW IN GENEVA
from Morecambe as Judge. The results
To be held from 11-21st aren
of the various sections were:
in the Palais des Expositions in Geneva.
Postfl_Histerz: 1st Mr.R.A.Hoyle
A special cancel will be used reading:
1
tor.
Ilau
de
n
and Nr.D.Wilson
1211 GENEVE - date - Salo
CONGRESS
let Dr.G.Ritchie
Postal Staione j
4. 6th WORLD _METEOROLOGICAL
and J.N.Highsted
This will be held in the Palais des
Nations in Geneva from 15-30 April.
General: 1st Mr,D.Nilson
During the period mail posted will be
and equal Mr.B„.A.Hoyle &
franked with a special cancellation
Mr,G. Ritchie
depicting the U.N. emblem and reading:
1
Thematic : 1st Mr.R.A.Hoyle
1211 GENEVE - date - Congres meteorl.
and equal Dr,G.Ritchie &
iale
ologique mond
Mr.D.Wilson
The

STEI
>UNA
ES
19 7 1

CATALOGU
can be ordered through HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42 Maiden Lane, London

W.C. 2E 71W.

=STEIN SATZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
Pocket Size: Price 40p. + postage
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE: Price: E3.51plus
-do with thumb index: C4,00 postage
ZUMBTEIN SNITZERLAND/LEICHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
The XXth Edition will be ibsued in
the course of the Spring of 1971

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
Annual fee Z1.50 with extra supplement to the catalogue .... e1.75 For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES OF SNELZERLI1ND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
P n_

Pw q 0c CH-1001

The Northern Group are again having
a Helvetia stand at the Yorkshire
Philatelic Association C nvention to
be held on Saturday, May 8th at the
Snapethorpe High School, Wakefield
from'1.30 p.m. and as usual any Helvetia members who will be in this part
of Yorkshire are welcome to attend
and meet Bradford members.
The articles in your 'HELVETIA
NEWS LETTER' frequently deal with
less-known aspects of Swiss philately,
.
If you propose to follow up BOMB
of these and thus enhance your collection, let me help by sending, on

approval, selections of suitable
material.
Whatever your requirements,
whether for regular issues or such
'side-lines' write to:-

J -S- AR MSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

BERN

MORECAMBE,

Lancs.

pHILATELIC

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

News
Hon. Treasurer:

/

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton,
Norfolk.
DISS.

letter
& Editor:

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MRS. E.j. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

MR. C. RAUCH,
353 Baddow Road,
Essexi
CHELMSFORD.

Hon. Secretary

Tel: 0245 - 54149
APR

2 th YEAR

WO NEW ISSUES IN MAY
Two new issues are due for release next month: 2 EUROPA (CEPT)
stamps on May 3rd and 4 values in the PRO PATRIA series on May 27th. Details
are given as follows:1. EUROPA - Adaptation of the common picture subject - a chain symbolising
the close association and joint efforts of the European peoples
in the postal and telecommunications fields.
Design: Chain of 9 links with the words 'EUROPA CEPT' incorporated in them:
30 c, . 2 colours: brown-redhellow
50 0. - 2 colours: blue/yellow
4
D
esigner: M.H.Haflidason, Reykjavik Iceland - adapted by Werner Mdhlimann, Bern.
Engraver: Albert Yersin, Enchandens
tamp Size: 29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 mm.)
Two colour line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Stamp Printing Office,
Printing:
/Bern.
White, phosphor, with violet fibres.
P4er:
sheet
per
stamps
50
:
4)
No. of Sheets: 4 (Nos-. 1
than 30th
Period of sale: From May 3rd, as long as stocks last but not latorNovember,
1971.
A First Day Cover will be available and the special First Day cancellation shows the letters 'CUT within links and reads: '3000 BERN - EUROPA 3.5.71 - AUSGABETAGI

NATIONAL DAY STAMPS - PRO , PATRIA lal - consisting of 4 stamps which will

terminate the 'Stained Glass'
sequence in the 'Arts & Applied Art' series. The stamps reproduce stained
glass of sacred motifs by contemporary artists. With one exception the design
adorn church windows in western Switzerland and are examples of the high
standard of modern artistic work often found in small rural churches.

90$ of the proceeds from the Additional charge will go to the National
Day Collection 1971 to promote National Health. The remaining 1 is intended
for the furtherance of cultural and social work,
Window in Roman Catholic Church of Courgenay (CtiBern)
DesiFns: 101110 c.
by Jean - Franceis Comment, Porrentruy. Abstract composition of colour, forms and lines conveying a religious
feeling. 5 colours: violet/red/blue/yellow/black,
20+10 c. Part of window of the Reformed Church of Fechy (Ct.Vaud)
by Jean Prahin, Rivaz. The cock in bright yellow and
blue is a symbol of the Christian religion& of vigilance and
fertility. 5 colours: dk-green/bluehellow/red/black.
Privately owned glass painting by Kurt Volk, Basel. Shows
30+10 0.
a fox of modern design on a multicoloured background. 5 cols.
brownish red/blue/red/yellow/black.
50+20 c. The Roman Catholic Church of Vieques (0t.Bern) has two

W.CDR fth B
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ULSTRODE VISIT:) BRADFORD
.

At the April meeting of the Northern Group, members welcomed W.Cdr.R.F.
Bulstrode from London and were privileged to see tuch,of his unique collection
of Proefs, Essays and Hotel Stamps.
Beginning with a page of Sperati Forgeries, there followed essays, proofs
and forgeries of many of the imperforate issues, with examples of issued stamps
including reconstructed sheets of the Rayon I & II and a fine mint block of 4
of the Rayon I with full gum * Proofs and colour trials of the 'Sitting Helvetia:
t
perf. were followed by t abertas essays on oval mounts, Rfltli.oath essays, the
t
first unissued types of 'Standing Helvetia ; die proofs from the 1904-6 issues,
.
two pages of Paris prints and a magnificent double Peri . variety and offset.
e
c
'Tell' and 'Helvetia Bust' issues in lud d many die proofs and colour trials and
examples of the Sempach essay, with the 1908 & 1909 special prints on thick paper
for presentation purposes; the 1900 UPU issue was covered by a page of proofs of
the 5, 10 & 25 0., and the 1924 Arms series by proofs of the Fr.1.20 in blocks of
6 and a mis-printed block of 15 of the Fr.2.
Other items shown were die proofs, both with and without value figures, of
the 1932 Disarmament issue, essays and colour trials of the postage due issues,
with a trial plate of the 10 c. Among the airmails were plate proofs of 1924
on colours of, but with different inks to those issued, while the Pro Juventute
issues included proofs of the 1918/9/20/21 arms issues with a large essay of the
1926 10 c, arms of Aargau.
Mr.Bulstrode then displayed his magnificent collection of Hotel Stamps with
many blocks, covers and essays, including the only known spccimens on card of the
Engadinerhof Hotel. He concluded with examples of the Red Cross stamps of 1870/1
a page of 'Kocher' stamps, cards showing the use of refused labels and pages of
PTT printing trials.
tems
shown,
It is impossible in this short space to do justice to the many i
but with his flying visit Mr.Bulstrode provided Bradford members with a memorable
afternoon's philately and their thanks are extended to him for the opportunity to
see so many rare and unusual items.
R.A.H.
THE -

NEW ISSUES IN MAY (continued..)
rows of stained glass windows by Bernard
Schorderet, Fribourg, which symbolises
in abstract design the glory and the
Passion of Christ. 5 colours: dk blue/
ltiblue/red/yellow/black.
Stan p Design: Celestine Piatti, Basel
Rotogravure by Courvoisier
Printing:
S.A.La Chaux-de-porids
29x33.5 mm. (25x30.5m)
Stamp Size:
White,phosphorllightly
Paper; .
coated with violet fibres.
No.of Sheets: 2 (A&B) of 50 stamps each.
Period of Sale from May 27 to August 31.
1971 at Post Offices; at
PTT Philatelic Offices as long as stocks
last, but not later than December 31 1971
Validity: Unlimited
Fist Day Covers will be available
while the First Day cancellations has a
tiny replica1 of the fox of the 30 0,
stamp with AUSGABETAG and 27.5.711
1
beneath, and round the edge; 3000 BERN
BUNDESFE/ERMARKEN1
Collection sheets and folders for
both issues will be available from the
PTT Philatelic Offices.
The article by Dr.F.Ganz on 20th
Century Cancellations will be resumed
next month.

AMATEUR COLLECTOR
DTD.,
S WITZERLAND
CATALOGUE

1971

This DECIMAL CURRENCY Edition
is the only specialised Catalogue of
Switzerland in the English Language,
in which the numbering of the stamps
is directly related to hiajor Swiss.
Catalogues:
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY AND HAVE YOU
ORDERED TO PRICE CHANGE BULLETIN ?
Price: 75p. + 5p.
post & packing

H.L. KA.TCHER
B.P.A., P.T.S., A.P.S., A.S.D.A.,
S.P.A.,
The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
151 Park Road, St.Johns Wood,
London.. NW'S THU ' Tel: 01-586.0616
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SITTING HELVETIA PERF 1862 82

There was a time, because of the sale of remainders, when this
issue was rather neglected, almost ignored, by serious collectof this neglect, philatelic research has not been as
because
ors. Probably
early issues. Nowadays, the 'Sitting Helvetia Perforated'
other
with
thorough as
at this late date, leaves scope for further discoveries
even
and
is very popular
processes and reasons for various errors.
printing
into the origin,
Periodically we receive letters from members in many parts of the world
seeking further information or offering suggestions which might explain these
errors and we propose to publish these further contributions in a series over
the next few issues of the 'Helvetia News Letter'.

Editor's Note:

Let us begin by quoting a letter from MR: J.H.SHORT of Reading, who was
for many years the Society's Exchange Packet Secretary. He writes:"I have recently been remounting my colleetion of perforated 'Sitting
Helvetia' 1862/82, and have been intrigued regarding the varieties catalogued
by Zumstein (followed by A.C.) as 'Doubly embossed, once inverted'. Surely
this description is somewhat of a misnomer and should be 'Double impressed,
l
once inverted, referring, of course, to the printing plate and not to the
stamps themselves. In the case of these stamps I prefer the designation
given them by S.G., i.e., 'Whole design double impressed on plate, once
inverted'. This seems to be the truth. But how did it happen? Since thinking about it I have remembered an article which I read BOMB 10 years ago
when I was not particularly interested, and I will give details of this
later.
"In the meantime, what information could I find? Going through back
numbersof the HNL, I found in that for Sept, 1965, remarks attributed to the
late Dr.Pulpius in which he rather airily dismisses the whole business as
being caused by sheets being out through the embossing process twice, sometimes
upside downi Surely this would produce a sheet of 100 errors, if it produced
any at all. Our varieties occur only once in a pane of 100.
"Then I came across the article by our President, Mr.L.Moore l in HNL
for May 1967. Mr.Moore discusses the question of the master die being in
several parts, and I will agree that the corner figure plugs were probably
bottom panels - they are the same
interchangeable. But why the top and
l
seems to be that at some
suggestion
s
right through the issue. Mr.Moore
die before making one
master
the
in
inserted
time the die parts were wrongly
face being wrongly
copper
soft
the
cliches,
of the 100 separate galvanos of
this would
that
hope
the
in
correctly
impressed and then impressed again
there would
clich6s
these
of
100
making
when
obliterate the error. But surely
to make a new
easy
so
been
have
it.would
and
have been some spare ones available,
4 corner
the
only
is
it
that
suggests
and correct one? By inference Mr.Hoore
6 copies
have
I
so.
not
is
this
But
figures and the two panels that are doubled.
Helvetof
outline
oval
the
show
them
of
all
of the varieties ozi granite paper t 'and
Zumstein's
e,
Furthermor
vignette.
,ias shield towards the top left of the central .
illustration of No.30 Pf.1., distinctly shows this, so that the whole design
was impressed twice. Also, by inference, Mr. Moore is apparently suggesting
that the faulty cliche's were embodied in the original plate. Zumstein rather
refutes this as, taking the 5c. on white paper, this was •issued in 1862 and the
variety is dated 1878, 16 years later.
"Well, I had to go back to HNL for May 1950 and the article by the late Col.
de, Watteville to find a good description of the printing and embossing of these
stamps. And here Col.de Watteville hints at just what the writer of the old
article mentioned above said had happened. I shouldmention here that it is
generally accepted that the 'plates were made up from 100 separate cliches
locked in a frame and wedged with cardboard, etc., where necessary. .Presumably
the embossing plates were constructed in the same way,
"Now for the old article, which I read in an old bound volume of 'Gibbons
Monthly' dated about 1907-8 or 91 In it the writer stated that during printing
one of the embossing cliche's fell out, and was replaced inverted in error.
On continuing printing there would have been a slight rocking as pressure was
put on the inverted cliche, and the operator probably noticed it and corrected
it. What the operator did not notice was thatthe pressure of the hard embossing
clichd'on the soft copper printing cliche left distinct traces of its design
behind it, inverted. So that the subsequent printings perpetuated the variety.
I think it is quite reasonable to ' suppose that under pressure it would be the
leading edge of the faulty cliche which would make the greatest impression on
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SITTING HELVETIA PERF. 1862-82 (continued.)

on to the trailing
the printing plate, and then the pressure would be thrown
being chiefly
panels
two
the
figures and
edge, so accounting for the corner
p
ed,
involved. The centre vignette w uld be less affect
sound
"Personally I know very little about printing, and this may
differerrors
the
n
explai
please
they
can
so,
rubbish to the experts; but if
ently.?"
to Mx,Moore
Mx.Short sportingly suggested that his article be submitted
other
from
s
before publication. The President however, already had letter
he beland
issue,
members on this and further related points regarding this
Letter'
'News
the
in
ieved that if the whole of the correspondence could appear
might
it
but
it would not only be of interest to the membership generally,
s who hitherto
bring forth something of value from some of our rcal expert
Here then is Mr.Moore's reply to Mr.
have not expressed their opinions,
Short:own and
"Apart from my rather unscientific observations of items in my
from
comes
issue
this
on
ation
other people's collections, most of my inform
not
had
I
s
confes
I
it.
on
n
everything (I thought) that has ever been writte
to
ul
gratef
be
should
we
and
known of the 1906 article in 'Gibbons Magazine'
the
of
dge
knowle
no
have
I
Mr.Short for bringing it to our notice. Like him,
up , and we all
technology of printing beyond that which every collecter 'picks
agree the danger of the proverbial 'a little learning'.
able and it might
"The explanation given in the Gibbons article sounds reason
than a part of it.
have been easier to reverse the whole of the design rather
ng (inverted)
All my copies of the 5 c. on granite paper clearly show the doubli
left just as
of the 'FRANCO' and the oval and cross of the shield at upper
of the side
al
revers
double
actual
n
described. It is difficult to discer
normal stamps
the
as
aut
clear
as
not
are
decorative panels, but certainly they
adjoining the variety.
sation of a
"It should be remembered that my 'article' was really a conden
to the double
nce
'Paper' presenting a display of the whole issue, so that refere
able
change
the
on
inverted impressions was brief and I probably laid emphasis
,
proofs
on
n
sectio
corner figures to introduce the mention of them in the later
Also
s.
four corner
one of which exists with different figures in each of the
subject (in English)
the
on
n
writte
been
has
what
of
we mist appreciate that most
r good the translator,
will have been translated from (mostly) German, and howeve
of meaning of philatelic
there can be difficulty in getting over the precise shade
ago. Our member Mr.
terms, especially those used in the printing of a century
le service in their
Chapman, and Mrs.MoMahon have performed for us a most valuab
& Figure' and we are
translations from Zumstein, on this issue and now the 'Cross
ated literally and as I should
all grateful to them. I notice they have transl
l
g l probably because
have done, by using 'Double embossing' for Doppelpragun
of printing 'Pragetdruckl,
Zumstein heads the whole issue by calling the method
t
believe that pragen can mean
and we think of them as being embossed stamps. I
in suggesting that we
any kind of stamping or impressing; but Mr.Short is right
and not on the paper).
should call it 'double impression' (meaning on the 'plate'
wou1c:! have got
"The Fulpius article would probably be from his French but he
ation of
transl
sting
his information from earliert writings in German! An intere
Record'
telic
'Phila
the
by
h
the Zumstein 1909 Manabuch was published in Englis
regard
with
ary
necess
is
in 1910. The relevant section reads: 'An explanation
figures in the four corners.
to the origin of the 5 eta with doubly impressed
with the four portions
The original steel die in high relief consisted of Helvetia
interohangeable.
were
of the frame and the four figures of value, which latter
d into a soft
presse
For the preparation of the galvanos the original die was
ns each with
sectio
four
metal plate and 400 such impressions built up a plate of
found that
was
it
cts,
50
and
100 designs. After the impression of the 5, 10, 25
the
ied,
rectif
lly
carefu
were
in each section one design was inverted. These
ther
altoge
not
inverted impression being obliterated by powerful re-pressing,
(Then follows an account of the double impressas we have seen, with suocess.'
, 1
on the 1 Franc). In the listing
ion - right way up - of the F , spear and arm
ed impressions is of
of the catalogue section, the only mention of double invert
the corner figures. So we have progressed since those days!
complete, and after
t
in Philately, as in other fields, knowledge is never
is to exchange,
nce
existe
our
for
all, we are a Study Circle, and one reason
ned my 'displart
mentio
I
ch.
resear
our
of
information and to pass on the results
but
(Continued on Page 30)
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ANNUAL COMPETITION
••••n•*.

.••••n•••••• • •••••••••

To be held at the KINGSWAY HALL, vi.C.2. on WEDNESDAY 12th MAY 1971 at 6.45 p.m..
RULES
1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain will
comprise two sections:
(a) For the 'HELVETIA SILVER CUP S : Entries of not less than EIGET and not more
than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail,
special, postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers
etc., (Note: Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to
assess in comparison with more philatelic entries).
(b) Postal History Competition for the MOORE TROPHY s : Entries of NINE
sheets on any aspect of Swiss Postal History,
Members may submit one entry in each Section*
2. Entries sent by post (preferably Registered) should be in the hands of
the Competition Organiser: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley and sent c/O
Ethelbert
Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later than Monday 10th May. Members
attending the meeting may, of course, bring their entries personally.
3.

All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt
until return to their owners.

4.

A. Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries

and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they shall
select as most worthy.
5.

Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general
headings:HELVETIA SILVER CUP

MOORE TROPHY

General Philatelic Interest .. 30
Subject Knowledge
40
.• 30
Philatelic Knowledge
b) Presentation &
Presentation & Condition
25
Condition
40
15 (o) General Interest- *. 20
Originality
6. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession
• of the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition
Organiser named by the Committee and then awarded to the next winner. If the
same person wins three, successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become
his or her property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next
Competition.
7. The Moore Trophy" will also be held by the winner for 11 months and
then be returned to be competed for again.
E.J.R.
'DER GANZSACHEN-SAMMLER s - THE POSTAL STATIONERY COLLRCTOR
Until recently the publication 'Der Ganzsachen-Sammler s was distributed
only to members of the Schweiz. Ganzsachen-Sammler Verein - The Swiss Postal
Stationery Collectors' Society, but it has now been decided to include nonA
members on a subscription basis.
This small but well printed journal is published in German and French
4 times per year and is devoted primarily to Swiss postal Stationery,
postal fol-ms and cancellations.
3 or

The subscription to the journal is U.S. $2.00 (Sw.Fr.-8150) for 4
consecutive issues, and two one-dollar bills may be sent -Ito the publisher:
Mr.I.Debrunner, Juraweidstrasse, CH-5023 Biberstein, Switzerland. If payment
is made by perscmal check, please add 50 c. for banking charges.
Members in the United States may be particularly interested since some
find that information on forthcoming special cancellations is not received in
time to obtain these easily, and such non-members may also participate in
(a) a New Issue Service to supply newly issued postal stationery on a world
wide basis, especially strong in European and British Commonwealth issues, and
(b) A Special Cancellation Service - the only direct source of supply for
Swiss special and slogan cancellations and Swiss automobile post offices.
The President of the Society, Herr Robert HtrItiannof B/4ahlstrasse 43,
CH-2500 Biel/Bienne, Switzerland, will be happy to send detailed information
on both the services mentioned, to an y one interested.

SITTING HELVETIA PERE. (Cont.)
t
l
in the Yorkshire Helvetia we do not
,
have displays, but *Joint Studies when
one or other of us volunteers, or is
'impressed' as Discussion Leader, and
who presents a paper and puts on a display, which is augmented by other members present. I recall that our two
printer members were present when I read
my paper regarding the double (once
inverted) impressions, and I hope they
may now be stimulated into giving us
their ideas as to how they arose,"

(The next instalment will deal with
queries received regarding the papers
Ed),
and the gum used on this issue,
LONDOF GROUP:

April Meeting

Despite the growing opinion in many
philatelic quarters that postal stationery is becoming very popular, the number
of members contributing to a joint display
on this subject was less than expected.
Nevertheless, material shown provided an
insight into yet another aspect of Swiss
philately.
Mr.E.Lienhard opened proceedings
with postcards of 1870 and 73 with imprinted stamps, followed by Federal issues
and covers of 1869-74. Then a wide variety
of newspaper wrappers and other official
forms,
Mr.Bulstrode slowed the Geneva

Zurnstein
Sensation
The new XXTH Edition of the
ZUNSTEIN SWTTZERLANDATPCHTENSTEIN
Catalogue SPECIALISED
Price; Sw.Fr. 24 + Fr. 2,50 postage
(reg. printed matter)
will be ready in May 1971. Please order
from Harris Publications Ltd.,
42 Maiden Lane, London WC2E 7LW
Still on Sale: LUI1STEIN S4ITZERLAND/
1971
LIECflTENST
+ 10d, postage
Pocket Size: Price 8
Registered mail: 3/10d.
The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG /
JOURNAL PHILATELIC DE BERNE
(annual fee 30/- t1.50) - always
provides interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.

t
envelope and a out-out t ; also 2 items
not yet officially identified but
which would appear to be essays for a
reply-paid envelope and a letter sheet.
Mrs.Rawn sley showed examples of postcards with various types of imprinted
stamps including the new U.N. postal
stationery. Other items, including a
number of interesting air-mail stationery, were shown by Mrs.Scholey,

NEW POSTAL RATE FORECAST
Our member, Mr.M.E. Young, who has
contacts in Switzerland, sends us the
following snippets of news:1. The MABA t 1 71 1 slogan in use since
1
1
/4/7 is tri-lingual.
2. The 300, UN 'Peaceful uses of the east
was sold out by mid-Feb.
3. Postal rates are scheduled to be
increased from 1/7/71 as follows:Letters: (20 g.) 60c. (to 50 g.)
Fr.1.10, (to 100 g.) Fr.1,40
Postcards: 400 . ( 5 words - 30 0,
surface mail).
300.
20
Printed matter:
40 c.
50 g.
Airmail (Printed matter/Packets):
inclusive rates: 20 g. 40 c. each
additional 20 g. 10 c. Minimum fee
for small packets: 60 c,
Registration fee: 70 c, (unchanged
Express delivery: Fr.1.50 letters
Fr.2.30 parcels
0, (at present 60
Rezly_2(2,90
There is no current 40 c. value,
t
so a 40 c., 'Les Diablerets will be
issued in September. The only 60 0.
'current' is, of course, the 1Zytglogget
Bern,

HAVE YOU A SPECIAL INTEREST ?
If you have completed your main
collection as far as you can, then turn
to one of the many side-lines, which
apart from providing a new stimulus,
will add to the value of your whole
collection,
Let me quote for:
POSTAL HISTORY

FIRST DAY COVERS & CANCELLATIONS
BLOCKS OF FOUR
AIRMAILS & FLIGHT COVERS
SOLDIER STAMPS
POSTAL STATIONERY etc., etc.,
Any one of these will make an

4
For fine first class stamps .
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND =OPE

send your Want List to
ZUMSTEIN & CIE.,
(Propr. Hertsch & Co)
P.O. Box 2585

CH-3001 BERNE

interesting section in itself.
Whatever you need can be aupplied
from my extensive stock. Wants Lists
welcome Or send for approval selections.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lanas.

pVilLATELIC

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

News
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. Ad. HARDING.
Woodland, Iflo'Norton,
, Norfolk.
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MRS. E:j. RAWNSLEY,
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Exchange
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25th YEAR

THE HELVETIA COMPETITION 1971
Those attending the May meeting - the occasion of the Society's Annual
Competition and the last meeting of the current season - welcomed as
Adjudicators MISS A. GRUNBERG who, this time, was able to view the entries
with the critical eye of a Judge instead of the anticipation of a competitor,
and MR. J. DAWES, Vice-President of the Middlesex Federation.
The number of entries was dawn on last year; postal entries were doubtless affected by the present scandalous postal charges and many now members
appeared to be hesitant of entering.
As always the general high standard and variety of subjects covered made
the final choice more difficult, but finally the results were given as:

In commenting an the entries Dr. Dawes said he had come in some trepidation in case he was faced with a large number of entries an the 'Classics'
and was, therefore, relieved to find the majority to be subjects in which he
; himself was interested. He was particularly impressed by some on aspects
entirely new to him.
For the guidance of competitors he made the following sugestions: When
planning an entry it would be helpful to consider more closely the scale of
marks under the separate headings, which could often influence a decision;
some competitors tend to spread the subject too widely for entries of 9 or 12
sheets and would do better to concentrate on a shorter period which would have
greater emphasis; likewise, the amount of writing should be adequate but concise, bearing in mind that judges do not have time to read each page in detail.
Miss Grunberg endorsed these comments and said that they had each judged

the entries separately, then combined the results with remarkably close agreement.
The Chairman, Mr. Slate, thanked both Adjudicators for coming along and
hoped they had not found the task too arduous. Their helpful comments also
could well be borne in mind. Not all the entrants can win and he hoped that
members would enter again on future occasions.

During the judging members adjourned to the next room. A small auction

was held at which considerable interest was displayed in modern airmail covers,
as well as some other better items, including two examples of 'Kocher' stamps,
which are now becoming very elusive.
The programme for the 1971-2 season is well under-way and will be published shortly. Meanwhile best wishes for the holiday season were extended to all.

PRICED GUIDE TO PHILATELIC LITERATURE

THE ZUMSTEIN/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 1971
After an interval of 4 years
the XXth edition of this catalogue
will be published at the end of May
andAlas been eagerly awaited by advanced collectors.
The editors have used this in-tarrevise many of the important
to
val
sections e.g., the 'Standing Helvetia'
issues. New features have been added
such as coils and the United Nations
issues for Geneva.
An abundance of new issues
obliges many collectors to restrict
their hobby to certain issues only,
in which they specialise in every
respect. This,trend has heavily influenced the prices for rara varieties, plate flaws and retouches which
in many cases have been raised by
more than 100%.
The serious collector cannot afford to be without this most up-to-date
volume. In Britain it is obtainable
from Harris Publications Ltd., 42
Maiden Lane / Strand, London W.C.2. The
quoted price, however of E3.2 + 252
postage, may have to be adjusted in
view of the recent currency changes.

We should like to draw attention to
this new American publication, its 2nd
Co., P.O.
edition and issued by the
,Box 308, North Miami, Fla 33161, U.S.A.

ma

The b3ok iS the result of years
listing and pricing some 50,000
in
work
philatelic catalogues, handof
items
books / auction catalogues and periodicals and runs to over 500 pages. It is
fully indexed with reference to philatelic literature on virtually every
aspect of stamps and postal history of
almost every country in the world, and
all listings are priced and available
on order from the Company mentioned.
A novel feature is the inclusion of
special credit coupons redeemable for
up to 45.00 credit towards the purchase
of any of the literature listed.
The section on Switzerland covers
6 pages alone, but of course the book
has much wider applications and would
be of considerable use to general philatelic societies where members have a
large number of interests.
Paperbound it costs 45.00 plus
postage (unspecified for overseas) with
a limited clothbound edition at 47.50.

SWISS FRANC
RE-VALUED

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS:
from 12th May:
3983 MEL - Sonnenterasse
K.552
- Breiten
K.553
3454 SUMISWALD
3457 WASEH IM EMMENTAL - Wandern und
K.554
Skifahren
K.555
2016 CORTAILLOD
K,556
8197 BAEZ
K.557
8101 UNTERENGSTRINGEN
K.558
8104 WEININGai _(ZH)
from 22nd May:
7351 VALCHAVA TaImuseum - Ferienort

beim Nationalpark

K.560

NUMBERS ISSUED: The following figures
have been released:

Publicity Stamps 1270 - Series It
20,450,000
• ••
20c.
30c. (Firemen)
30c. Pro Infirmis)
• •
50c.
• • •
80o.

12,302;000
12;024,000
12,249,000
6,134,000

Publicity Stamps 1970 - Series II

10c.
20c.
30c.
50c.
Europa 1270:
Pro Patria

1970

0

.

•

•

30o.

17,279,000
20.125,000
30,295,000
12,134,000
20,492;000

50c.

13,282,000

•

• • •
41

•

•

10+10c.

20+10c.
30+10c•
50+20c.

6;187,000
7;866,000
7,785;000
5,095,000

• Swiss stamps bought in
Switzerland will now
cost T more. Over a
will apply also in
this
period of time
a. The period of
Americ
North
England and
where our stocks
us
for
long
time will be
months where we
twelve
to
are large - six
weeks for
only
and
carry normal stocks
classics.
for
and
items in short supply

s

Let us help you before the Continental Dealers have got the bargains in
London and New York II
WE WILL SERVE YOU AS LONG AS

WE CAN AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES .

1-14L•Katcher
,
A.P.S.
,
B.P.A.
A.S.D.A.,
P.T.S.,

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
151 Park Road St. John's Wood,
LONDON NW8 71W
Telephone:

01-586-0616
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t
the 1 Grimsel Dan stamp

. by D.S. TRIVILLION

To say that stamp collecting is an expensive hobby is perhaps stating
the obvious when aae,considers the steep rise in the catalogue value of stamps
- particularly those of Switzerland. But philately is not merely the accumulation of vast numbers of postage stamps, or even the almost impossible goal
of collecting all the issues of one :or more countri1 es. However:much we would
like to have a collection starting with a 'Zurich 4 there are very few of us
who would not have more pressing things to do with the thousand pounds or so
we would need to acquire one of these highly desirable items. Obviously, we
all try to make our collection as complete as possible and add to it when opportunity and the necessary cash are available. New issues are rightly prized
and gaps filled, and there comas a time when one possesses most of the stamps
one could reasonably hope to come -by„ When this stage has been reached, one
discovers the need to specialise'. And this is when one has suddenly been
transformed from . a stamp collector into a philatelist'
It is not to be denied that specialisation can also be an expensive
business; it depends on how we specialise and on our . attitude to stamps as a
of
whole. If we go in for the rare issues, we will either have to spend a lot
to
possible
is
it
hand,
other
the
On
•
money, or suffer much. frustration.
at very
specialise in stamps which are easily come by and which can be obtained
pe'
Landsca
&
ry
'Indust
armine
brown-c
little cost. One such issue is the 20c.
one
and
centime
one
is
Zumstein
in
definitive of 1949. Its catalogue price
cannot get anything cheaper than that'
At the outset some mention should be made of colour shades. There are
a number of those and are of interest to the specialist, but here we are
mainly concerned with two basic stamps: the brown-carmine from sheets and the
brown-lilac from rolls. These shades are very distinctive and can be seen at
a glance. Some of the varieties which we will be discussing occur in both,..
some in the former only and sone in the latter.
In an article of this nature, it is not possible to go too deeply into
the causesof the varieties which will be described and illustrated. Basically,
they are due to the faulty inking of the printing platee, damage to the plates
and 'foreign bodies' such as dust, collecting ink during the printing process.
t
However they may have arisen, the .numerous varietiesare of great interes
large
a
is
and can form a very nice specialised collection. All you need
supply of 'worthless' 20c. stamps and plenty of midnight oil.
One of the more common varieties is what-may be called 'cloud formation' and can be soon without the need for a magnifying glass. The 'clouds'
appear in the sky above the range of snow mountains; they occur on stanps
from sheets and rolls. The following drawings show the position and appearance of the 'clouds'. They have, in fact, no outlines, but appear as light
patches in the surrounding dark sky. (Figs. 1-3).-

Another fairly common variety occurs in stamps from sheets only. This
can be called the *broken dam' variety, as some of the shading lines of the
nondon face are either broken or so faintly printed as to be virtually
.
shading
the
of
existent. Thee show up very clearly against the rest
( Figs . 4 - a).
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A GOOD LOOK AT Z.301A (Cont.)
There are many examples of woble or broken shading lines on various parts
of the stamp, such as in the lake to the left -of the road and below the hospice rock, and in the lake above thedam. These are smaller than the 'broken
dam' variety, but show up distinctly as small pools of light colour against
the general background. It would be very difficult to make drawings of these,
but the reader should have no difficulty in spotting them.
Now we come to the varieties which we have to search for with a magnifying glass (although some can be seen without ono). The search can be very rewarding, as will be seen from the following drawings: (Figs 9 - 14).

i'e5EEE:
10

These examples are
only a small sample of
*Broken Line' varieties;
many more are to be found.
In fact they are too numerous to be described in
detail in an article such
as this. But it does not
mean that every stamp has
an 'error' - by any means.

The varieties we have
dealt with so far are
mainly (though not always)
/.e
caused by ink failing to
adhere to the paper during
printing; there is another type of variety where the ink is deposited where it
ought not to be. This is referred to by Zumstein'as 'coloured dots, spots or
lines t , and the following are some examples: (Fig.15 - 23).

-.
'2112._

g.20

The brown-lilac stamps from rolls contain some interesting varieties,
t
orn plate
including a slightly toned paper. Zumstein 301A, Pa 1, is listed as
copies
some
In
showing in body efdamp(stamps from rolls) white mountsinat.
this is particularly noticeable in the mountain tops which appear much lighter
some of the shading lines of the peaks being faint to non-existent. On one copy
the shading lines of the central mountain range are faint, in patches, giving the
effect of an avalanche.
Some of these stamps show vortical streaks (probably smudging due to the
stamps being printed in continuous rolls). One copy has a number of red lines
which appear to extend the shading lines of the cliffs on the right into the
lake. Another shows several streaks down the front of the dam, so that it looks
as tho it Were leaking; The printing of these stamps is generally more fuzzy
than that of stamps from sheets, and the inking is heavier. This means that
white patches are more likely to havebeen caused by worn platesthan poor
inking. (Figs. 24-26).
Although it would be nice to
be able to say that the doubleprintings listed in Zumstein as
Pf.17 6 can be found if one searches
diligently, it must be confessed
that they are very elusive indeed.
The writer often thought that he
*
Ad7•
had won the jackpot, but had to
•
A4
conclude that the 'error' was due
to excessive inking rather than
double printing. Excessive inking
they have teen shaded. This
though
as
look
has the effect of making letters
sky behind the mountain
the
often
stamp;
the
also applies to other parts of
.
range appears darker than usual and the ink runs ove the edge of the mountain
peaks making them slightly distorted. It is not possible to illustrate this
(continued on Page 36)
±vne of variet y , as the duplicator • . .
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Our member in Geneva, MR.P.HOBBS
has sent us some more interesting
comments:
1. The book 'Alt Schweitz' - 'Swiss
Classica - Facts not Found in Catalogues' is now available in French
text from the PTT at Fr. 5 -

Ossontnt
otifiti
traitztut iteUtit

2. An automatic machinein Geneva
has been '.issuing mis-cut coil
stamps. The shift per pair of
stamps seems to be 0.35mm. and so
would appear to need 68 pairs to
return to normal before cutting incorrectly again. Local residents
have ignored it and have classified
Ar.Hobbs as a ' pad Englishman' for
his interest. Although re-filled,
the machine was still providing
mis-cut stamps at the time of writing.

Orsochissotetit woo
'rodeo otheitittatts

3. He has found a copy of the ,1966
Pro Patria 20+10c. with a line of
white dots running vertically down
the main background of the picture
between the 'A' of Patria and the '11.
of 1966. It may be a scratch or line
on the screen used to make the printing plate. Has anyone come across it?
4. The attached illustrations would
appear to provide material for another little sideline. How many different types of inscription exist, or
their period of use is not precisely
known at the moment and if any member
can add any information it will be
welcome

THE EDITOR:

We trust that members enjoyed the special
FROM
Swiss issue of 'Stamp Collecting' and would like to express our appreciation
of the almost overwhelming respllse to the suggestion to participate in the
project. More contributions were received than could be used to the great
disappointment of those whose efforts have been held . over for future publication. Nevertheless, this in itself is complimentary in that so many good
articles were submitted that they are still required.
Ae a result of this publicity there has been a large number of enquiries
about-the Society Which together with the Competition has made much work. It
is regretted therefore, that awing to this and other circumstances, Dr.Ganz's
t
article has again had t6 be held over. 'Vernal service will be resumed next
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A GOOD LOOK AT Z.301A - cont.
. would not show the different gradings
of ink, but a search reveals numerous
examples of this type of 'error'.
The writer lays no claim to having written a comprehensive treatise
on 301A. But an attempt has been made
to show that this is a very interesting stamp that deserves closer examination.
Finally, a word about mounting
your specialised collection of 301As.
As in many cases the varieties or
'errors' are not easily discernible
without the use of a magnifying glass,
it will be necessary to indicate the
flaws etc., on the individual stamps
so as to avoid having to search for
them over and over again. One way of
doing this is by the use of small
arrows (obtainable at most stamp
dealers), placing them so that they
point to the varieties on the actual
stamps. However, there is a better way, namely the use of facsimilies
like those printed for Zumstein for
some of the earlier issues such as
the Standing Helvetia and 1900 U.P.U.
These facsimilies can be prepared very
easily by sticking a number of stamps
on a sheet of paper and having photostat copies made, taking care that the
copies are not too black. The resulting
facsimilies are then cut out and one
placed next to each stamp. The error
or flaw can then be marked on the copy
in black ink.
11110.•n•n•••nn•••••n•n••••••••

••nn•n•••••••.•••••n•n•••••n••n•n.,

Zumstein
Se TIP tra t 1. o
The now XXth Edition of the

NEU CARD SERIES 'ALTSCHWEIZ
Towards the end of May a new set of
12 cards and a leaflet, depicting stamps
from the 'Classic eollection l of the
PTT Museum in Bern, will be available
from the Philatelic Bureaux in Switzerland. The cards cost Fr.3 - for the
series or individually 30 o.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

. from
241,11
21abl_o_
L
3-22nd May in Geneva. The special
cancel has the serpent emblem and reads:
'1211 GENEVE - date 7 Assemblee mondial°
de la sante'.

1.

2. International alpine balloon sportweek in HUrren. From 1 May to
7 July 1971 MUrren will use a special
postmark '3825 MURREN - Intern. Alpine
Ballonsportwoche l in place of the normal
publicity cancel.
3. The cancel '1200 Geneve Office
temporaire , will be used on correspondence posted during the session of
the Committee for manufactured articles
of GNUCED in Geneva from 3-14 May.
4. /thInternational Labour Conference
in Geneva - to be held from 31 May to
24 June. A special cancel depicting the
emblem of the globe, wheel & chimney
will read: '1211 GENEVE - date - Conference Internationale du Travail'.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
ZUrcher Sechselduten 1971 - Zunft zur
Weggen. 18/19 Mar.
20. BEA - Bern 1-11 May 1971
(Ausstellung ftir Gewerbe, Landwirtschaft, Industrie, Handel) - Bern
1 - 11 May
Internationale Hunde-Ausstellung Luzern 22/23 May

ICHTMISTEI.N
ZUMSTEINSWITZ
CATALOGUE SPECIALISED

SWISS

will be ready in May 1971, obtainable
from Harris Publications Ltd.,
42 Maiden Lane, London V/C2E 7LW.
Price: -E3.25 + 25p. postage

STAMPS
WILL BE DEARER,"

*
Fill those gaps while

Still on sale: ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/
LEICHTENSTEIN 1971
Pocket Size: Price 8/- + 10d. postage
: Registered mail: 3/10d.*

stocks last.
Send your Wants Lists or

Dl BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG /
The B
JOURNAL PHILATELIqUE DE BERNE
, (annual fee 30/- - E1.50)* - always
provides interesting features for the
Swiss specialist.

ask for iteris on approval

All issues mint or used
COmmanoratives - Airmails -

*Note: prices quoted may require
adjustment

Special Issues Flag s

For fine first class stamps .....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to
Z UMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.,)
ncoc

nrri

Varieties - Retouches

WRITE NOW -

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14 Low Show Lane, Torrisholme,

TIMIATTV

unortrAmIlv

LnrinQ_
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E,H.SPIRD,

\
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882 -1904
With this issue we commence the
translation of the section on these
issues from the 1968 Specialised
Zumstein Catalogue by
MRS. N. MacMABON and H.E.CHAPMAN
As before, because it is not possible to reproduce the numerous illustrations referred top the numbers only
are quoted and it is recommended that
the text be studied in conjunction
with the Catalogue.
* **
Designs Mulhaupt & Sohn, Bern
Engravers: Mulhaupt & Sohn, Bern.
From 1886 -.Max Girardet,
lkm-4 from 1907 - Benziger. & Cie,
Einsiedeln
Validity: Until 31st Dec, 1924

Control Mark

66

A-C 46,000,000

67 A-C
68 C
69.A-C
C
70
71 A-C
72 A

150,000,000
21800,000
:27,000,000
21,000,000
15,000,000
1065,000

MURES FOR TBE ISSUES OF
!
STANDING HELVETIA,
The Postal Authorities do not differentiate perforations, only control
marks, watermarks and differences of
paper.
Watermark Cross
Granite Pape4
White Paper

Control Mark II
55,000,000 86
66 1+E
67 D
108,000,000 87
32,000,000 88
68 D+E
69 D+E
46 t 000,000 89
15,500,000 90
70 D
17,500,000 91
71 1+E
1,550,000 92
72 D-F
73 D-FE 145,000,000
21,800,000
74 D+E
8,900,000
75 D+E
8,000,000,
76 F

A+C 15,500,000
9t600,000
A
A 9,600,000
A+B 10,500,000
A-C 9,000,000
A-C 6,100,000
458,000
AC
AB 63,700,000

1882/90 1st April White paper with control marks I & II
Perforations: 112- 1 9, 11i x 11; 1l x 12
No.70 500 blue
No.66 20c orange
71 1 Fr. lilac
67 25c green
72 3 Pr. olive/brown
68 30o brown
grey
(Type 1)
69 400

7;700,000
94 A
95 A+B 25,000,000
96 Al-B

4,300,000

5,900,000
97 A
98 A , 4,000,000

igg 11.2

3,04(5) :(0)gg
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882/1904 -k-continued)
1822/1902 - Colour Changes
No.73 • 25c. blue

No.74 50o. green

JUNE 1971

No.75 1 Fr.carmine

No 076 40c. grey (Type II )

No.76 was produced by the use or new d eeper and finer engraved steel plates.
The value figures t 40 1 are smaller than in the first type. (Illus.).
Cataloguing by Perforations. Control Marks and Specialities,
1882 (3.Fr. 1891). Perforation 11 (14 vertical teeth)
Control Mark I (wide form):
No.66

20c, Orange
Colour Shades
orange 1862-1891
Yellow-orange, orange-yellow 1886
e l rose-orange(translucent) 1888
reddish-brown 1890
Varieties
Clear double print (Illupi) 1)
2 Reddish translucent print on reverse. 2)
3
Blurred print(from 1882.
4 Double control ma rks. 3
5 Defective control marks, oval interrupted in one or more places.
6
Misplaced control marks.
1

Plate Flaws
Diagonal colourless arrow from centre towards upper left (A 1-3)
and small value shield upper right partly double outlined (A5/6)
. 2 Colour streak through neck, breast and upper part of cross, diagonally through cross, beyond upper stamp picture.
Plate flaw from left through 6th star into dress and cross (E1/E3A).
fleck-like from knee towards bottom (EF3/G4), notch-like in front
of large 2, from left value shield through inscription ribbon.
Flecks on hip, on shield.
Speaking tube-like flecks in front of mouth.
Worn Plates
Upper right field quite colourless (A 4-6)
Below value shield, right margin, light (BC 6), in part strong into
right band, light by left margin as far as under the hand.
Retouches

Notes:

1 Lower half of the H of HELVETIA (B2)
2 In the spear and left of the hand in the oval (C2. BE2)
In the oval left of the knee lightly retouched, and star ribbon
3
next to it light (BE 1/2)
1) By mistake these sheets were not removed after printing. They
passed through the cylinder a second time with a small displacement.
so that the second print was not exactly on top of the first.
2) Because of thin paper and not quite normal colour combination, the
colour has a.quite strikingly strong translucent pink tinge.
double control marks lie mostly close to one another. Misplaced
The
3)
control marks 1 min. or more from one another are less frequent and
are valued higher. This applies to all values.

No. 67A 25 0. Green

Colour Shades
bluish-green
dark green
blue-green 1887
dark green, -light bluish tinge

olive-green
f yellowish green
g green

With this value there are clearly two different periods distinguishable by
colour, varieties, plate-flaws, wear and retouching, due to the fact that the
g
nt
and thereafter by Max
Pri in was carried out by Mulhaupt 84 Sohn until 1886
is a first period in
there
that
maintained
is
it
,
Accordingly
Bern.
Girardet in
colour shades,
green
blue
to
green
bluish
of
tics
characteris
the
found
are
which
shades.
colour
n
yellow-gree
to
olive
with
period
second
and a
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STANDING HELVETIA '
A(cont)
,82.3 0

rat Pcriod: Dluish-er reen. blue-p.reen

18

Page 39'

Varieitios
1. Partly blurred print (flat retouches, e.g. right in the oval)
2. Double print on face.
3. Partial double p rint on face.
4. One blind perforation on right side.
Plate Flaws
1.

Mark (dot) on breast (C 3); coloured arm sling right ( a 4)
2. Plate defects (marked streaks) through head towards right (Illus.)
right from heed into encircling band (B 4-6) right of shoulder
outwards through first star towards upper right (05 . B7) through
value shield horizontally into margin (A 4-7), through letters
TIA, horizontally or diagonally through cross, left of the hand
(bracelet) and in Helvetia OE 3) below right knee towards the
right as far as left cross arm, almost vertically from upper
margin through the T.

Worn Plates
1. Upper centre (AB 4,5) in the oval left of knee, right above the
shield, below by the figure 5 (G 4).
Retouches
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

-7.
8.
9.
10.

In the frame; strong horizontal retouch above; ' vertical retouch
on right or on both sides of margin; inner outline of the right
band or lower figures strongly redrawn.
In the oval, spear not outlined; strong diagonal retouches in
various places in the oval or in the whole oval, partly in
relation to the arm or head (Illus.) or the right star band.
Strong vertical or horizontal streaks left of Helvetia.
Left star band strongly re-engraved, partly into the oval,
In the oval, either side of the spear outlined (Illus.)
Similar, and outline of band or lower figures re-engraved and
the oval diagonally retouched in various places, partly also
vertically retouched on left or on both sides of margin.
Spear outlined, the oval partly or wholly strongly diagonally
retouched and the frame thereto also largely and strongly redrawn.
Similarly the whole oval strongly criss-cross retouched (spear
colour concealed) and lower figures redrawn.
Similar; and parallel curves on right of oval to right of star
band.
Sharp irregular engraver's retouch by the spear or concentrated
• left of the hand in the oval.
(To be continued)

SITTING HELVETIA PERF.
Translation
from the Zumstein Catalogue.
With reference to this section of
the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue,
which appeared recently in our Bulletin, Mr. J. 1% S hort of Reading has
drawn our attention to an omission
which might well be misleading to
other members.
Dealing with the double prints
on granite paper, it should be noted
that with the 2 c. value the variety
is the 22nd stamp on the lower half
of the full sheet, while the 5 c.
(28th stamp) and 50 c. (21st stamp),
the varieties are both only on the
upper halves of
each pane. The
article tends to give the impression
that there were two examples of each
variety in each full pane of 100 subjects
. However, reference to Zumstein
Catalogue makes it apparent that the
magic letters t u t and t o t i.e. u.H.B

unterer Halb-bogen and o.H.B.
, oberer Halb-bogen,lower & upper
half sheet; have been inadvertently omitted.
It would be useful for future'
reference if this were to be rectified on your copy of the 'News
Pages 75/76:
Letter' i.e. November 1970.
THE 'SWISS PHILATELIST*
The latest issue of this publication, house organ of the Amateur
Collector Ltd., contains much valuable information. More on the
monuments series, a new article on
the Lugano Airmail of 1913, and an
eye opening review of 20 years of
market progress, together with special
offers and other news items, will provide
interesting reading for all.

**

RECENT LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES
June:
Three new stamps were issued on the Ilth

1 Addition toChurch Patrons series: 1 Europa;
—
1, Definitive: Fr.2.50 - Portrait of Princess Gina of Liechtenstein one colour - dark ultramarine
Designer:
Adalbert Pilch, Vienna; Printers: Austrian State Printers,
30 x 39 mm in sheets of 16 stamps.
Size:
Vienna.
Paper:
White, wood-free, stamp paper

1 additional definitive:
Details are as follows:-

2.

Designer:
Size:

Paper:
3.

40 Hp, - St. Sebastian, Nendeln - 5 colours,
Violet/green/brown-ochre/bluish-red/gold
Georges Malin, 1Vlauren; Printers, : Courvoisier S.A.,
26 x 36 mm. in sheets of 20 stamps
White, with brown & green fibres.

Church.Patrons:

'Europa' (CEPT): 50 Hp. Accepted CEPT motif 3 colours: light-blue/

Designer:
Printers:
Size:

Paper:

gold-ochre/black.
Sch gdler, Triesen
Josef
by
adapted
N.Haflidason, Iceland
Austrian State Printers, Vienna,
35 x 25 nun., in sheets of 20 stamps.
White, wood-free, stamp paper.

Special covers were available for each issue and all received the ,same
First Day cancellation, showing an outlined crown and reading: 'VADUZ AUSGABETAG 11 JUNI 1971.

UNITED NATIONS INinGENEVA
Geneva issued a special

On the 28th May the United Nations Post Office
stamp with the theme 'New Building of the Universal Postal Union in Bern'.
Depicts new U.P.U. Building in Bern with
Value & Design: S.Fr, 0.75
an envelope as background design and text,
1
1
Seige de 1 UNION POSTALE UNIVERSE u!E Berne, Suisse'
Colours: Blue/green/beige/black/olive
Designer: Olav S. Mathieson, Denmark; Printers: Courvoisier S.A.
Printing,: 1,900,000
1 9 0 0 U.P.U.
Size:
36 x_26 ram
A GOLD MEDAL
was
A special First Day Co
QUALITY COTJRCTION
issued by the Special U.N. Poet Office
at the Palais des Nations in Geneva,
We have been most
and the First Day cancellation used
fortunate in acquirshowed the U.N. emblem between 'PREMIER
ingwhat must surely
1
JOUR' and 28,5.71 and 1211 GENEVE rank among the leadADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIESI. ing. Collections of this popular issue,
,
S A) rich in rarities as well as large
A stamp of similar design of 20c. (U
quantities of smaller interesting items.
was issued on the same day by-the U.N.
Administration in New York.
The recently published 'Swiss
r
Nos. 60/61, carried a
Philatelist
_
FOR 1 NABA 1 11
SPECIAL
limited number of Special Offerg from
this collection, but much more varied
Mail posted during the period of the
are now available.
Approvals
Basle
in
Exhibition
Philatelic
National
1 .
special
a
from 4 - 13 June, received
If you collect U.P.U. s you cannot
the
and
dove
a
depicting
cancellation
afford to let this opportunity pass.
crozier emblem of Basle - date - and
best and most unusual items will
The
1
,
inscription 4000 BASEL - NATIONALE
soon find homes! Strike while the
BRIEFMARKENAUSSTELLUNG1.
iron is hot.
I
Out out stamps from the NABA 19711
H. L. KATCHE R.
miniature sheet are valid for postage.
The Amateur Collector, Ltd.,
151, Park Road,
CENTENARY OF THE VITZNAURIGI RAILWAY
St.John I s Wood,
To mark the centenary of EUropels
LONDON NWS 7BU
mountain railway.a special :cancel is in
Tel: 01 - 586 - 0616
use (from 21st May to 31st:DeceMber).
depicts the first locomotive and reads:
1
P.T.S., A.P.S. A.S.D.A.,
100JAHRE VITZNAM-RIGI . ERSTE BERGBAHN
S.P.A.
EUROPAS - 6354 VITZNAU1

&LiNE
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PART III

20th Century Circular Town Cancellations
of Switzerland

by
Felix
Ganz•

bars (conclusion)
Sectiorl-It& - The Open Bridge Types without
repairs or changes had to be made
Whenever a cds was called in for whatever
n, for the time he was lacking his
on it, the respective post-,master was give
Aushilfstempel. These
Wander-, Not-, or
d
regular canceller, a temporary so-called
being catalogue ) are kept at each dislarge, rectangular cancellers (currently
is P ermanent while the name of each
trict headquarters. Their date mechanism
e replacement cancellers can be used town is inserted by hand, meaning that thes
a period of many decades.
o ver and over ag:ainin town after town, over
said regarding missing inner circle
In conclusion a word of caution should be
lt of wear and tear. Their absence does
resuly
lines. Such missing lines are the mere
variations which, in most instances, are
not produce truly new types, but
repairs or recutting. (Since writing
corrected when a canceller is sent in for
s have come to hand and may include
this section some additional unusual type
ead of stars (b) Waldkirch (and also
(a) cancellation of Bern, with two dots inst
ent, (c) Fliihli (LU) where both cross
Widnau) both St.G. with cross in lower segm
-circles and lastly (d) Chiasso Stazand district number 'infringe' on the semi
ribed 'Poste Italiane'. .
ione with ornaments at the sides but insc

without any bsrs
Section ID - The 'Extended Bridge' Types
tting earlier types with bars in
These types all seem to be results of recu
samples seen have date bridges that intheir upper and lower semi-circles. Al].
ances all dates are separated by dots:
clude the hour of the day and in most inst
day.month.year.hour.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(27.5 - 29mm) and

6)

a similar,
er
Of type (1) there exists a distinctly larg
ring with shaded (i) or unshaded (ii)
smaller (24 - 26.5 mm) size, both occu
in (a) or without (b) parenthesis.
cross, as well as with text in lower rim
bottom line of the upper semi-circle
Type(3) is an unusual recut inasmuch as the
a Swiss cross, while Type (2) results
had to be broken in order to accommodate
a cross in its lower rim - hence
from recutting a type which already featured
Tyne (1); but
y. Type (4) is similar to
the upper semi-circle is completely empt
rn' of all
mode
'
or ornament. The most
the entire lower rim is without any text
recuts
No
(5).
l about 1967 is Type
these now obsolete types that saw use unti
s
star
udes
incl
before 1940, and it
of this type seem to have been made much
(usually three) in its lower rim.
town of Bauma (ZH). Instead of having
Type (6) seems to be unique for the
in the lower semi-circle. It has that
the Roman numeral of the postal district
rim. This is highly unusual, and of
identifying symbol placed into the lower
a tiny handful who share this pecall Swiss cancellation, types there are but
uliarity,
g
d be made to give
TB category also belongs - althou h a point coul
Into the I
t of
cancellation called here Type (7), a recu
it a icategory all its own. - the
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20th CENTURY CIRCULAR TOWN CANCELLATIONS (continued.)
of the early 1920s that has chamfered corners at both ends'
of the 'tapered' date bridge. Its use was limited to a few
larger cities and towns, and it exists seemingly, always
with the hour of the dAY included in the date, in two subtypes: (a) as shown, and (b) with a dot at each end of the
narrowed neck of the date bridge. It also exists in damaged
forms, with one or both horizontal lines of the date bridge
(7)
missing.
t
?
Section IIC - The Double Circle with Enclosed Bridge Types without any bars
All types and sub types of this category are most likely recuts of older.
double circle types from which the vertical bars in the two semi-circles have
been excised. Undisputed senior in this group is a recut of the ancient double
circle with large cross at the bottom, itself incircle, which
goes back to a type introduced before 1870. One of the few
known cancellations of this type (1) was in use in Bevers
was once more recut
(Grisons) in the early 1940s, and then it
t
t
t
to feature the town s Romansh spelling Bever certainly 4 sign of both good material used in the 1870s, as well as
careful (or infrequent ?) use by the succession of postmasters
(1)
of that town.
Of the thousands of recut and since that time bar-less double circle cancellations in category IIC there are three (2,3 1 4) which are very frequently seen,
while all other types occur only by the dozen, or less. In order to avoid illustrating all possible sub-types, the following varieties are identified thus:
Shaded cross (i), unshaded cross (ii); text in lower rim in parenthesis (a);
not in parenthesis (b), All combinations can occur.
Types (2) and (3) in some villages were in constant use for almost a century, interrupted only when the canceller was sent in, sometimes after World
War I, to have its thick or thin bars (or hatchmarks) removed. Once these
marks are removed,
one can, of course,
no longer distinguish as to the original state of the
canceller.
T
YP e (2) t features
the town s name at
the top, NO cross
in upper semicircle, district
number in lower
semi-circle, and
shaded Swiss cross
at bottom of double
rim. It exists in a smaller (very common) and a larger (infrequent) form, the
latter giving the hour of the day while the small form never features an hour
to this writer's knowledge. Freaks with completely or partly missing lines,
and often in use in this condition for decades, are fairly frequently encountered.
Type (3) differs from Type (2) inasmuch as it features no cross in its
original form. Recut, it contains the town name at top, a shaded (mostly) or
unshaded (infrequent) cross in upper and the postal district number in lower
semicircle, and additional text (canton, next larger town, sub-office name) in
lower part of outer double rim, either in or without parentheses (a or b).
Freaks, with a variety of missing lines, occur in this type as well.

(3tti

text in lower
rim in paren.
shaded cross

(4)
(3) var.
no
size;
small
text at bottom both straightlines
exists
hour;
not in paren., Of semi-circles
a & b; I &
unshaded cross Kissing
Shown is 4ai
(3)bii

(4)
large size with

hr; shown is type
4bii, war. without
both str.lines of
semi-circles
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The long awaited ? NADA 1971 1- Exhibition in Bale has now been held and
has, it is hoped, prOved to be highly
successful.
The many sections of exhibits-covered
not only all aspects of Swiss Philately p
re-stamp, cancellations, covers,,
essays, hotel posts, specialised studies
of many issues etc., buE also selections
from all over the world; airmails, thematic and so. on, and philatelio literature
thus providing a wealth of interest for
everyone.
On this occasion the ,ITT departed
from their usual practice of displaying
treasures from their collection since it
was felt that this would-' ' provide unfair'
competition with the many splendid coll.,
ections in private hands, built up by
love, patience, ana research, but which
of necessity, must lack those rarities
which can only be found in an official
collection.
Instead the PTT arranged an eXhib-.
ition on the theme of the'St.Gotthard its historical post and traffic connections with Basle' owned by Herr Willi
Eidenbenz, artist of Basle, earlier on
display at the PTT Museum and which admirably illustrated the article by Herr
Wyss, Curator of the PTT Museum, on the
same subject in the Handbook.
The Exhibition Catalogue-Handbook,
with all the' facilities for superb
printing which are available in Switzerland, is an outstanding 288 page production since it contains not only all
the relevant information on the Exhibition itself, but also a series of fas.
cinating articles, particularly the
beautifully illustrated account by
Herr Wyss, referred to above, which
includes old ti re-tables and reproductions of many old prints.
Other articles cover such subjects
as the Messenger Service throughout the
Ages (by Dr,Hans Kricheldorf); Early
Postal Relations between Basle and
Strasbourg ? (by Henri Gachot); 'Thematic
Collecting ? (Dr.Ernst Schlunegger);
"Rarities in Basle Private Bands" illustrated in Colour - and ?Machine
Cancellations ? byMax H. Wehrli.
The May issue of the I SBZ ? Sohweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung - has marked the
Basle NARA 1971 Exhibition by appearing in a new guise - The familiar
yellow cover has been replaced by white
with the initials in blue and red. Also
on the front is a colour reproduction
of a fabulous cover - posted from Tavannes
on 21 March 1852 to Porrentruy on w4ich
the sender affixed a 5 Rpip Rayon I,light
blue in each of the four corners. The
stamps were then carefully cancelled
with a grill cancellation and alongside
each the circular date stamp of Tavannes.
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Amengthe Contenti is an interestiagarticleon 'Swiss Postage Dues
9

glkilse.P.;

a d d eT14940 cn,thel,Standing
Helvetia'; illubtrationa.ef Some:
rare cancellations from items auotioned last month, and an article :.on
?
Advertisements on Stamps ? (IKocher
stamps and-the like) by Hans Hunziger.
further

- Througk the kindness of Herr Jos.
Miler of Zurich we have reeeived a
copy of his book: "Suisse classique ce quo le catalogue no dit pas"
the French edition of his work:
"Altschweiz - was nicht im1Catalogusteht",- so that members now have
the opportunity to study this excell.,
ent work on some of the rareties
among early Swiss stamps'in either
French or German.
And from the same source another
most interesting publication, a
copy of a 'CIBA REVIEW*-published'
by Ciba (Chemicals) Ltd., of Basle,
in English, devoted to ? The Philatelic Promotion of Textiles' emphasising the interest to be derived
from collecting on a theme. An article on ihe production of Swiss
stamps by E.Bosshard of Bern is also
included*
MORE

ABOUT THE NEW 1ZUMSTEIN
SPECIALISE D?

Having now had the opportunity to
study the latest edition, it proves
to be, as always, a 'must ? for the
serious collector,.,, who requires a
great deal more information than can
be found elsewhere.
Increased to 738 pages and with
some 2300 illustrations, it has now
been extended to cover many new
facets of collecting. Prices are
given for single stamps, pairs,
blocks of four, rare mixed frankings
etc., first day covers and stamps
with marginal inscriptions of the
Pro Juventute and Pro Patria issues.
I

Bundesfeier i cards provide a new
feature, being now collected as
fore-runners of the Pro Patria stamps;
coils and stamps for vending machines
have been reviewed, while for other
issues many important varieties discovered during the past few years
have been added. The stamps of the
United Nations in Geneva are also
included. Altogether an invaluable
addition to one's philatelic library.
TOURIST CANCELLATION:

8116 WaRENLOS (K.559) from 18/5/71
A new publicity slogan cancel for
the PTT Museum in Bern is in use
sinde'12th'May. It has a, posthorn
-motif and reads: IBESUCHEN-SIE-DAS
PTT MUSEUM IN BERN'.

NEW POSTAL RATES IN SWITZERLAND -

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

from let JULY, 1971

250 Anniversaire de Pierre Jaquet
Droz 12 juin - 10 octobre 1971 La Chaux-de-Fonds Le Locle.
Autoposten FUrka-Gritsel
Jahre
50
New
Old
ItIttEat
Susten 1946-1971.-1
1921-1971
up to 20 gr.
6440 Drunnen
0;50
Countries in CERT 0.40
0.50
0.60
b Other countries
TOS 75 ans du service des utagers
de la route --1200 Geneva 17/5-17/6
1.10 0.80-1,10
20 gr. - 50 gr.
50 gr. - 100 gr.
1.40 1.10.1.70 AltdorferTellspiele Juli-September etc.,
6460.Altdorf (11R) to 31 Aug.
PostOards:
Internationale Juni Festwochen Zurich
1
8023 Zurich 23
0.30
0.30
Countries in OEPT
0.30 H 25 Eidg. Musikfest 1971 in Luzern 0.40
ib Other countries
6000 Luzern 9 May-20 June
Printed Matter:
0,30
0.20
Up to 20 gr.
Nehmt tell amEidg. Feldschiessen 0.20
0.40
20 - 50 gr.
Tag der Schutzen 5/6 Juni 1971 -0.30
0,50
50 - 100 gr.
37 00 Spiez4 4900 Langenthal to 5/6
etc.,
Fiesta di flare - Fete des fleurs
Blumenfest - Pentecote Loilarno
Airmail Letters
Europe:
6000 Locarno 1
As usual
0.70 - 1.10,
Overseas (5:gr.)
according to category SPECIAL CANCELLATION
Aerograms
To mark the 50th anniversary of
0. 65
Europe
AUTOMOBILE POST over the FURKA
the
0.70
Overseas
GRIMSEL PASSES and 25 years over the
SUSTEN PASS, a special cancellation
From the above it looks as if a new
0
was used at Meiringen on 25th June.
4 Rp. stamp will be required for the
This shows an old-time vehicle and
letter rate to countries within CEPT.
t
reads: 3860 MEIRINGEN - 50 JAHRE
FURKA4RIMSEL, 25 JAHRE SUSTEN AUTOPOSTEN - 25.6.71'.
The new XXth Edition ofthe
TO ALL SWISS
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
The PT!' Bulletin gives the following information:

Zumstein

....1111.01.11n•=161

COLLECTORS

CATALOGUE SPECIALISED

was published at the end of May 1971.
It is obtainable from Harris Publications Ltd., 42 Malden Lane, London
WC2E 7LU.
Price E3,25 25p postage

If you are a recent newcomer to
Swiss stamps, you will find interest in
building up a good collection.
This will be easier if you take
advantage of my NEW ISSUE andAPPROVAL
SERVICES. Write for details now.

Still on sale: ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/
LIECHTENSTEIN

1271

Pocket size: Price 40p. 5P Postage
Registered mail: 20p,
The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZETTUNG
JOURNAL PHILATELME DE BERNE
(Annual fee E1.50) - as always provides
interesting features for the Swiss
specialist.
For fine first'class stamps .
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND LuttOPE

send your Wants Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & 00.1)
CH-3001 BERNE
P.O. Box. 2565

If you are siecialising in any
particular issue or aspect of Swiss
Philately, let me help by supplying
those special items that do so much to
make such collections outstanding.
Ask for APPROVAL SELECTIONS or
for items supplied against your WANTS
LISTS.

All types of material available:
stamps - mint or used; miniature sheets
covers: airmails; cancellations;
varieties: etc., etc., etc.,

J.S.ARNISTRONG
14, Low Shoe Lane, .
MORECAMBE

TorrishoIme,
LANCS.

LATELic
News ID Letter

Founder:

•

E.H.SPIRO

Hon. Treasurer:
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MR. A.J. HARDING,
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No.7

NUMERAL

STAMPS SWISS COVERS

by G.D. WILSON

At the January meeting of the Northern Group, we studied a wide range of
postal markings and, as has already been reported, by no means resolved all the
problems which were brought up. In this category were the handstamp numerals
found on letters from Switzerland to France in the period 1829-45, as shown in
the illustration. We could not entirely agree that these marks were not of
Swiss origin,
but the absence .
of any record in
r5t1t;i
the works of
PAR
.
Emmenegger and
PONTARLI
Winkler etc.,
strengthened the
argument that
they must be
French.
Furthermore,
although our
combined sample
of covers was
relatively small,
it did seem that
the dates confirmed that the use
of these numerals was closely
associated with
the terms of the
1828/29 FrancoSwiss Treaties.

il

The precise use of these handstamps puzzled us and we were quite divided
in our theories. To begin with, not all covers travelling from Switzerland to
France during this period boar these marks. This lent some support to the idea
that they were distribution marks, but we could not discover any pattern which
would fit. In the end, it was decided that these numerals were most probably
related to postal charges, but had to admit that we could not explain how. Many
of our covers bore a number of other marks and we felt that between them they told
the story of the various charges due from the sender right through to the recipient.
Some time after this meeting I confided our difficulties to a colleague who
has an extensive knowledge of French philately. With his assistance I traced in
the Leeds Philatelic Society's library the 'Catalogue des Estampilles et Obliterations Postales de France et des Colonies Francaises', published by Yvert in
1929. It was here I found most of the answers to the problem.
In this book the numerals are described as indicating the charge in decimes
and: " .... stamped by the Exchange Office on letters originating in foreign
countries." This followed by a quotation from a French Post Office Circular dated
2nd April, 1829, which says: "These numerals indicate the charge to be collected
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NUMERAL HANDSTAMPS ON SWISS COVERS (cont.)
Office, in addition to the French
for the refund due to the Foreign Exchange
tier to the place of destination." No
charge from the point of entry at the fron
ps are in both black and red, but judgindication is given as to why the handstam
are less common than the
ing from the prices quoted by Yvert, the red numeralsthis
practice, nor can I find
black. No date is given for the discontinuation of
any mention of a system replacing it.
date on the start of the period,
However, I feel that we can now put a firm
coincides with the date by which all
which must be April 1829. Certainly this
Bern, Neuchatel, Vaud & Zurich) had
five of the Swiss Cantons involved (Basel,
also seems reasonable to assume that
implemented the Treaty arrangements, It
1845, when new Treaties were brought
the end of the period can be fixed as July
any member can bring forward evidence
into effect. I shall be very grateful if
that they cannot be correct. Several
either to support these dates, or prove
hoping that some of our members can
matters still puzzle no, and again I am
assist:
method -was 'used by the French
1.
How was this refund system operated? What
to the SUiS8 Exchange Office ?
Exchange Office to record the amounts due
et the Cost of the Swiss carrying the
If, as stems likely, the refund was to offs
were the arrangements for mail travelmail to the French Exchange Office, what
ling in the opposite direction?
r, is this due to carelessness on
2. Where the handstamp is missing from a cove
there occasions when the refund did
the part of some postal official, or were
not apply ?
beton of covers 'shows a fairly clear pattern
3. 4nanalysis of my own collecti
ces
Offi
ange
Exch
ch
Fren
the Swisr and
ween the refundand the distance between
e
Basl
from
6,
183
d
I have a letter date
1
but there are exceptions. For example;
p
stam
1
hand
the
and
' SUISSE PAR BELF0RT
to Le Havre, bearing the marks 'LB 4K ,
ffhausen to Paris, has the marks 'LB
Scha
1 1
from
,
1838
2 in red. Another, dated
1
p 1 4 / in red. Under the Treaty
10K/, 'SUISSE PAR BELFORT and the handstan
ciated network for the Canton of Basel
arrangements, Schaffhausen was in the asso
mes
in Basel, So why a refund of 2 deci
and, therefore, the Exchange Office was
?
ance
decimes for the same dist
for Basel-Belfoxt and then a refund of 4
inflation, because I have later
I doubt if it is just nineteenth century
it then, in some way connected with
covers showing a refund of 2 decimes. Is
ce, i.e., 10 Kreutzer as opposed to
the charge due to the Swiss Exchange Offi

4 Krautzer

?

this problem to a certain degree
We have been pleased to have unravelled
been to
discovered. My intention has
but obviously there is still more to be
s fer further debate.
record our efforts and establish the basi
will be able to offer their
I an very hopeful that some of our members
d up a much fuller record of these
knowledge and research so that we can buil
handstamps and their use.

SPECIAL CANCELLATION'S
birth
1. For the 250th anniversary of the
of PIERRE JAQUET-DROZ, a special cancel incorporating his signature and reading
'2300 LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS -250e ANNIVERSAAR
on 12th Jure
DE PIERRE JAwor-DRozt was used
in Lucerne
2 * A special cancel was used
Music
ral
in June for the 25th Fede
1
EIDG
Festival: 6000 LUZERN - 25
18-20.6.19711.
MUSIKFEST 11-13
Telecommunications:
3. Exhibition on
,
Geneva: The specin
'TELECOM 71
1
GENEVE - TELE1211
ial cancel reads:

COM 71 - 17-27.6.711.

'Week of the Roses' in Geneva: the
cancellation shows a rose and reads:
1 1211 GENEVE - RONDE DE LA ROSE 19-21.6.711.

4.

NATIONAL DAY AT THE RUTLI: A
very attractive special cancel
depicting medieval musicians will
be used on 1st August and will read:
L
1
'644 RftT I -7 BUNDESPEIER AN
HISTORISCHER STSTTE1.

5.

Pictorial National Day cancels
will be used at two towns on
1st August.
'5000 AARAU - 1.8.71 - BUNDESFEIER1
1
9100 HERISAU - BUNDESFEIER 1.8.711.

6.

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
From 9th June:
3800 UNTERSEEN
7451 BIM Erholung in

K.561

Natur

K.562

BELO:Fill NEWS IETTER
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by:

MRS. K. MadMAHON & H.E. CHAPMAN

Part II

1882/90
No.67A 25 c. green -

Second Period: Olive to yellow-green
Varieties

1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.

Partially blurred print (flat retouch)
Double print (on front)
Plate Flaws
r1
Helvetia with coloured bracelet right ( 4)
Fleck on Foot of Helvetia (F 4)
Flag-like fleck, upper right (Illus.) in various places.
Large dot after lower figure 25 (GH 6)
Plate defect left of head, diagonally through the shield.
Thick stake in right margin towards the bottom (EFG 6)
Wedge, upper left against small value shield (Illus. 67 C/Pf5)
t
Second 'E of 'HELVETIA' with middle bar missing, horizontal
streak.
Worn Plates
Upper centre, or in upper inscription band, or in margin areas
left and right light.
In left or right star band noticeably light places.
(2 different) (D 6)
Different areas in oval light, left from spear, between spear
and head, similarly lower left, right of Helvetia.

Retouches
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Upper tip improved, vertical retouch in right margin (with or
without repair in the star band), lower figures partly improved.
Retouching in the upper inscription ribbon (different); left
margin strongly re-engraved,
In the oval, spear not outlined; fine diagonal retouching
(diagonal parallel streaks as in the original design, but
running in opposite direction); between spear and head or
right of Helvetia.
Similar but stronger (and shield light) right of Helvetia, or
right of Helvetia and left of the knee and approximately left
of the hand.
Combinations: with retouched lettering above, or inclusive of
right arm and part of right band, or with vertical retouching
of both side margins.
Vertically right of Helvetia and right in the margin, or crosswise diagonal retouch left in oval,
Large retouch, left of knee, strong diagonal retouch and nearby
band light or very strong, quite irregular, retouch in overlapping band.
Similarly engraver's retouch in band and band outline (two
different) in the oval, spear outline (retouched).
Both sides of spear outlined (different).
Similarly, with further improvement at top in lettering or in
left margin, also partial slight improvement in left band
(different)
Both sides of spear outlined by several parallel lines.
Similar; bordering oval outline redrawn and lower colour filled
in, or spear broadened in sword-like way and upper colour run.
Large spear retouch; spear and background in flames (Illus.).
Lowest part of spear retouched away.
Small engraver's retouch both sides of spear and left into band.
Diagonal retouch: left of spear or Helvetia or right of
Helvetia, partly also redrawn oval outline left.
Diagonal cross-wise retouching left of spear or right of head
horizontally and diagonall retouched.

18.
19.

Strong diagonal or cross-wise retouching in the whole oval.
Similar, with improvement left of both sides in margin or the
lower figures or oval outline and upper and right bands.
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20.
21.

In the
arm
Strong
and
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whole oval and in part, also Helvetia retouched (left'
as if badly swollen.
retouching right of head and irregularly right of head
upper arm.

No.69A 40c. Frey
Colour Shades
(a) light gre y 1882 b) grey, dk grey 1882

dull grey 1889

Varieties
1.
2.

Double print on front, complete or partial
One blind perforation on left side
Plate Flaws

1.
2.
3.

(0 3/4)
Horizontal line over breast
1
t
Colourless pearl over 40 upper left (A 1)
From left outwards towards bottom in direction of the spear,
tip broken into (B 1)
Worn Plates

1.
2.
3.
4.

In frame: upper left next to value shield light, or lower value
field partially light.
Strong wear left upper half oft star band (B 2)
l
In the oval: lower half of A of HELVETIA (B 5)
In various places: e.g. left of the hand.
Retouches

1.
2.
3.

4.

Both upper margin lines through tip of inscription band redrawn
throughout.
Entire light area between spear and head which is retouched in a
typical manner by some horizontal and vertical lines (B 3)
Between spear and head, or nearly the whole oval strongly
improved (in these places colour is almost black).
g
ni ht in star band between 4th and 6th upper star retouched.

No.70A 50c. blue

Colour Shades

(a) Lt blue 1882 b) blue, dk blue 1883-90 c) vivid blue (bright)1884
Varieties
1.
2.

Double print on front
Partial double print
Plate Flaws

1.
2.

Fleck in dress (D 3)
Upper right trapeze-shaped plate flaw (Illas). similarly curving
from second star towards the left; towards right downwards to
FRANCO (Illus); (these two flaws together constitute one, they
also occur in pairs) similarly from upper left diagonally as far
as the spear,

3.

4*

Similarly from neck of Helvetia vertically through the large 5.
Small plate flaws: from top vertically through Helvetia, diagonally
upwards from the knee, coloured line from the first margin to 2nd star.
Worn Plates

1.
2.

Between spear and head or in the oval (left of hand).
In the inscription band, in right oval, large value figure.
Retouches

1. In frame: fine vertical closing lines on left or right margin.
2, Similar and margin partially horizontally re-engraved, thickened.
3. Left lower corner horizontally improved or lower right vertically.
In oval: vertically between spear and head, horizontally left of
4.
hand and. by left margin, right of Helvetia strong diagonal retouch, also word HELVETIA retouched, to back of head and over
shield horizontally improved, to right arm left of foot.
5. Broad plate flaw diagonally through Helvetia and left of knee in
dress and by right arm retouched.
6. ,Spear strongly outlined and oval left of Helvetia strongly re-engraved.
TO BE CONTINUED...
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'double circle

Types 5 and 6 are
identical to Types 7 and
2, except for the addition of the ornaments.
All of the types mentioned seem to be rocuts
from types that, originally, had bars in the
semi-circles. Type 7 is
(7)ii
(6)i.
very infrequently encoun(exists
& ii.)
tered; it is best described either as a Type 3 without text in the lower rim, or as a Type 2, but with
cross placed in the upper Femi-circle instead of at the bottom of the cancellation.
Quite infrequent, too, are the types with double circles that feature one (8)
two (9) or three (10) stars in their design. In all of them, the stars seem to
be of much later addition, added at the time of removing the bars in the semicircles. And of Type 11 only one place, the Ruth i post office on Switzerland's
historic meadow, made use- in two subtypes differing only by the size of the
cross. In both Ratli Type 11 cancels the stars have hollow centres - a variation found only on very few Swiss Cancellations

(8)
&

(9)

& it; small
& ii; a & b
larger circle cliff, sizes

(12

(10)

(2 variants)

&

a&b

The two remaining types of this category (12) & (13) are of some particular
interest because they omit the Swiss cross altogether in the re-cut forms.
Reasons for this are unknown: sometimes there night not have been enough room to
accommodate a cross and sometimes it might have fallen out or been damaged; but
there are enough towns represented by these cross-less cancel types to consider
them not freaks, but special types - perhaps a misconception.
IID. Other bar-less cancellations
So far, only one other type of
cancellation in this entire group is
known which does not fit into any of
the categories listed
up to now, Its best
description might be:
Single circle with
'floating' boxed date
lover semi-circle
bridge.
There is only
*inning
one strike of this
typo known - of Yverdon pictured here, and it must be assumed that it was re-cut from an entirely different previous
type viz; a PP canceller where a large P.P. takes up the
space below the date box. The PP cancels will be discussed
as a separate group in a later instalment.
And this concludes the category 'bar-less' cancellations of Helvetia.
III. Swiss Cancellations with Partly Removed

Bars

These types, unless proved differently, are all re-cuts from earlier types
that had bars in both sem-circles. When it became necessary to include the:Roman

, Page
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numerals of the postal districts in all Swiss cancels, there were many that already
featured a Swiss cross, and in those cases the bars of the upper semi-circle were
allowed to remain, perhaps sometimes as a time-saving device for the then very busy
PTT.
die-cutting department of
The first two examples shown are
curious cross-breeds, because in the process of being re-cut the basic cancell1
--V)
_
)
(.
form was also changed from a double
ation
36
, G Iv
('''''
circle type to one with an open date
bridge. There are only a few towns known
who have utilised Types (1) or (2), and
it seems that all of these were, at a
(2)
(1)
later time, once more re-cut to produce
IIA types. Of the other types shown in this category, (3), (4), (5), (6) & (7)
are more or less frequently seen, while the other types occur only in a few isolated instances, and some arc unique of their kind. Type (4) occurs with text in
the lower rim in (a) with, or (b) without parmthesis, and Type (5)

11:9
(4)

(3)

a & b

(6)

(5)

(7)

Large & Small
sizes: 6-12 bars

exists in numerous sub-varieties as far as diameter, as well as number of bars
in the upper semi-circle are concerned. Of types (6) and (7) in this group
all, to this writer's knowledge, have date bridges that include the hour
(00-24). All seem to have been re-cut into IIB types at a later date.
Closely related to Type (3) of this entire group is Type 8, seemingly of
unique use in Boudevilliers (NE); but instead of thick bars it contains, in
the upper semi-circle, very thin lines. Types (9) and (10) are equally infrequently encountered, their principal traits being: (9) No Swiss Cross anywhere: (10) two bouquets in lower rim: and (11) as well as (12) occur even
less often among all of Switzerlands town cancellations. .Both feature the

k

- .

00)

(ii)

*1 thV

31,

(

decorative addition of one or two stars, most likely added at the time of
removing the lower semi-circle's bars.
The two types shown here 84 (13) and (14) seem to be unique. Type (13),
'IRS
seeing use only in Ponts-de-Martel (NE) - and around 1915 re-cut to read
towns
the
of
PONTS (Etc) - replaces the upper semi-circle's bars with part
name and is otherwise of the ancient 'double circle with circled large cross
in the lower segment' type, with coarse bars yet, while Type (14)seems to have
seen use in Geneva only. While retaining
the medium-size thickness bars in the
upper semi-circle, it features, in the
lower semi-circle, the post office branch
station's internal division (LET = letter
acceptance window). Both of these types
were in use since shortly after 1900, and
these two seem to have been manufactured
in this manner - thus are not recuts.
03)

(Cont. on page 51 )
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By the time this 'News Letter' reaches members, the 1970/71 season, as far
as the Exchange Packet is concerned, will be over, all packets having come back
to me.
Most members responded brilliantly to my appeal in the March 'News Letter'
to pass on packets promptly, using First Class mail and keeping me informed
if they were going to be away from home, so that I could re-route packets to
avoid delays. BOCSUJO of this co-operation we achieved a rate of movement so
that 12 rembers in the Herts/Leicestershire area saw Packet BA in May; a similar record was achieved in Kent/Sussex with another packet and yet another
moved well in Yorkshire, but in some parts of the circuit the rate of movement
- or should it be the rate of stagnation - was disastrous, with the result that
members at the end of the circuit of packets so delayed did not see it. Rules are
not made for my benefit, but for yours - the benefit of the members. I feel it
is grossly unfair that through the thoughtlessness of a few, other members cannot enjoy the Exchange Packet Services of the Society, and I shall not hesitate
next season to delete from the circuit those who do not play the game. One member
has already had his name erased from the membership of the Society.
With regard to next season, may I have material from the 10th of September
onwards. I already have some material in hand and plan to send out the first
2 packets on that date. So please, if you are away from home after September
10th, let me know. If you have moved to a now address, can I also be told.
The more speedily the packets move from member to member the more people
will see them and have the chance to enlarge their collections. A packet
that may be of no interest to you may contain just what the next member is
looking for. How often it hapens that I am told by one person there is left
in a particular packet (which means that i; to has been sold and around 5pro
is left), only to get a fat cheque from the next member who has found in it
just what he wanted.
If the circuit, by being amended, can allow for more passing by hand and
thus speedier movement, please let me know, I will do all I can to make things
easy.
One final point, Unsigned spaces: Please advise me if you notice unsigned
spaces, advise the preceding member on the circuit, who is liable for the 'missing' item, and record the fact in the booklet concerned. I am having great
difficulty in sorting out unsigned spaces at this stage and if I believe all the
tales I am told, the stamp cannot have been there in the first place:
C. RAUCH
20th Cent. Town Cancels (cont.)
In this entire Group
III varieties exist,
almost exclusively from
wear. Only one such
example is shown here of Territet - where the
semi-circle's frame-line
below the remaining bars is missing,
Other missing lines do occur as
a separate type.
The next section will deal with
the T.P. t Town Cancels.
Editors Note:
In the printing
of June issue,
an illustration
on Page 42 was inadvertently omitted
This was the postmark of BEVERS and
is shown here.

It may also have been noted in the
February issue that the top line of
were out of
illustration on page
context. They should be deleted, and
have been re-inserted in correct order
in the June issue, under Section IIC.
Our members must be slipping:
So far only the author noticed the
discrepancy:
ANOTHER POSTMARK PUZZLE
A member has a copy of a straightline cancellation of 1907 of VELAN
(Valais) on a 5 c. Cross & Figure
stamp, tied to a postcard, but cannot trace this in Emmenegger. Nor
does the name Velan appear in the
current list of place names.
He would be grateful for any
information on this or evidence of
other copies.
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RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS:

1:Alfa - 7-11 Sept. 71 - BurofachAusstellung Zurich 11 - 8000 Zurich
250e anniversaire de Pierre Jaquet-Droz
-12 juin-10 octobre 1971 - La-Chauxde FondeLe Lock - 2000 Neuchatel
Strassen-Rad-Woltmeisterschaften
- 3000 Bern &
Mendrisio
8022 Zurich
Championnats du monde de cyclismo sur
route Medrisio 2-5.9.71 1950 Sion & 1200 Geneva

Art 2 1 71 - Internationale Kunstmesse
24-29.6.71. Basel - 4000 Basel
TELECOM 71 Genf 17-27 Juni 1971 Farmmeldewesen Weltausstellung
8000 Zurich
TELECOM 71 Geneve 17-27 juin 1971 Expomondiale telecommunications Geneva & Lausanne to 27/6
100 Jahre Cdd Fellows in der Schweiz
19.6.1971 - 8000 Zurich
Internationale Juni-Festwochen Zurich
8034 Zurich

Campionati Mondiale di ciclismo su strada- Internat, Musik-Festwochen Luzern 14
,,ot 1971 - 4000 Lucerne
Aug Mendrisio 2-5.9.1971 - 6600 Locarno
& 6900 Lugano
Tramelan
Concours hippive
Concours hippique national Tramelan
- 2500
1971
VIII
ler
au
VII
29
29 VII au ler VIII 1971 - Various
Biel/Bienne & 2300 La-Chaux-deFonds
Marche-concours national de chevaux
7/8 aoCit 1971 Saignelegier - Various
SWISS COLLECTION FOR SALE
A

28-29 aaut 011on-Villars championnat
dTurope - 1000 Lausanne

26-29 Aug. 71 St.Gallen Internat.
Pferdesporttage - EuropaMeisterschaft der Amazonen
9000 St.Gallen
Fete de Geneve 13-15 aollt 71 - Geneva
Freiburg. 2.3.4. Juli/juillet 1971 Eidenftsisches Jodlerfest - Ate
feddrale des jodleurs - 1700 Fribourg
UNICEFXXVe anniversaire 1946-1971 1211 Geneve U.N. Phil Bureau
0 .11. •

Zurnstein
The new XXth Edition of the
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERIAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
CATALOGUE SPECIALISED
was published at the end of May 1971.

It is obtainable from Harris Publications Ltd., 42 Maiden Lane, London
WC2E 7LU.

Price t3.25 + 25p postage

Still on Sale:

gollguumluINEY
LIECHTENSTEIN 1971

Pocket size: price 40p + 5p postage
Registered mail: 20p
The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
.MOURNAL PHILATELIWE DE BERNE
(Annual Fee E1.50) - as always provides
interesting features for the Swiss
specialist'
For fine first class stamps
....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co)

P.O. Box 2585 011-3001 BERNE

We have been offered a small
collection of 454 Swiss stamps - 317
between SG76 and 526 and 137 Pro Juventute Cl-C136 (1950) complete except for
miniature sheets. (02 is damaged and not
included in the valuation) * The catalogue value as in 1969 was 2141 and the
price asked is 237.50. The majority of
the stamps are fine used and include 320
(mint) 331a, 324, 339, 340, 351 and 386.
The owner is willing to send the
collection on approval to any bona fide
member - willing to purchase (U.K.
E
only) nquiries in the first instance
to the Secretary, to be dealt Jith in
strict rotation.'

Do not neglect your stamp
collecting during the summer months,
even though other activities may
have greater appeal.
Look through your collection
and check that there are no spaces
still to be filled ... if there are
do it now ... send me a Want List
and make sure of them.
Or decide on the line you wish
maybe a
to follow later on
a theme.
or
specialised section,
Whatever you need, material can
be sent on approval to enable you to
obtain the maximum interest from your
hobby.
Write to:

S.ARMS1RONG
14 Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
NEXT SEASON'S PROGRAMMES WILL BE PUBLISHED NEXT MONTH*

President:

Founder:

L.MOORE, M.B.E.,

E.H.SPIRO

F.R.P.S.,L.
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1

Hon. Treasurer:

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
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25th YEAR

TWO NEW ISSUES IN SEPTEMBEI/

The Second Series of 1971 Special (Propaganda) stamps, consi
sting of
2 values, will be issued on 23rd September, and also on the
same day a further
series of 5 portrait stamps depicting famous physicians.
Details as follows:
A.
SPECIAL STAMPS
30 c.

'Swiss Alps' - Les Diablerets k. Vaud the 5th mountain to be
pictured in the 'Swiss Alps' series.
The massif is seen from
the viewpoint of Chamossaire-sur-Bretaye, and thus inclu
des one of the bestknown touring and ski-ing districts.
3 colours:
brown, grey and red-violet

40 c.

50th Apniv

ersarv of Radio-Suisse - Radio-Suisse is a subsidiary
of the PTT; it was licensed to run a wireless-telegr
aph service
in 1921 and started operations in 1922.
In addition to this, Radie-Suisse
has been put in charge of airtraffic control at
all Swiss airports by the

Federal Air Office. Other fields of activity include
reception of•weather
charts from satellites, the inter-continental telex syste
m, the photo-telegraph
service and radio contact with ships at sea.
The symbolic design Signifies
radio waves.
3 colours:

blue, yellow and red
1.
Edi Hauri, Basle
2.
Hans Thoni, Bern
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
White with luminous substance, violet fibres
36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.):
2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each
Special covers will be available for each stamp and a
simple
First Day cancellation will be used.
Collection sheets and folders will also
be on sale.
Designsrs:
Printing:
Paper:
Stamp size:

B.

FAMOUS PHYSICIANS -

The first series, issued in 1969, depicted portr
aits
of famous personalities, is to be followed on 23rd
September, by a second series depicting 5 great
physicians, three of them

Swiss, whose likenesses the public has often wishe
d to see on stamps,
while the other two are Nobel prize-winners
of medicine. Details are:
10 c.
Alexpdpejersin - Born 22nd

September 1863 at Aubonne and died
2nd March 1943 at Nha Trang (Annam).
Studied medicine in Lausanne, Marburg and Paris.
Working at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris, he disco
vered the diphtheria toxin jointly with
Emile Roux, In 1892 he went to live
in Indochina. In Hong Kong in 1894 he
discovered the bacterium causing the plague.
One colour: brown-olive
20c.

....g..2.
Auu .U/L*P.l.tJis.P.s.s.l.,Lkat..c..u:—kskasluc.t.

Born 1st September

1848 at Morges, died
27th July, 1931 at Yvorne.
Specialising in psychiatry, he did research on the brain
and
hypnosis. Published works on sexual educa
tion. Was a pacifist and a pioneer
of total abstinence. Made important discoveries
in
of the nervous system and of entomology (biology of the fields of the anatomy
the ants). After

Page
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•
terminating his studies in Zurich, he worked at the Munich mental hospital from
1873 to 1878. From 1876 to 1379 he was lecturer at the University of Munich.
From 1879 to 1898 he was director of the mental hospital of Zurich and professor
of psychiatry at the University of Zurich.
One colour: green
30 c.

Jules Gonin. M,D.. ophthalmcklogj.st

Born 10th August
1870 in Lausanne,

died 10th June 1935 in Lausanne.
Studied medicine in Lausanne. In 1918 he was appointed
medical director of the 'Asyle des aveu61es' founded in 1843, and in 1920,
professor of ophthalmology at the University of Lausanne. Founder of the
modern treatment of retinal detachment (sealing of the tear in the retina which
causes detachment).
One colour: red
Robert Koch, M.D., bacteriologist 40 c.

lltb December
1843 in Clausthal/

• Born

died 27 May 1910 in Baden-Baden.
Studied medicine at G8ttingen from 1862 to 1866. Was
medical practitioner at Wollstein from 1872 to 1880 and bacteriologist in the
Imperial Health Department in Berlin from 1880 to 1891; Professor for hygiene
and director of the Institute for Hygiene in Berlin from 1891 to 1905; founder
of experimental bacteriology and serotherapy in the German speaking countries.
Discovered the anthrax bacillus in 1876, the tuberculosis bacillus in 1882 and
the cholera bacterium in 1884. Was awarded the Nobel Prize in medicine in 1905.
One colour: blue
Born 14th
November 1891
at Alliston (Ontario, Canada), died 25th February 1941 in
Newfoundland (air crash).
Worked at the Institute for Physiology in Toronto under
Professor Macleod. Together with C. H. Best, a student in medicine, he
discovered the insulin hormone secreted by the island cells of the pancreas
(1921). Insulin is invaluable in the treatment of diabetes. Together with
Profeseor Macleod, Dr. Banting won the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1923.
80 c.

Frederick Grant Banqng, m.p,. physio;oFiqt —

One colour: violet
Gabriel Humair, Lausanne
Max Miler, Bern
Line engraved intaglio by the PTT Postage Stamp Printing Office,
Bern
White, with luminous substance and violet fibres
Paper:
Stamp ‘11: 29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 sm.); 4 sheets (1-4) of 50 stamps each.
The stamps will be on sale at post offices, in place of ordinary
23rd September until stocks are exhausted, but not later than 31st
from
stamps,
March 1892; also available from all Philatelist Bureaux.

Designav
Engraver:
Printing:

A special commemorative cover will be available and the same First
Day cancellation will be used as for the Publicity stamps. Collection sheets
and folders will also be available.
18,

CIRCULAR TOURIST CANCELLATIONS;.
FrOm 5th August:
1912 LEYTRON Ski-soleil-ovronnaz
(K.563)
From 12th August:
1931 LA POULY (VS) - Val Ferret (E.564)
3031 ZENEGGEN - Ski und Wanderwege
(K.565)
.11101..11111111161111,

RECENT sLow CANCELLATIONS:
52e Comptoire Suisse Lausanne 11-26 Sept
71 (1000 Lausanne to 26 Sept.)
WEGA Gewerbe- und Landwirtschafts- ausstellung Weinfelden 1-5 Okt. '71
Foire de Chaindon-Reconvilier - ler
lundi de septembre 2500 Biel/
Bienne to 4 Sept.

Montreux - septembre musical - to
7th October
Settimane musicali agosto-ottobre
- Ascona - to 15th October
Strassen-Rad-Weltmeisterschaften
Mendrisio 2-5.9.71 (4000 Basel 2)
Championnats du monde de cyclismo
sur route Mendrisio 2-5.9.71
(1000 Lausanne)
Campionati mondiali di eiclismo su
strada Mendrisio 2-5.9.71
(6830 Chiasso 2)
28-29 aout 011on-Villars championnats
d'Europe (1800 Vevey 1-28 August)
Marche-Concours National. "de chevaux
:7/8 aout 1971 - Saignelegier
(2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds to 7 Aug.)
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20th Century Circular Town Cancellations
of Switzerland
by Felix Ganz
IV.

Part

V

22ALL.IsztraSeingaa.

A few years before World War I a type of cancellation was introduced at
larger Swiss post offices which was supposed to save the bulk mailer of 50 or
more identical pieces the trouble of affixing postage stamps to his printed
command
matter mailings, and to save him some money as well, since bulk mailings
cancellthese
of
mark
shing
distingui
The
pieces.
single
than
a cheaper rate
ations consists of a large P.P. (port pays; Postage paid) and in a way is a
continuation, though for another category of mail, of a much earlier series of
P.P. cancellers in use as far back as 1840 in various cities. Before specific
P.P. cancellers came into use by about 1910, an octagonal handstamp was struck
next to a town's regular postmark, and in the smallest offices this practice has
continued to this day, while very large offices, with cancelling machines,
received specific P.P. flags, or P.P. crowns to be used without flags; but none
of these types belong into this present context.
The earliest P.P. hand cancellers all seemed to have been decorated by two
g
'bouquets' to the left and the ri ht of the large P.P. at the bottom of the
cancel; and the date, generally showing the day's hour as well, is located
inside a floating date box or bridge with rounded sides at left and right.
has an empty space below the town name and above the date, whereas
Type
Type 2 shows, in Arabic, the number of a city's branch office. By 1930 .(or
earlier), another P.P. cancel type made its appearance; without the bouquet
ornaments. Type (3) features in the space below the town name, a Swiss cross

of varying size and either shaded (i) or unshaded (ii), while Type (4), as
Type (2) does, shows the branch office's number in that game place; •but it should
be noted that branch offices of some cities show the branch name behind the town
name and a cross above the date, thus becoming Type (3). Finally, very few
cancels from that period feature nothing in the space above the date (Type 5)
and even fewer sport five-pointed stars at the side of the date bridge (Type 6).
In general, all P.P. cancellations are struck on pieces of mail without stamps,
but at times they are seen on printed matter that has already neen franked with
the lowest denomination stamp then in use - usually the 3 cts. stamps. It is
very rare that one sees such a cancellation on a higher denomination stamp.

Approximately from 1950 in some smaller post offices
the octagonal PP handstamp (A), they were furnished with a
could be clipped on to their regular hand canceller(s) then
that seems to be the correct explanation of the two samples

that had been using
P.P. device that
in use. At least
shown here as Type (7),

The newest type of P.P. cancel saw its birth about 1965 or 1966. It
features the town's name, preceded by the directional number, at the top. Below
'
The P.P.,
it is a Swiss cross, and the date appears in an open bridge.
unserif fed, occupies the space where in a regular town cancellation the lower
One could almost be led to believe that the lower part of this
would appear.
Type (8) cancel is exchangeable, being inserted whenever needed in lieu of the
regular cancel's lower . part; but it is not known whether this aseumption is
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valid or not. However, these newest P.P. cancellationa are no longer used for
bulk mailings only, but as proof for full payment on parcel cards that accompany
parcels to foreign countries as well, replacing there the postage stamps formerly
Other, dateless P.P. devices, are of private origin.
affixed to these cards.
V.

The 'HolIer'

fland Cancellations

This chapter, for the simple reason of lack of material, will quite likely
be rather incomplete. Hand roller stamps, although used in a reasonable number
of Swiss post offices for cancelling stamps on parcels, cancelling stampless (bulk)
parcel mailings, or cancelling odd-shaped pieces of ;mail, are usually nearly or
fully illegible, or often only partly struck. They consist of a cylinder that
rolls between the two prongs of the canceller's handle. On the cylinder the
circular town cancel is contained, together with a series of usually six wavy lines
that are 'endless'.
Of the earlier types of roller hand cancellers it may be noted that all
specimen* seem give the month's date in the date line in Arabic numbers - a
specific recognition factor for these types. All seem to feature a Swiss•cross
in the upper semi-circle, shaded (i) or unshaded (ii). Often this cross is so
dirtied from over-inking that it appears completely and solidly black. In the

tn),
13,--4.CC-15-44!

(6)

(A)

PP.
(la

P.

(7b)

(3)

lower semicircle the postal district number can be either plain (A), or the
numbers can be 'barred' together (B) (cf. Type 3). Type (1) of this entire group
is a double circle type with text in both the upper and lower rims, while Type (2)
is similar, except for having three stars in the lower rim in.lieu-of any text.
Type(3), seen only in a very few impressions, is of the 'extended bridge' variety,
but Otherwise similar to Type (1).
Type (4) is the latest specimen of the roller handstamps. It is a large
double circle with open date bridge, where the town name is preceded by the postal
direction number and where the pos*al district, in Arabic, is located in the lower
semicircle. This last type began to see use around 1967.

-

Into the same group belong roller P.P.. cancellations, mostly for parcel post.
Type (5), (6) & (7) are of the 'double circle with enclosed bridge' variety, (5)
featuring the P.P. in the lower semi-circle and having no postal district number;
(6) giving ill necessary text in the upper rim and containing the P.P. only in
the lower rim while showing a postal district number; and (7) ;showing a very large
P.P., similar to the hand cancellers discussed in paragraph IV. and featuring no
postal district number. . Type (8) is of newer vintage. It, too, has at its
foot the large P.P., and the date is enclosed in a 'floating' bridge. No postal
district number is shown.
Most likely P.P. cancels of the roller type also exist, or will soon exist,
where the town name is preceded by the postal direction number; but no such
specimens have been seen to date. They would be Type (9). It may well be that
nn n co
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The VELAN' MYSTEPY

Our request for information on the 'VELAN' cancellation has brought replies
from two members. MRS. C. SCHOLEY (London) writes:
"There is no mention on • e map of any village of this name, but there is a
mountain to the east of the road from Orsieres to the Col du Grand St. Bernard,
and also a lower mountain called 'Petit Velan', all in the Valais. Baedecker
(1883) mentions a road from Bourg St. Pierre as far as Cantine de Prez, stating
that the. road ends here, but there is a bridle path to the St. Bernard Hospice.
It would be interesting to know when the road was first opened to wheeled traffic.
and from MR. H. BUTTER (Geneva):
"I know about every nook and cranny of the Valais And am sure there is not
even a hamlet of this name. There is, however, a Mont Velan on the Italian
frontier near Bourg St. Pierre on the way to the Grand St. Bernard and a
Cabane du Velan, belonging to the Swiss Alpine Club, at its foot in the Valsorey.
As cabins go this one is quite accessible, about 3 hours' walk from Bourg St.
Pierre on a good path with only one torrent that needs some gymnastics when the
water is high. It is a tradition that postcards are sold in these huts and
most of them have rubber stamps of one sort or another which are normally
applied at the top of the card. Could it be that the guardian in 1907 applied
this to the stamps themselves in violation of the postal rules? It would be
interesting to know if the cancellation is of the same type as the rest.
Since 1907 is mentioned, it is obvious that there must be a second cancellation
on the postcard in question and, should this be Bourg St. Pierre, this would
strengthen the aUeVe supposition. I shall try to find out when the hut was
built. The guardian was killed, with three companions, in an avalanche last
winter".
Our grateful thanks for this helpful information.

Now
all members
all members
of personal

that my first season as Exchange Secretary has come to an end and
have been paid, it is time for reflection.. I want first to thank
for their support; my task has been made enjoyable by the number
contacts and friendship I have made during the season.

The Packet circuit comprises 204 members who see packets and purchase
material. Thirty-three members contributed material in quantities varying
from 1 - 41 booklets or envelopes of covers. The sales have amounted to
4 1,553 - as compared with 1,608 last year, which is not unsatisfactory,
bearing in mind the virtual standstill for 6 weeks because of the Postal Strike.
Whilst it is not for the Society or the Exchange Secretary to tell
members what to charge for their stamps, I am concerned about the number of
comments and letters which I get regarding the high prices; some material is
priced higher than the Amateur Collector Catalogue (but marginally lower than
Gibbons), while much is priced at around 70-80 of A.C. Catalogue. On the
otaor hand, there are members who try to follow the old accepted standard of
1/3 catalogue. If they cannot themselves buy reasonably priced material,
they will increase their prices. The majority of buyers, who are not also
contributors, simply see rising prices. Before we know where we are we have
an inflationary spiral within the Society.
Some modern material, however,
is priced well below face, probably because of confusion with changing exchange
rates and decimalisation all in the same year.
I do realise that condition is a very important factor which affects
the price, but the items I have referred to above are all mint items in tiptop condition. Another factor is the extent of the supply and the need or
desire of members to dispose of their surplus material.
From the tone of the letters I referred to above, the writers would
have bought more had the prices been more realistic. I have to-day received
the following letter, from which I quote:
"I am also discouraged from
purchasing other items by the unrealistically high prices quoted in the
majority of cases. Please delete my name from the Exchange Packet List ...."
Please do not price the Helvetia Packet out of the Matket
C. RAUCH

HIGGINS & GAGE'S

's T.

PT 0 ERY

1_,GUE Section 8, has arrived.

Collectors of Swiss Postal Stationery' ... it has happened! A postal
stationery catalogue of Switzerland in Enrlish has just been published in the
of
form of Section 16, letter 'S' of the 'Priced Catalogue of Postal Stationery
the World'. Interested parties in the British Isles may order a copy from
Higgins & Gage Inc., 23 N. Santa Anita Boulevard, Pasadene, CA. 91107, U.S.A.
The 45 pages on Switzerland comprise about one-seventh of the total 'S' section
I
which includes 44 other S' countries, such as Sweden, South Africa, Saar, Samoa,
:Sudan, St. Helena, San Marino or Siam. The entire section 'S' must be purchased,
and the price is $7.50. A three-ring binder can also be ordered at 03.00 to house
the pages. The price of 43.15 (plus 41.25 for the binder) is not inexpensive,
but a collector may discover that a single, good item among his holdings will make
the purchase worthwhile; or it may be possible to reduce the total acquisition
cost by selling other 'S' sections to specialist'collectors of other countries,
' The Switzerland pages are crammed with information, and they feature more
illustrations (many of them partial ones only) than Zumstein's 1965 edition (in
German) of the Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue. Varieties are listed if they
are significant. All National Pete (August 1st) cards, as well as most known
semi-officially issued, plus some printed-to-private-order cards are listed with
ies
the main body of regularly issued postal cards (in the Zumstein these categor
g,
confusin
time
same
the
at
are separated) ... in some ways an advantage, but
because a collector cannot tell immediately which cards are government issues and
which are not. For the issues from 1888 through 1905 only a passing remark refers
to the ! differences in the length Of the tri-lingual 'address instructions', and a
.
real specialist is referred to the Beckhaus or Zumstein catalogues for details
orders
money
on
section
Issues am new discoveries through 1969-70 are listed. The
is well illustrated, and this facilitates identification enormously. The same is
to be said of the railroad freight arrival cards,
Editor Ed Fladung has set a minimum. price of 25 cents (10 pence) for any item
that has been priced, and the catalogue is intended to show net sales prices of the
Higins,& Gage firm. The prices are rather high, and collectors may find that
they are tending to erase the actual degree of scarcity on which the prices in
,
Zumstein are founded. One-third, or one-half catalogue will, at least at present
be more realistic, price-wise, with the cheap items having to find their own prices,
from + penny up, among collectors.
The large chapter on printed-to-private-order postal stationery is up-dated
to include new items discovered since 1965, though not all items will most likely
here,
ever be included in this very complex section. No prices are attempted
guides.
)
while Zumstein gives (most likely much too low, but at least relative
to
An English-speaking collector of Swiss postal stationery will do well
to
able
be
will
he
avail himself of this work. If he owns the Zumstein as well,
use the two catalogues in combination and to his great advantage.
FELIX GANZ
20th CENTURY CIRCULAk TOWN CAHCELS (Cont.
several other types also exist in this
group, aid reps;:Le (or better) a faithful reproduction of any such pieces) will
be appreciated by the author of this
survey.
With this instalment all newer type
hand cancellations of Switzerland have
been shown - that is to say, round, dated
town strikes - and it remains only to
show the principal types of 'barred' hand
cancellations that continued in use from
the 19th century. Missing from the
entire survey will be official (blue or
black) cancellations, military cancels,
special cancellations, TP0s, Auto post
offices, and postal agencies abroad.
Most of these have been cqvered in detail
in a variety of publications.
Next month follows the 'Barred Hand
Cancels in use since 1900'.
o0o

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:
1, International Congress on Anaesthesia
To be held from 1-3 Sept.
in Bern.
A special cancellation will be used
showing the venue (the Kursaal) and
readings '3000 BERN - date - SONDERPOSTSTELLE', in conjunction with a
slogan reading 'Hypnos ytinoe' - Bern
1-3 Sept. 1971 - INTERNAT. ANASTHESIE
KONGRESS.'
Rqad Cycle Race Championship,
2.
From 2-5 Sept. an
Mendrisio.
5) will be situated
(No.
P.O.
automobile
cancellation
special
a
and
io
Mendris
in
will be used readings '6850 MENDRISIO date - Campionati mondiali di ciclismo
au strode'.
MOIST SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
From 4th August:
SCHAFFHAUSEN - Museum zu ALLERHEILIGEN
From 17th August:
SAMEDAN - Golf - Flugeport
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by:

MRS. K. MacMAHON & H. E. CHAPMAN

Part III

1882/90 (Cont.)
No. 71A 1 Fr.
Colour Shedsas

is.) light lilac 1882
b) brownish-lilac 1886

(1

light lilac-brown

(d

lilac 1888

a ieties
1.
2.
3.
4.

Obverse double print
Partial double print
Reddish translucent print on the back (as a rule it is the rare
light lilac-brown colour)
1 blind perforation (appears on all four sides)
Plate Flaws

1.
2.

Vertical streak upper left in the small value shield
Diagonal streak through Helvetia
Worn Plates

1.
2.

Left star band, left margin and at the top, very light
Light only in the oval, left.
Retouches

1, Upper left of the centre margin lines redrawn, thickened.
No. 72A 3 Fr. olive-brown (1891)
Colour

siAall

(a) light olive-brown
(b) olive-brown, dark olive-brown

(c) yellow-olive-brown

Vax4etiep
1.

Obverse double print

2. 1 blind perforation in the upper margin
?late Flaws,
1. Flecks diagonall y through the dress, colour dot in the cross

Worn Plates
1.

2.

In the margin; right upper centre
Below in the right star band
Retouches

1.

2.
3.
4.

5,
6.
7.
8.

Re-engraving in the frame; upper margin lines strengthened,
horizontal lines upper left or in the corner lewer right
strengthened; vertical retouching by the lower value field.
Middle portion of the left margin and bordering the star band
strengthened.
In the oval: one or both sides of spear outlined (2 types, with
retouch marks in the oval).
Vertical, or vertical and diagonal re-engraving right or left of
Helvetia (different types)
Redrawn facial lines.
Engraver's retouch between spear and head.
Whole oval background strongly reworked.
Similar, and spear outlined.
Next months The 9 perf. issues

MORE PUZZLES TO BE SOLVED
Can anyone throw any light on the destination of a cover of 1842 from
1
Tverdon and addressed to ST. JENDEAU, SABLAI, and bearing an ' LV (Loth..
Vaudoise) mark? No atlas or gazeteer so far consulted has enabled the owner

to identify •Sablai'.
Another member has a query which, however, may need a French expert to
solves A cover from Bonneville to Annecy (both in France) with 'GEN. 6' clearly

No date is quoted but the
on one side and what could be 'GEN. 7' on the other.
cover is of pre-stamp vintage, and the owner would like to know what 'GEN. 6'
(or 7) signifies.

NORTHERNS:ROUP: Hon.Sec. r. R.A. Hoyle,
LONDON GROUP: hon.Sed. mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,
O, Limes Ave, Luddersfield Rd, Halifax
Essex,
G.h., Ilford,
32, Ethelbert
At tie A.G.M. of the Group, held on
The following programme for 1971/2
g p
rorramme for 1971/2
lat kay, the followLn
has been arranged:
s agreed:
1971
Liwturdw: afternoons
Wed. Oct. 13 U.P.U. Issues - All Members
Heathers Displays
2nd
Oct.
Nov. 10 Annual General heeting
President's Display
It
otn
Dec. 8 Postage Dues etc. Dues & T Mares Postage
4th
Dec.
Dr. G.G. Ritchie
*
1972
n.Dis. Leader: Dr. G.G. Hitchi)
1972
Wed. Jan. 26 Members visit Mr. H.L.b.atche
Jan. 1st Special Issues 140-70
" Feb. 9 Auction & Unusual Cancels
( Dis. Leader: Mr. Robertshaw)
Mar. 8 wrom My Collection "
& Figure Issues
Cross
Feb. 5tn
Capt. F. C. Davies
Leader: Mr. L. Moore)
Dis.
(
Apr. 12 Railway Cancellations Competition
Annual
4th
Mar.
All Members
ng in Switzerland'
'Browni
25th
It
isr,
May 10 Annual Competition
(Miss V. Jales, President of
All meetings - except January - on
Hull /-.S.)
second Wednesday evening at the Kinesway
Apr. 29th
Hall, Kineeway, London, W.C.2.
Y.P.Z. Convention
Vlay
----6.30 - 8.30 P.m.
The following Officers were selected:
Hr. 0.N. Aighsted
President:
WANTE D:
Ir. (.A. Hoyle
hon. Sec.
Our member: Mr. G.L. Stocks of
Hr. J.A. FAstwood
Treas.
"
5, The Link, Leasingham, Sleaford, Lincs.,
I. Gilchrist
Pkt.Sec.
is seeking fine used copies - at reasonilobertshaw
n.W.
r.
n:
Libraria
able prices - of tne following:
'Wore,
L.
ex.
tors:
Transla
mr. L.J.L. Hug and
Z349/350 - 1959 European Conference of
Dr. o . Ritchie
x
montreu
s,
PTT Administration
R.A. hoyle
rtr.
Press
3eC.
Airs Z.3t, - 1943 Pro Aero
j.N. highsted
del.
1.P.A.
2,41 - 1946

lfLl ,

Z,46 - 1965 "

If anyone can supply these will they
please contact mr. Stocks.

Congress Del.
hon. Soo. „Atos.

Solly
kiss
rn
Chatbu
Liss•
hiss A. I. Solly

Committee:

Messrs. B. Armitaee,
A . Davenport, G.R. Eine,
•
J. Yates
G.D. wilson

Z UMSTEIN
Sensation!
The new, Uth edition of the
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/
g
LIECHTEASTEIN Catalo ue SPECIALIZED

4hat sr)mcial subject will you
be stuAyin:, this autumn?

Price: £3.25 + 45p postage
has been published. Please order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2Y 71,W

an alost inexhaustible source of

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1q72
Pocket size: price £0.70
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG/JOURNAL
PH/LATELIQUE DE BERNE

Annual fee £1.60 ... always brings
interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.
For fine first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZEUAND AND EUROPE

send your want list to

IUMEN

Propr. Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne

PWTAL HiTbinY will prove to be
interest. •

* **
A fine AIRAIL (;OLLECTIOP can
be built up with the aid of stamps,
own oovers, special flight covers and
balloon posts.

* **

-

fLA48 VAitP.MS are worthy
of detailed study.

* **
TETE-BirHE SE-TENI&P stamps
provide an interesting side-line.
* **
These are only a few examples.
Whether you choose one of them or some
other aspect, I can help by providing
items on approval.

LS.ARMSTRONG
IA, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

4ohECAff.BIL, Lancs.

pHILATELIC

f Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

\N

News

letter

Hon. Treasurer:

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton,
DISS.
Norfolk.

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

a 1:; PTEMBER

No. 9

President:
L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L.

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:
MR. C. RAUCH,
353 Baddow Road,
Essexi
CHELMSFORD
-res.

1

9 7

waits 541+9

1

4

25th YEAR

MORE FROM LIECHTENSTEIN
The following new issues will be on sale from 30th August, with

postal validity from 2nd September onwards:

A.

lugemarakinz_50 Years of the New Constitution 1921-7].
70 Rp. Part of the text of the Constitution - 4 colours: dk.green/
yellow-pold/red-gold/dk. brown
80 Rp. Princely crown - 4. colours: dk.blue/vermilion/violet/gold
Designer: Louis Jager, Vaduz
.Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Stamp size: 36 x 36 mm. in sheets of 10 stamps
Paper:

B.

White, with brownish-green fibres

Special, stamps: Asms

of the Church

Patrons - 3rd Series

Designer: Louis ager, Vaduz
Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier
Stamp size:
28 x 33.5 mm0 in sheets of 20 stamps
White,
with brownish-green fibres
Paper:
Two separate commemorative covers were used, one for each series, but
the same First Day cancellation was used for both, a simple one reading:
'VADUZ - AVSGABETAG - 2 SEPT . . 1971'.

niteci Ne‘tions irs. Geneva,

On 21st September, the United Nations Administration in Geneva issues
2 special stamps on the theme of the elimination of racial -discrimination.
These are:

Values:
Designers:
Printing:

30 Rp. Symbolic design - 5 colours: blue/red/brown/yellow/black
green/red/yellow/black
50 Rp.
"
- 4
"
30 Rp. D. Gonzague, France
50 Rp. O. Hamann, Denmark
Heliogravure by Mitsubishi, Japan

Stamp size: 30 Rp. 26 x 36 mm.
Validity:

50 Rp. 36 x 26 mm.

For use on correspondence of the U.N. in Geneva; not valid on
normal Swiss mail

quantity issued:

30 Rp. 2,200,000;
50 Rp. 2,000,000
A special FIX: cancel, used at the Palais des Nations post office on 21st
September has the U.N. emblem - Premier Jour - 21-9-71 - 1211 GENEVE
ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES.
On the same day two similar stamps of 8 c. and 13 c. will be issued by the

United Nations Headquarters in New York.
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REVIE

Our member, Mr. P. Hobbs of Geneva,
has been pursuing a study of the
'Franco' labels and has come across 3
examples complete witn the bottom tag
showing the printing dctails as follows:

345 ML.II.13 150,000 St. a 7E
(The catalogue shows 1911)

P345 . - VII:43 50,000 x 5.
Format A10 (26 x 37)
( This is As the catalogue and is
19 am. 0)

The 'small' ZUk.STEIN CATALOGUE of
Switzerland & Liechtenstein
The 1972 edition of this handy
guide is now available and provides
most adequate information for the
collector Who does not require the more
highly specialised catalogue.
It is
well illustrated, with text in German
and French.
Market fluctuations have
been taken into consideration, with
numerous price increases, mainly in the

field of classic issues. Also quoted

P345. - IV.52. 40,000 x 5.
Format A10 (26 x 37)
(This is not listed, but may be one
of many reprints of the 1943 issue
as it seems to be also 19 mm. 0)

The above ficures were copied
exactly including the 'stops'.
Can anyone explain the 1952
printing, which does not appear to be
listed, even in the latest catalogue,
where the various issues are shown as

are mint and used blocks of 4, singles
and' ?DC.
Its 288 pages include all the stamps
of Switzerland; with telegraph and
railway stamps and also all issues of
Liechtenstein and Campione d'italia, as
well as the United Nations Postal
Administration issues for Geneva, all
completely priced and illustrated.
Price: 40.70 from Harris
Publications Ltd.
It way not be generally known that
small philatelic dictionaries are available for those not familiar with the
German language, and cost.4C.15.

1911, 1925, 1927, 1943, 1959 & 1962.
RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
Grand-Prix Suisse 28/29 August 1971 Internationales Moto-Cross Winterthur * 8400 Winterthur to 28 Aug.
Braderie - Pg te de la montre - 4-5 sept.
1971 - La Chauz-de-Fonds
2500 Neuchatel to 7 Aug
2300 La Ohaux-de-Ponds 8- 28 Aug.
II-TURKU - Internationale ApothekerFachmesse
1-5.10.1971 Basel to 4 Oct.
23 Sept. - 3 Ckt. 1971 MISPA 22 archer

For those with sA.11 wider interests
the 1972 Zumstein Catalogue of European
Stamps is also available, enlarged to
over 1200 pages, at a cost of 46.50 or
with alpnabetical index 47.00.

The Amateur Collector's
STAMP CATALOGUE

Herbstschau
8000 arich 1
OLMA St. Gallen 7 - 17 Okt. 1971 9000 St. Gallen to 16 Oct.

OP
SWITZERLAND

Comptoir de hartigny du 2 au 10 oct.
1971 - 1920 hartigny to 10 Oct.
50 Jahre Autoposten Furka-Grimsel 1921-

'971, Sasten 1946-1971 6390 ngelberg,

1921.
We shall not be issuing a
1972 edition and would advise owners

1,•••••••••••n•••

ApTOMOBILE CANCULATIONS

of this Catalogue to subscribe now

'auto 3 Marche-concours national de

to the Price Change Bulletins ,..

“
"

chevaux 7/8 Aott 1971,
Saignelegier

(see the last page of your 1971

3 Ersigen - 22 Eidp. Hcrnusserfest
21/22 August

"

'without these Bulletins, your

3 OHA TAUN - Simmentaler Tag -

Catalogue will soon oe out of date.

29 August 1971
"

Catalogue).

5 St. Geller Internat. Pferde-

Htal•Katcher

sporttage - Europa - Meisterschaft der Amazonen 26-29 Aug.
1971

TRE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

AMAIN

PICTUAIAL

151, Park Road, Jt. John's Wood,
L. J1/4.114.
71W
Tel. 01-586-0616

TOSRIST CANCEL

From 11 September:
9608 GANTERSCHWIL

Thur-necker
Ti

L:cc.
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20th Century Circular Town Cancellation
of Switzerland
By Felix Ganz

Part VI

Barred Hand Cancels in Use in Switzerland since 1992

VI.

Anyone checking the Andres & Emmennegger Postmar y s Catalog of Switzerland
will notice that Groups 141 to 150, or all cancellations with barred semi-circles,
are treated very summarily. This in part is due to the abundance of material, in
part to the small interest which the majority of these 'cheap' cancellations had
to the great majority of collectors of earlier Swiss stamps, and in part also to
the fact that when the catalog was compiled some of these cancellations were still
current. It will remain for this survey to pluck from the many sub-types in the
above-mentioned handbook groups those which have knowingly still seen use in the
20th century, and then to add those which the handbool, does not show since they
were not yet in use in the 1880s.
Of A &'E groups the following have been seen
with use dates from 1900 on: (A & E type number first, and in parentheses the
number for this article):
2181/4 (1); 2182 (2); 2183 (3); 2687/8 (4);
2691/2 (5); 2693/7 (6); 2769 (etc.) (7); 2700 (etc.) (8); 2751 (9); 2754 (etc.)
(10); 2781 (11), and several others may have existed well into the 20th century.

(14)

(lb)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)

Type (1) is a double circle, with cross in lower rim, date bridge enclosed
and without hour indication, with Sine bars.
One may sub-divide this into cancels
with a solid rim (a) and , those where an 'Umlaut' necessitates a breaking of the
outer rim.
Type (2) is identical, except for the thick bars (fro, 5 to 8), and
Type (3) is quite similar, too, except for medium size bars and very thin letters,
Type (4). with thin bars, has added text to the left and right of the cross in
the lower rim.
Type (5) features thin bars and a large cross at the bottom, itself encircled,
while Type (6) additionally has text at both sides of the cross, and Type (7), used
in Neuchatel's postage due division in 1920, is of the 'extended bridge', type, large
cross, with thin barring, that features the town name at the top and additional

(7)

(8)a & b

(e)

(10)

(11)a & b

(12)

text -at the bottom.
Type (8) is of the same general construction as Type (2), .
but it contains text in both semi-circles. Also with thick bars are Types (9) to
(11), all double circles with extended bridge.
(9) features a cross in the lower
rim; (10) additionally text to the left and right of the cross; and (11) has no
cross, but text both in the upper and lower rims.
This type, and Type (9) are
known with the text in the lower rim in (a) or without (b) parenthesis.
Type (12) is a recut of a Type (2) cancellation of this group from which the
cross was removed and a postal district number inserted instead. This change must
date from after 1925, and it is a rare type, if not a unique one. All the aforementioned types are small in diameter and, with the exception of Types (9) to (11),
their date bridges contain no hour reel.
The next group of cancellations is of a larger diameter, and almost all,
unless irdicated, have hour reels.
Type (13) is a large Type (2), with only a
cross in its lower rim, while in Type (14) two bouquets are accompanying the ctoss
at left and right.
In Type (10 the two bouquets remain, but instead of the cross
there is additional text in the lower rim. Type (16) is a rarely encountered
type (which by the mid-1920s loot its inner rims around the date bridge and thus
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looks like a Group IIA cancel with barred semi-circles, (but it isn't!!), that fe
Type (17) is similar to
features two stars besides the cross in the lower rim.
seen only ih parenthesis)
far
(so
text
some
by
replaced
is
cross
the
Type (13); but
date, exists with the
the
in
hour
without
always
(18),
Type
while
rim,
in the lower

(13)

(14)

(15)
a & b

with & without
hour reel

(16)

(18)
a & b
no hour reel

lower text in (a) and without (b) parenthesis. . Types (13) - (18) are all creations
from the earliest years after 1900, and many cancels of Type (18) were kept in use
unchanged until , 1966, never being given postal district numbers.

(19)

(21)

(20)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Types (19) and (20)are of the 'chamfered corners in the date bridge' variety,
(1.9) of larger size and with hour reel in the date, and (20) much smaller and withBoth exist with and without dots in the necks of the.date bridge,
out hour reel.
and both were used only in a handful of larger towns and cities.
And in conclusion five quasi experimental cancellations are rounding out this
survey, and of two of thee, (21) & (22), are not proved to have been used in the
20th centurye but their dates of use are so close to the year 1900 that it must be
assumed that they were used at least in the very beginning of the 20th century.
Type (21) is known only from Lausanne. It has a rectangular, floating date
bridge, barred semi-circles, and a forerunner of the later common postal district
nerber, inasmuch as a "11 e Arrondissement)" is placed at the side of the date
Type (22) is similar, but without the postal district indication, and
bridge.
It should be mentioned that, in the very early
it ie known only from Ste Croix.
1900s, a few special fair or exposition cancels had the same general appearance as
these two unique cancels.
Types (23) and (24) are forerunners of all 'bouquet' type Swiss cancellations.
The one from Beeel 2 (23) has two decorations in the form of a diamond, and Type
(24), known only from Grenchen, has two 'Maltese' crosses.
Finally, there was used, in Bern only, the likely forerunner of all Swiss

cencellations with stars.

Type (25) has two stars in the lower rim, and in

addition to this particularity, it has an hour reel which shows
not only the hour, but a 'V' (Vormittag/morning) or an 'N'
(Nachmittag/afternoon) as well. Mo other cancellation from

this period has such an identification, except a second Bern
cancel used at the same time as the one described, and best

named (25x), ehich is identical in every respect except for the

absence of the two stars.
And so we have arrived at the end of this attempt to
(25)
classify the circular date strikes of Switzerland of the 20th
It is quite certain that other types eill be found, and it will be left
century.
to someone else to come up with a more complete and foolproof classification

system for these cancellations.
The End ***

AUTUER '"ESSION
STaRT OF T1
Opening meetingavare as follows:
Saturday, October 2nd - Northern Group: MEMBERS' DISPLAYS
Wednesday,

13th - London Group:

U.P.U. Issues - All Members

Page
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated from Zumstein by MRS. K. MacMAHON & H.E. CHAPMAN

Part IV

1888 Perforation 9' (9! : 91) (11 vertical teeth) Control Mark I (wide form)
These so-called 'coarse' perforations were introduced because of public
outcry over the perforations used until then. However, these, too, did
not meet with approval and were given up after a year.
No. 66B 20 c. orange
(a) orange-yellow

Colour Shades
(b) yellow-orange

(c) orange

Variety (Note)
1. Obverse double print
(Note: In this value the orange-coloured translucent print on the
reverse is the rule, therefore, it is not specified here as a variety)
Plate Flews
1. Diagonal arrow upwards from centre towards the left (A 1-3) and small
value shield upper right partly double outlined (A 5/6).
2. Colour fleck from the knee towards the bottom, in the left half.
Retouches

1. In the spear and left of he hand in the oval (C DS 2)
No. 67B 25 0, green
(a) yellowish-green

(b) green

(c) olive-green

Variety
1. Obverse double print.
Plate Flaws
1. Fleck on the foot of Helvetia
2. Flag-like fleck upper right (Ill. 67 A/Pf 3)
3. Wedge upper left against the small value shield (Ill. 670/Pf 5)
Retouch
1. Diagonal retouch between spear and head
No. 69B 40 c. grey
Colour Shades
(a) grey

(b) dark grey
Worn Plates

1. In the margin upper left from the small value shield
2. Very light between H of the upper lettering and the first star in
the left margin (B 2)

. 70B 50 c, lada
Colour Shadas
(a) light blue

(b) 'dark blue, blue
Varisty

1. Obverse double print
Plate Flaws
1. Line from top vertically through Helvetia; diagonal line through
the large 0 and left FRAVCO
4
G/2); similarly
defect from the knee to the lower 5 g
Plate
2.
right between the let and 4th stars throu h into the margin

(12

1.
2.
1.
2.

Worn Plates
spear and head or left from foot in star band.
between
oval:
In the
HELINTTA (Fig. 146) (BBZ. 1/1944)
Retouches
closing line to left or right margin
vertical
In the frame: fine
partly re-engraved, thickened
horizontally
margin
Similarly, and

Page
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No. 70B - Retouches (Cont.)
Lower field retouched, lower right corner vertically improved
In the oval: right upper arm retouched (outlined) (C4)
Similarly and left of the knee and hand retouched
Diagonal plate defect through the Helvetia and left of the knee;
retouches in the dress and by the right arm
7. Spear outlinedand left of Helvetia strongly re-engraved (0D2)

3.
4.
5.
6.

No. 71B

1 Fr. lilac
Colour Shades
(b) brownish-lilac

(a) light brownish-lilac

Variety
1. Obverse: light misplaced double print
Plate Flaws
Vertical line upper left in the small value'shield (A 2)
Retouch'
1. Upper left of centre margin lines redrawn, thickened

1.

1891 (30 c. 1892) Perforation

: 11 (13 vertical teeth) (Control Mark I - wide
form)

No. 660 20 c. orange
Colour Shtim
(a) light orange, orange 1891

(b) reddish-orange 1803
Varieties

1.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Clear double print 2. Weaker double print 3. Double control marks
Plate F1
Diagonal dart at top from centre towards the left (A 1-3), and small
value shield upper right partly double outlined (A 5/6)
Similarly, and in addition coloured dot at foot of lower 2 (G3)
Nark like a speaking tube in front of the mouth
Coloured flecks: right from first star outwards, similarly in the
left lower corner shield.

Aetouches
1.
2.

In the spear (02) and in the oval right of 5th star (DE 2)
Between spear and head, right in oval, right in margin

Np. 670 2.5,..2,....apsa
Colour Shades
(c) dark preen
(a) yellowish-green 1891 (b) green 1393
Plate Flaws
1. Green ' flag' upper sight (Ill. 67A/Pf.3)
2. Foot fleck
3. Coloured dots: in cross, upper right before 25, lower in 2 or
splintered right below 25, over the whole picture.
streaks: one or two parallel in top of head diagonally
Coloured
4.
through the picture, three parallel diagonally through the breast,
two horizontally through knee into the cross, horizontally over foot.
5. Wedge upper left against small value shield (Ill.)
6. Wedge between first and second value figures (111.)
7. Wedge under or next to upper right value figure
Worn Plates
1. In frame at top: bu the tip, upper right, right in margin, right in
star band
oval: between spear and head, left of opear, left of hand, lower
In
2.
left in oval
Retouches

1. Oval: strong,

but careful re-engraving, with paxticularly strong
vertical lines right of Helvetia
2. Upper half of the stamp re-engraved in the same way
3. Similarly, and inner outline of left star band re-drawn
4. Similarly, with spear outline aid re-engraving of Helvetia and in
right margin vertical retouching.
(Continued on page 6
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Members are being very helpful in response to the items queried
and we
pass on the following information which it in hoped will prove useful if not
always conclusive:
1.

PR. f. GANZ (of Chicago) provides more about the 'VELA' cancel:
,
"According to the 'Dictionnaire geographique de la Suisse' (1900-0
9)- by
the way a most informative 6 volume compilation of all localities and
names of
Switzerland (and in its last volume containing a list of all Swiss
post offices,
telegraph stations and the like as of 1909) VELAN was a hotel, located
at 1440 m.
above sea-level, 10i km. east of Martigny, on the same post trail which
also
served (by mule) the then famous Hotel of Pierre4t-voir (1550 m.)
- also with a
postal agency. Velan had a postal depot at that time under that name
because the
hotel faced beautiful Mt. Velan on the Italian/Swiss border. The
name 'Velan'
appears in this district for about 6 different mountains. The Velan
Hotel
actually was (or still is) situated on or near the highest point
of the Col-desPlanches, a passage between the RhSne valley (village of Chemin)
and the Entremont
valley (hamlet of Vence). The Velan hotel was built in 1901.
In 1937 the postal
manual still listed a post office in that vicinity, but now called COL-DES
-PLANOMES,
at 1409 m. and situated at the automobile road built in the interim. Similar
to
many hotel postal facilities established between 1900 and 1920 in the
Valais,
Velan/Col-des-Planches were discontinued during or immediately after
World War II.

Others in that category are Torrentalp, Gemmi'Passhate, Schwarenbach, and
many
more. A atraightline hotel strike (the postal facility was an officia
l depot) ef
this sort may be worth from 4.50 to £2, depending on condition.
The straightline postmarks through 1907 are now all being compile
d by
Messrs. A. Miller and Lipp: notifications of items NOT in the old Emmeneg
ger should
be sent to these gentlemen, c/o Swiss Philatelic Journal. Velan probab
ly belongs
to Group 43, now in preparation for publication. Five volumes of the re-issu
ed
and vastly extended Emmenegger book have already appeared."
2.
The query on
From MRS. L. WILTSHIRE:

"I wonder how literate the writer was? Phonetically it could be
ST. JEAN d'AULPH, where there is a monastery, and 'SABLAI' could be WABBAY
E'.
This is near Thonon, which does not appear in the post office guide,
but was in
Ct. Vaud. This information was found in the 1889 Baedecker and although
rather
tenuous, may offer a solution.
From MR. J.J.E. , EUSEBIO:
"The destination of the letter appears to be
written phonetically, as used to be the case
before uniform spelling rules came in with popular education. To-day the placename could well be spelt as 'ST. jitAV d'EAU SABLE'. although I have not been
able to find it in any Swiss Gazeteer."
The query on ' GM
3.
(or 7):
From our President, MR. L. MOORE:
"This does not really require a French expert, but rather an Italian
one. In Napoleonic times Bonneville was in the Depart‘ment du Leman (99), along
7,
witi'
, eneva.
After 1815, Bonneville and Annecy were not in France, but in the
Duch' of Savoy, which at that time formed part of the Kingdom of Sardini
a, where
the official (postal) language was Italian.
"The marks 'GLN.6' and 'GEN.7' are most likely the date stamps of
despatch and/or arrival - January 6th & 7th, 'Gen' being the abbreviation
for
'Gennaio' (January). In the early days the year was often omitted from dater
stamps, and can only be found from the contents of the letters or from a
good
catalogue listing the periods of use of the various types of hand-stamp. No year
was given in the present case, but Savoy (and Nice) were ceded to France
in 1060
and there was a period of overlap.
"Incidentally, 'Helvetia' members should make themselves familiar with
the Italian abbreviations for the months of the year, because they can be
found on
letters of Cantone Ticino."
The article on 'HAND-STAMP NUMERAL CANCELS:
4.
Here again members are being most helpful by quoting examples from their
own collections and these are being noted.
..io e have also received some information from Switzerlana and hope to prevail upon the writer, an eminent Swiss
collector, to contribute an article on the subject for our 'News Letter'
.
At
present there are till some points upon which we are not clear and we are,
therefore, reserving our comments for the moment.
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Foot of the lower figure 5 re-

engraved in short thick lines.
ch in the shield and dress.
Retou
6.
All these retouches occur in the
period 1892-93 and are extremely rare.
The unusually clean, strong line
formation gives a plastic appearance
(with seemingly smaller block-like
lettersHELVETIA) compared to the
common stamps.
:( To be continued)
OUR 'DEWS LETTER'

We are always on the lookout for
articles on uubjects we know will be
of interest to our members and next
month we shall be featuring an importart treatise on Customs cancellations.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIUN4
Ltilat. : From
11-26 Sept., the automobile P.O. No. 5
will attend and mail posted during the
Fair will receive a special pictorial
cancellation reading: '10OOe LAUSANNE date - COlePTOIA SUISSE - 52 FOIRE
NATIONALE'.

1
4-9.9.=.4X-.2.1.4.52.1

26th International Police Rally in
Lucerne from 14e17 Sept., will be served
Mail
by the Automobile P.O. No. 3.
rial
picto
a
ve
posted on 14th will recei
l
Chape
the
of
cancel showing the tower
26.
N
LUZER
'6000
Bridge and reading:

INTERNATIONALE POLIZEI-STERNFAHRT
14.9.1971'.

_ ce
ifeen
International Csa_r
15-24 September.
from
a
Genev
tion
in
Eduoa
be applied
will
on
llati
cance
al
A speci
- UNESCO date
E
GENEV
'1211
ng:
readi
cation'.
l'edu
de
nale
natio
inter
Conference

Also in preparation is a
meticulous study into the field of
military cancellations by Dr. Ganz, and
is a subject that ha $ been requested
on several occasions.

Nevertheless we shall require

still more raterial as time goes on and
Our
would welcome hew contributors.
an
de
provi
'Puzzle Corner' should
indication of some likely themes and
we shall be glad to consider any MS
sent in.

DEWS IN BRIEF
The collection offered for sale
last month was sold to the first of

3 applicants.
Please read the Agenda for the
forthcoming A.G.M., and if you have
any items to put forward for consideration, send them in in good time.
Remember to send in some booklets
for the Exchange Packet.

ZUMSTEIN
Sensatkon:

The new, Uth edition of the
SeITZERLAND/

ZUMsTEIN

has been published.
Price: E3.25 +

45 p

postage

Please order from:
HARKS PUBLICATIeNS- LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WU2Y 7LW
••••••••n•n •nn••

ZeMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1972
Pocket size: price £0.70

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNGI JOURNAL
PHILATELIWE DE BERNE

Annual fee £1.60 ... always brings

interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.

AUTUMN is the time
for renewed philatelic activity,
with displays to be prepared or
seeets for competitions, all of
which will benefit from those
special items that 'make' a
collection.
Let me help you to achieve
the best results by supplying items
on approval or against Want Lists.
Send now for selections on
ALL STAMP ISSLES
MINIATURE SETS
TETE-BEChE & SE-TENANT

••nn •n•••••••n

For fine first class stamps ....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

AIRMAILS
FDC & SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
etc. etc.

send your want list to

Zumstein
Propr. Bertsch & Co.

eeee

no_Annl AArna

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

pHILATELIC
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\N

E.H.SPIRO

President:
L.MOORE,
F.R.P,S.,L.

News D Letter
...........,..........-ww..........----,

Hon. Treasurer:

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING,

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,

Woodland, Blo'Norton,
Norfolk.
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MR. C. RAUCH,
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25th YEAR
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THE HELVETIA P S. CELEBRATE S
The start
year more than
or the renewed
always follows

of the
the
interest,
the

We have achieved
feel we can look back,
25 years of achieve-

vAE LVETIA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Autumn season is this
resumption of meetings
in our hobby which
summer holiday period.
our Silver Jubilee and
with some pride, on
ment.

In the special
Collecting", to which
tributed, our Founder
Mr. E.H. Spiro, looked
after World 4ar II,
more able to take up
set aside for more
and told how he and a
formed a small group.

"Swiss Issue" of "Stamp
so many members conand First President,
back to those days soon
when people were once
those pursuits, so long
urgent occupations,
few fellow enthusiasts

A little publicity,
philately at one of the
Stamp Fairs in a buildnow part of the Swiss
things began to move
contact was mainly by
large country-Wide
Bonnington Hotel in
and a Committee were
well and truly

some emphasis on Swiss
Saturday afternoon
ing in Leicester Square
Centre in London - and
fast. For a while
post, then following a
gathering at the
London, at which Officers
elected, the Society was
launched.

1971

1946

*51

Ec

There are still a number of those founder members actively engaged in the
continuance of the good work started then, although others have passed from our
midst but are not forgotten.
We pride ourselves on havirw made gradual but constant progress over the
years. Our membership has also grown considerably since - dare we say it? our fame has spread abroad and although our ties with members in other parts of
the world are largely limited to the mail, we nevertheless count them just as
much our friends as our 'regulars' at home.
The success of the Society, and particularly of the 'Helvetia Neva Letter'
has been largely due to the unstinted help of those who have served in any
capacity to maintain our aims, and especial thanks go to all those Who have
contributed so generously by providing the material which has made our 'Helvetia
News Letter' so popular and informative and we hope that they and others will
continue their efforts and so enable us to look ahead to further celebrations.
We wished to provide all our members with a souvenir of this event and,
after much deliberation, decided that a commemorative cover was probably the
simplest and 'most effective. It had been hoped that we might have been able to
have a special cancellation but our efforts in this direction were unsuccessful,
since this privilege is reserved for Societies or events within Switzerland, but
We trust you will like
the covers have all been Stamped and franked in Bern.
this small token of good will.

---o0o---

GEN 6 for 7) ? French or Italian,
Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio questions Mr.Moore
theory of abbreviation e of the month in
Italian, logical tho it seems. Both
places are in France but in valleys goin
down to Geneva. Modern maps show a good
direct road, but in earlier days mail
probably went by stagecoach via Geneva.
GEN 6 might well stand for the stagecoach
service from Bonneville into Geneva and
GEN 7 for Geneva into Annecy or viceversa. Even to-day the surrounding
French districts enjoy free and easy
access to Geneva, known as the "regime
des zones".
At no time were the Savoyards expecte
or compelled to speak Italian, even when
an Italian was Head of State and they wer
the largest region in tee State. Later
throueh the unification of Italy, this
somewhat daunting prospeet came before
them and Savoy (with Nice) was ceded to
France - much to Garibaldi'e disgust.
Ed.

POSTAL AUCTION
IN FEBRUARY
The February London meeting is
to be an Auction, and in an endeavour
to serve a wider circle of members it
will be a Postal Auction. This is an
opportunity to dispose of some material
perhaps too pricey for the Exchange
(Double Genevas ???)
Packet
It should be possible to
accurately describe the lots to minimise
the necessity to send lots for viewing unless specifically desired and members
The
are willing to pay the postage.
Auction List will be circulated.
Singles and sets are preferable
to packet remainders or accumulations.
All material to reach the Auction
.
Organizer: MR. E. LIENHARD, 9, Essex
Avenue, Chelmsford, Essex, by the end
of November.

Now which theory is correct?
OVERJE j JUBSChIPTIONS

AL1-211MaPlatida
Dr. Ganz favours Mrs. Wiltshire's
theory of "St. Jean d'Aulph', more
especially since the entire Savoy region
across Lake Leman, now France, around
Thonon and to near Chamonix, is known as
'CHABLAIS', with 'Le Chablais', a long
mountain chain, similar to 'Le Jura'.

Overseas members are reminded
that subscriptions, where due, are •
Where
payable on 1st January, 1972.
applicable a reminder notice will be
sent out with the November issue of
the 'News Letter'.

.N HI,.eCAME FIRST - THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG? THE HELVETIA
SOCIETY OR 2HE AMATEUR ooLLEcroit LTD? LET US NOT FIGHT OVER IT
IT WAS A VERY CLOSE THING - BOTH WERE BORN IN THE SAME YEAR.
THE SOCIETY AND MY FIRM CAN LOOK BACK WITH SOME PRIDE ON
NOWHERE IN THE ENGLISHWHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED IN THESE YEARS.
SPEAKING WORLD ARE SWISS STAMPS SO WELL REPRESENTED AS THROUGH OUR
CONBINED OUTLETS.
WE ARE CELEBRATING THIS DOUBLE JUBILEE (AS WE DID OUR
21st BIRTHDAY) WITH A GIFT VOUCHER WORTH UP TO 6.00 ($ 14.00).
MOST OF THE HELVETIA NEWS LETTER READERS ARE ON OUR MAILING LIST
AND WILL BY NOW HAVE RECEIVED THEIR COPY. IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE
VERY FEW READERS UNKNOWN TO US, PLEASE LET US HEAR FROM YOU AND WE
SHALL SEND YOU A VOUCHER PER RETURN.
H. L. KATC HER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDON NW8 7HU
S.P.A., P.T.S.

Tel. 01-586-0616

A.J.D.A., A.P.S., S.P.A.
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Customs Canc !lotions Since 1882
By ALFRED GOLAY
Published originally in the 'SCHWEIZER BRIEFMADKEN-ZEITUNG', July 1971
Translated by W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode, 0.B.E.
Here is a subject which has hardly been dealt with. In spite of our
researches we have found not a single relevant publication either at the P.T.T.
Library or at the Customs Headquarters, who have been kind enough to investigate
in order to reply to our questionnaire, for which we thank them sincerely.
Few collectors have been interested in this type of cancellation, in which
the imagination shown by the Customs employees was great, but not always artistic.
In fact the stamps were often cancelled by blobs of ink which completely hid the
design. So one understands the lack of interest and researdh in this area by
the philatelist.
We shall leave out all cancellations prior to 1882, usually very rare on
stamps. Ts work of Andrea & Emmenegger on the Swiss Postmarks of 1843 to 1882
mentions various Cantonal and Federal obliterations. The Cantonal Customs
Offices were found in all villages on the border of a Canton, and each Office
had one or more Customs obliterations. These were very numerous. After 1848
the Cantonal Customs were suppressed and some splendid cancellations appeared
with the Federal Shield (Schildstempel) in the centre. This style is still
used nowadays (Figs. 1, 2 & 3).
Philatelists who are amateurs or beginners are often surprised to learn
that Customs Offices used and still use Post Office stamps. The otamps'
represented in this work were specially used on export declarations, transit
documents and tryptiques. There were also other uses, but unfortunately we
have not been able to obtain information as to the rules concerning their use
and cancellation. Looking at these whimsical obliterations one might well think
that freedom was great in :the Customs Offices which cancelled stamps in whatever
style suited theM. If each Office, of which there are 326 to-day, used a
different method, multiplied by the number of employees, this would give a
respectable number of possibilities ...... which is more or less what happened.
The cancellers in Figs. 1 1 2 & 3 with the Federal emblem, and Fig. 4 with the
date, can beclassed as "official". They are still ia use and are made from metal
All the others are obliterations whose
"chops" like those of the Post Office.
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CUSTOMS CANCIaLLATIONS -:(Cont.)

design stems from the employee's-imagination and are made of almost anything.
Their life is not known but they were all in use in parallel with the "official"
ones.
We will try to give our readers the slight bits of information which we
have on the cancellations shown in our illustrations.
Cancellers with the Federal Shield, Figs. 1, 2 & 3 differ from each other
in the shape of the shield, but all have the same arrangement of the inscription.
The Customs function is shown above the emblem and the name of the Office below.
The Customs titles moat often met with are: in German: Schweiz. Zollamt,
Zollstaette, Nebenzollamt. In French: Douanes Suisses, Bureau de pages. In
then those of the Head Offices:
Italian: Dogana Svizzera, Offizio del Dazi;
g
des Douanes, Hauptzollamt, etc.
rale
g4n
Direction
Schweis. Oberzolldirektion,
In the names of places of Customs Offices we find some situated abroad.
These fires
In fact Switzerland still has:41x Offides outaidS_her own territory.
cancellations
The
Waldshut, Konstanz, Luino, Domodossola, Iselle ana"Pontarlier.
of the last four should not be confused with those of the Swiss Postal Agencies
Abroad, of which there were 47 including these four. As already said, these
marks which one already finds on the numerals issue of 1882, are still in use
to-day. It is to be noted that they are without date and that the stamps on
which they are struck give their approximate period.

1"..}
403

of.rtarP

Le/

The cancellers with date (Fig. 4) are found particularly since the issue
We also find them on the Numerals and the
of 1907-08 and are normally in use.
Standing Helvetias, but much more rarely. An illustration in Andres &
Emmenegger, No. 2300, Group 157, shows the date 3-3-83. They are always of the
same type, with the Federal Cross at the base of the design.
Cancellers showing a letter (Figs. 5, 6 & 7) are more mysterious. We
have the letters W,O,F,P,V & K. W and 0 are not framed (Figs. 5 & 6).
The
others are framed (Fig. 7). We have been told that W is for Waldahut and K for
Konstanz. This is possible, but we are not sure. In any case 0 must have a
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CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS (Cont.)
We have
d by another mark.
precise significance, because it is always accompanie
n,
Johan
St.
Basel
Fahy,
,
ntruy
it with the cancellations of the Customs at Porre
not
may
K,
and
F,P,V
rs,
Basel BB, Basel Central-Bahnhof. As to the other lette
out
find
s
Let'
they be creations of Fritz, Paul, Victor or Karl?
llations", are products
All the other cancellations, so-called "fancy cance
have been cut in wood, cork,
of the Customs people's imagination. The "chops"
German names: Holzstempel,
potato and other soft material, from which came their
bracketed together as
Korkstempel, Kartoffelstempel, These names are often
says exactly what it means.
°Petschaftstemper (seal or signet cancels) which
unpractised carvers, some
Easy to work in, these materials have satisfied their
been content with clumsily
of whom have made pretty designs, whilst others have
ns, there is in the
worked lines (Fig. 30). If there is variety in the desig
the subject used, for
shape as well, and sometimes it is easy to recognise
agne bottle cork of the
champ
the
or
21,
&
example the fondant stopper in Figs. 20
usual designs have been
well known cambered square shape (Fig. 29). The most ons
with squares.
erati
squares and lines. In Figs. 8 - 15 we show oblit
found in large
is
idea
this
and
s-,
Naturally there have been plenty of other
innumerable lines
and
18)
&
17
.
(Figs
ges
numbers with rectangles (Fig. 16), lozen
spaced, framed, dotted, etc.,
of ail types, thin, medium, thick, close, widely

of which Figs. 22 - 30 give some examples.

Cruciform designs also have their
The Federal Cross
place on parade.

is found in

all shapes, correct,
stylised, framed, filled in, decorated
etc. Figs. 31 - 36 give some idea.

It is normal for the cross of our
national emblem to have led astray
the guardians of our frontiers!
Other designs (Figs. 37 - 41),
more or less crudely executed in
various shapes, are also numerous. In
Fig. 42 the star of David has not been
forgotten, and Fig. 43 shows well what
liberty the Customs people had in the
field of cancellers for the stamps
they used - a Cogwheel from a clock
perhaps?
There are cancellations of the
same style as those described above
sed with those
which should not be confu
'
of the Customs offices. ,These are
often - but wrongly called "parcels
cancellations" (Fig. 44) and consist
Phey-muet-not
of one or two: circles.
Group 2 of
of
be confused with those
Cancellers
e
Thes
.
Andres & Emmenegger
stamps On
on
used
have certainly been
been too
has
ng
parcels when the packi
replace
to
was
t
objec
week, but their
were
LAY
these
when
the dated cancellers
who
ial
offic
the
We are amazed at the patience and care of
being repaired.
Time was less
by hand "5-9-99".
dated the block shown in Fig. 44, twenty times
valuable in the last century:
on with the very familiar
Do not confuse certain "grill" types of obliterati
egger.
ones of Groups 4, 5, 6 & 7 of Andres & Emmen
of which the reason is not
We show another case of double cancellation,
for the withdrawal of goods
very clear (Fig. 45), which we always find on cards
second mark, which has nothing to do
delivered by various stations. Why this
of being of the same type of design and which
with Customs cancellations in spite
leads to confusion?
export declaration (Fig. 46),
To complete this article we show another
by the Schweiz. Zollamt of Altenburg,
franked with 22 stamps of Sc., cancelled

eration of the railway
a Customs honse which has now been closed. An oblit second time. This item,
ls them for a
station of Rafz of 20th July 1909, cance
is none-the-less interesting.
but
value
with all its stamps, is of little
like their appropriate numbers in
Notice that at this period the Customs people,
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the PTT.
cancelled
each stamp
individually.

Vereinigte Schweizerbahne
.1111101101.

,

Postkar

This
enables us
to understand better
the prices
given now-

adays for
blocks of
four of this

,e;e1-414

period carefully cancelled with

one central
strike.
In this
article we
wished to
shed light
on a little
known phil45.
atelic
just
original
but
obliterations
its
of
the
beauty
for
notable
not
speciality,
known.
be
to
the same and deserving

Any information on this subject will be welcome, and we shall be grateful
to those who provide it.
The subject is open for discussion:
A. GOLAY
4434 lielatein

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:
A special
1. 900 years of Aboenzell.
cancel was used from 1-3 Oct. 1971
reading: "3050 APPENZELL --900
Jahrfeier 2-3.10.71."
Cannel
2. OLMA 1971 St. Gallen,
showing seeks of produce used from
7-17 Oct. reading: "ST. GALLEN date - OLMA".

3. Annual Session of the Consultative
Coun0,1 fqr Postal Studied, ' held in
Bern from 27 Sept. - 9 Oct. The
cancel used featured the globe and
figures from the U.P.U. Monument and
read: "3000 BERN 15 - date - Conseil
consultatif des etudes postales".
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882 1904
Translated by: MRS. K. MacMAHON & H. E. CHAPMAN

Part IV

1891 (Continued)
No. 68C

3024...... 11

0a 182
Colour Shades

(a) light reddish-brown 1892

(U) orange-brown 1893

Variety
1. Obverse double print
Plate Flaws,
1. Typical colour flecks over the I of HELVETIA, left of HELVETIA,

lower right over FRANCO, lower 0 of FRANCO
2. Plate defect diagonally through Helvetia
3. Indentation in the ribbon right by 7th star

Wouchem
partly newly outlined
left
upper
1. Corner shield
outlined
HELVETIA
of
or
VET
2. Letter V
No. 69C

a

c.

greL

(a) grey

Colour Shades
(b) dark grey 1891
Variety

1. Obverse double print
4ate Flaws

1. Colourless pearl upper left
2. Tip of small corner shield upper right defective
3. Upper left 4 with deposit
Worn Plate
1. Typical light places in upper margin
No. 700 50 c. blue

Colour hades
(a)

bright blue 1891

(b) blue

(c) dark blue

Variety'
1. Obverse double print.
Plate Flaws
1. Typical lines or flecks in the stamp picture
2. Plate flaw: upper right trapeze shape (Ill. 70 A/Pf2), from left
diagonally upwards as far as spear, from left through foot
towards the bottom (Ill. 70 A/Pf2), through 7th star right
towards the bottom through corner shield
perforation in bottom margin
blind
1
3.
Worn Plates
1. Upper half of spear oval outline worn
2. In the ovals between spear and head, left of spear or left of
Helvetia lighter
Retouches

1. Left margin outlined through a vertical line, right margin from
centre towards the bottom improved, similarly lower corner
strongly vertically retouched
2. Right of head and shoulder diagonally re-engraved
3. Between spear and hear or left of spear or in both places vertically
retouched, similarly right Of Helvetia over the escutcheon.
4. in the dress, on the shoulder, left shoulder outlined and left
part of escutcheon strongly retouched, also partly left of the
knee in the oval.
(Continued overleaf).

1. Weak double print
2. Double perforation
Plate Flaws
d (A 2)
1. Vertical streak in upper left small value shiel
t (D 3)
breas
below
fleck
tia,
Helve
of
2. Strong fleck on foot
left and third star
3. Two diagonal parallel lines through sixth star
right
4. Notch in front of knee of Helvetia (E 3)
l
o rn Plates
Is
ely
1. In the frame: upper left margin missing entir
d light (Illus.
shiel
r
oorne
lower
and
band
star
left
2. Similar, and
3. Left of the spear hand in the oval
Retouches
graving
1. Horizontal lines upper left of centre thick re-en
right arm of
the
in
and
foot
Fine retouching in the oval: in the
2.
worn.
e
centr
of
left
Helvetia, also horizontal line upper
(To be continued)
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GROUP

MEETINGS ,

Rd., Bradford
Saturday, November 6th - 2.30 p.m. at 4, Park View
W
PRESIDENZ$ DISP
Hall, W.C.2
Wednesday, November 10th - 6.30 p.m. at Kingsway
Ansug Gupta NEpTING Also Short Displays or Recent Acquisitions

NSTEIN

Sensat,en!
The new, Uth Edition of the
ZUNSTEIN SWITZERLAND/
LIECHTENSTEXLSAAAX9eue SPECIALI
has been published
Price: 3.25 + 45P Postage.
Please order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2Y7L
nnn•••n•n•n10,6

N
ECHTEN
ZUMSTE N SWITZERL
Price 40.70
Handy pocket size:
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
aUEDEBERE
---F.g.Q.ag..—Q
Annual fee 41.60 ... always contains
interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.
AO WI .1.11.10

For fine first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPEt
SEND YOUR WANT LIST TO

Zumstein
Propr.
P.O. Box 2585

g

ertsch & Co.
CH-3001 BERNE

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
on their
SILVER JUBILEE
The growth of the Society
reflects the ever-widening popularity
of Swiss stamps, with their varying
facets:
An absorbing Postal History ...
some of the liorld's finest 'Classics'
... Early & Middle issues of interest
to the specialist ... modern stamps
in tasteful designs ... Airmail and
First Flight covers of great interest
to the Aero-philatelist ... and in
addition many collectable "Side-lines":
Railway cancellations, Hotel Posts,
Soldier Stamps etc.
Wherever your interests lie,
Swiss stamps will supply the material.
For all stamps, covers, etc.,
send for approval selections or for
items against your own Want Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

Founde •

President:

VLATELIC

EM.SP RO

L.MOORE, M.B.E.,

Letter
Hon. Treasurer:

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING',
Woodland, Blo'Norton,
DISS,
Norfolk.

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill.1LFORD.Essex.

C./.((%

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.
MR. t. MUCH,
353 Baddow Road,
CHELMSFORD
-ret. :
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Esse

Pro Juventute 1971
The final issue in the series on Native Birds will appear on let
of the reduced rate of postage to members of CEPT, the no rmal
Because
December.
will
replaced by a 40 c. value.
be
stamp
50 c.
The Pro Juventute Foundation will receive 90g. of the additional charge
g
and the remaining 10 will go to other youth or anisations. Details are as
follows:
10 + 10 c. Old World Redstart (Phoenicurus L.,) - 4 colours: yellow ochre/
grey/red-brown/dark brown.
avecica L.,) - 4 colours: green/blue/
(Luscinia
Bluethroat
20 + 10 c.
light brown/dark brown.
(Falco peregrinus Gm.) - 4 colours: red/brows/
Peregrine
30 + 10 c.
grey/yellow.
blue/greenish-blue/
colours:
4
L.,)
platyrhynchos
(Anas
Duck
Wild
40 + 20 c.
red-orange/dark brown.

Palm

The special First Day cancellation shows the Bluethroat from the
reads: '3000 BERN - PRO JUVENTUTE - AUSGABETAG 1.12,71."
and
20 c. stamp
A special commemorative cover with a vignette of the Peregrine
Falcon is available and also the usual collection sheets and folders.
At the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation a stamp booklet with
will be on sale containing eight 10+10c., eight 20+10c. and four
cover
a gold
at a price of Sw.Fr. 6.00 including 40 c. costs.
stamps
30+10c.

**

*****

OTU'R NEW ISSUE NEW 3,
L lbCHTENSTEIN
Two new issues are scheduled for 9th December:
WINTER OLYMPICS SAPPORO 1971 - 4 values
15 Rp. Walker - 4 colours: ochre/brown/grey/yellow-olive
40 Rp. Ice-hockey player - 4 colours: ochre/black/red-brown/red
60 Rp. Sli-jumper - 4 colours: ochre/blue/black/greenish-grey
1.50 Fr.Figure skater - 4 colours: brown/black/violet/yellow
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Stamp size:

Hans Erni, Meggen
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
White, with brown fibres
26 x 36 mm, in sheets of 20
(Continued overleaf)
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Belvetas Entwicklungshilfe durch Schweizer

from e terracotta
plaque by Andrea
della Robbie (Collection of
H.H. the Prince of Liechtenstein)

Madonna

Designer: welter Wachter, Schwan:Printinfel Roto-heliogravure by
Courvoisier S.A.
Paper: White with brown fibres
26 x 36 mm. in sheets
Stamp size:
of 20
First Day cover e for each issue are
available and a special cancellation will
be used reading: 'VADUZ - AUSGABETAG
1971'.
***e*e

Fachleute Pestcheck 80-3130 - various
20/10-10/11
ique par des
techn
tance
Assis
Helvetas,
CC? 12-8855
rg
Fribou
els,
.profeesionn
rthur
Winte
Gurtea tragen
-hyon
Attachez vos ceintures
o
Chiass
e
cintur
le
Allacciate
fffr
lung
usstel
ums-A
Jilbila
25 Jahre MOWO
Berner
lt
Hausba
&
eohnen
Mode,
Ausstellungshalle 11-21 Nev. 1971 -

Bern to 20 Nov.
Administration
paix
la
Timbres pour
Unica 1971-1971-ns
Natio
des
postale
u 25 Oct.
Burea
Phil.
U.N.
a
Genev

Geave 13-21 nov. 1971 Concours hippique
international officiel - 1200 Geneva
11-19 Oct.
e 24 oct.
Gen'ev
Unies
s
Nation
des
jOurnee
Oct.
20
to
Geneva
1200
A
UNITED NATIeNS IN GENEV
,ouvern
interr
Comite
rsaire
20e annive
On 19th December a special stamp
ennes Europe
ions
Migrat
lcs
pour
mental
,
for the United Nations International
1200 Geneve 1 22 Nov.-19 Dec.
School will appear.
eneve 13-21 nov. 1971 - Concours hippique
e
1200 Geneva
Pablo
of
er
daught
international officiel
3.1f r.1.10 Portrait of
Nov.
21
to
tion
collec
te
(priva
Picasso
te
Deten
s
Sport
cols:
5
ces
t)
Vacan
LEYSIN
of the artis
ing
No.
3,103
replac
Nov.
w/dark
23rd
/yello
from
light ',blue
brown/light red, brownishSTAMP 1971
DAY OF
red.
To be held on 5th Dec. in Rtiti (ZH).
Adapted by Ole Hamann, Denmark
Design:
The special cancellation to be used nas a
Heliogravure by Courvoisier
Printing:
in a shield and reads:
large decorative
2,200,000
No. printed:
1
BRI2MARKE TAG
8630 RdTI (Zi)
yaliditee Solely for correspondence
5.17.71.,
from the Palais des Nations,
Geneva.
The special First Day cancellation
has the U.N. emblem and reads:
'1211 GeNEV - PREMIER JOUR - 19.11.71 ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES'I

Clients who are
lovers of fine early
classical material
and unusual varieties

Two similar stamps, values 8 & 21 c.
will be issued by the United Nations in
the U.S.A. on the same day.
PICTORIAL TOURIST CkNCELLATIONS
•
6702 CLARO - Monastero Sta Maria K.567
from 6th Oct.)
3646 EINIGEN am Thunersee K.568
6317 OBERWIL b. Zug 7 am Zugersee Ke569
6924 SORENGO Collina d'oro K.570
(all from 9th Oct.)
9443 WIDNAU - am Rhein K.571 from 21 Nov.
AUTOP0 ILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto
"
"
"

"
"

3 Fete des Vendanges (Neuchatel)
2/3 Oct.
2 au 10
du
3 Comptoir de Martigny
Oct.
9/10
octobre 1971
Jahre
70
s
alfond
5 JUdischr Eation
- 16/17 Oct.
Basel 1901-1971
j
hten
oyeux noel 3 Frohe Weinac
UTE 1971
JUVENT
PRO
Buon natal° -11/12 Dec.
5 ESCALADE - Geneve - 1602-1971
11/12 Dec.
3 MORGARTEN Histor. Scbiessen und
Schlachtgedenktag - 15 Nov.

*

,

*

would do well to
contact us now, as some exceptional
purchases have just co,e our eay !!,
For the more modest
collector our unrivalled atocks of
early, middle ard modern issues are
available to help further your
particular intereete.
H. L. KATCHeR
PHI AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Perk Road, St. John's wood
LONDON N*8 7H1J
Telephone:

01-586-0616

B.F.A., P.T.S., A.J.D.A., A.P.S., S.P.A.

STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904

the right in the oval
Excessive application of colour, particularly to
and partly beyond (poasibly concealed retouching)
Obverse double print
2.
offset on the back 1)
Light
3.
translucent print on the back
sh
Reddi
4.
ol marks
contr
e
Doubl
5.
over the plate filled
Note 1. On occasions when the cylinder ran once empty
der and so on to the
cylin
the
to
d
ferre
trans
was
with ink the picture
ed, once on the
back of the next sheet, which was thereby double print
front and once on the back in reverse image.
recognisable stamp
The price for offsets is understood to be for clear
'e eak
front.
pictures of practically the same clarity as on the
g
stron
ibed as
offsets are frequently found, which are often descr
ly
usual
are
Investigations have proved that they
translucent prints.
res
pictu
as both
offsets of the lighter grades and not translucent,
r.
anothe
one
to
are not common
1.

Plate ?laws
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

the centre towards
Coloured streaks: diagonal 'arrow' at the top from
double outright
upper
d
shiel
value
the left (A 1-7.5) and small
through dress
ly
ontal
horiz
t,
breas
the
over
lined (A 5/6), diagonally
and shield, diagonally through cross.
under
thickened eye, dot on the hip, in the right hand,
Coloured dots:
O.
FRANCO lower right, in the 2 or right in the lower
towards the
right
upper
e,
centr
the
of
Coloured flecks: upper left
U or beneath.
and
2
lower
en
betwe
comma
ed,
outer edge, the neck cover
left at the top of
Defect in the left FRANCO field, similarly from the
right (Illus.)
the sheet through the lettering towards the upper
star left hori4th
from
t,
breas
the
to
Similarly from the spear tip
foot of the
as
far
as
-like
fleck
knee
zontally to Helvetia, from
ds outer edge.
towar
right
upper
d
shiel
value
large 2, beneath small

Worn Plate
1.

Slight wear in the oval and in marginal parts.

Retouchee
1.
2.
3.

67 D

On the spear tip and by the brow of Helvetia
ger, darker)
Left of hand into the band by the 5th star (oval stron
us places
vario
in
gh
Upper half of spear fully or partly sawn throu
est appears in 18849
The retouches of the 20 c. stamp, of which the earli
From ca 1898 they undergo
stem apparently from a few plate fields.
No. 1. Presumably
typical dark colouring and fall then under variety
places in the oval,
this vertical retouching lies basically in different
The saw-like cuts in the spear (Ret. 3) are
but this is not positive.
lines in the oval,
too widely rated re-engravings of the horizontal
very clear and
and naturally are only of importance when they are
obvious.

25 c. green
Colour Shades
(a)
(b)

print 1897
green, clearer print 1894 (c) deep green, unclear
bluish)
aving
(engr
yellowish-green, unclear (d) dark green
print
Continued overleaf
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•
3.

Obverse double print
Colourless streak through stamp

2.

4.

NOVEMBER 1971

Partial double print
1 blind perforation

Plate Flaws
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Flag-like fleck upper right (Illus. 67A/P13) right in star band.
Fleck on foot of Helvetia, fleck left of cross.
Blank fleck (green) in oval under ! I t of HELVETIA (B4)
Typical dots: rain-liMe over the whole or upper part of the stamp;
dot in head, in cross, upper right before 25, right beneath FRANCO,
in lower large 2.
Comma-like plate faults: in small corner shield, by the 'I' of
HELVETIA diagonally through spear, diagonally through cross, in the
large 25.

Typical green streaks: curved upper right or left and beyond the stamp
picture, arrow in right hip, horizontally through foot of Helvetia,
through the head and shoulder, fine head line (cap).
Similarly strong horizontally through Helvetia as far as the tip of the
shield and somewhat deeper into the cross.
Defective plate: wedge upper left beside the small value shield (illue.
670/Pf5), wedge from lower 5 cut to the margin.
.

Upper right small value shield broken outwards (B 5/6), somewhat below
the margin broken outwards.
Similarly, defect right from 'A' as far as the 5 upper right.
Plate flaw horizontally through 4th star rieht or diagonally through
the large lower figure 25 (Illus. 67C/Pf6).
Large defect through the whole oval and Helvetia from lower left
towards upper right.
Worn Plates

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

In frame in

different places, silently worn; ih the left or right
upper margin or in right lower corner.
In the upper inscription band or left in the star band, slight.
.
Slightly in the oval in different places.
Marked .colourless places: in the face . and in the hair, left of spear,
left in oval, right in star band, also partly bordering on the oval.
White Helvetia (all fine individuality missing).
Strenrly bound hand (colourless) by the spear.
Retouches

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
U.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

In the frame: strong undulation upper left, less striking upper right,
horizontal engraver's or dot retouch in left or right margin (also
reaching partly into margin), improvement between the large lower
figures.
tipper lettering partly improved, partly also in left or right margins.
Upper inscription band and tight band and right margin entirely
retouched.
In the oval left of spear tip retouched (different executions).
Between spear and arm horizontally (arm elightly deformed),
Between spear and head fine engraving, or worn place lightly retouched
(illus.) or strongly retouched as far as torch-like spear (16th
stamp on the half sheet) (Illus.).
Left in the oval by 4th or 5th star blunt retouching.
Left in the oval beneath the hand engraver' e er dot-like retouched
flecks, also partial slight improvement in upper inscription band.
Left star band retouched, With or without (blurred) retouching of
the neighbouring oval.
Dress retouched, partial improvement of left band and of the oval
(whereby lower half of the left band is light), head, dress and
inscription band by the 'HE' of HMLVETIA retouched.
Helvetia with Red Indian head and right in oval horizontal re-engraving.
Right in oval slight improvement and adjacent band light or slightly
retouched, shield light, adjacent improvement marks and lower parts
of the band light.
Dot-like improvement in oval (sometimes with vertical streaks
through Helvetia).
Pot-like improvement throughout left band and similarly in oval.
Saw-like cuts in spear ( in consequence of re-engravingof the
horizontal lines on both sides of the spear.
(To be continued)
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aninaUsed AU/La
Held at the Kingsway
1, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
10th Novemeer, 1971, at 6.30 p.m.

Ron Wednesday,

1124.9.Eka-f21._Absebde
Received from Miss Juke e and Messrs. Salmen, Sheldrake and D. Slate.
1.

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL allaRAL . MEETING HELD ON 11th NOVEMBER. 1970
These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2.

MATTERS ARISING

FROM THE

MINUTES,

Nil

The sequence of reports was changed to enable Mr. Harding to leave
early to return to Norfolk.

3.

HON. TREASURER'S REPORIZ

Mr. Harding said that the Balance Sheet which had been circulated indicated
that the situation was satisfactory.
The Society had not yet felt the full
The 'News Letter'
effect of the increased postal charges introduced in February.
had been produced in 8 page issues and, subject to receipt of sufficient contriDespite the postal strike
butions for publication, this could be maintained.
earlier in the year the Exchange Packet had done well.
Mr. Johnson asked why the interest on deposit account was less than in the
previous year and Mr. Harding explained that £100 had been transferred to
current account.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Miss Grunberg, seconded by Mr. Beak
and passed.
Mr. Slate proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Harding for his wor s. throughout
This was endorsed by the
the year and to Mr. Brooks for is help as Auditor.
members.
• AMENDMENTS . TO RULES
(a)

Society Rules.

(b) ilslakel_Eapket

As a further supply was needed a few very minor amendments, notably decimalisation, were agreed.

Up to now only ' Guiding Rules' had been issued
and it was thought official rules should now
Copies
of
the
proposed
rules were distributed and after perusal
be prepared.
and some discussion they were agreed.
Rules.

Mr. Beak and Miss Musselwhite both raised the question of signatures in
booklets and asked that ball-point pens should not be used since they - and ink
pens - could cause damage to stampa on the following sheet due to pressure.
Admittedly even rubber stamps could also cause damage if applied too vigorously
but were preferable. It was proposed that a cautionary note should be given
asking for signatures to be made carefully and lightly.
Mr. Gotch asked if a packet left in a car and stolen would be covered by
insurance. Mr. Rauch thought not and that it would. be outside the scope of the
normal philatelic insurance.
5.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS

Mr. Slate remembered that when he first joined the Society A.G.M.8 were Very
The large ' attendance - ori this
staid' affairs, with very few members Present.
occasion indicated that a lighter approach to this essential meetink was successful and further showed that members were genuinely interested in what was being
done to keep the Society in a progressive state.
Once again it had been a very good year, with excellent attendances and
interesting subjects. The varied programme arranged for the current season should
be equally entertaining.

He expressed thanks on behalf of all members to the Officers for their work
during the year, particularly to Mrs. Rawneley, Mr. Harding and Mr. Rauch, who
between them keep everything running smoothly.
6.

HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT

Mrs. Rawnsley agreed that the 1970-71 season had been extremely successful,
.
culminating in the Silver Jubilee celebrations which, judging by the letters coming
in, is being very well received.
Resulting from both 'Philympia' last year and tee publicity afforded by the
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special Swiss issue of 'Stamp Collecting' some 40 new members had joined the
Meetings had been very
Society and about a dozen had resigned or been deleted.
well attended, which reflects the flourishing state of the Society, while the
Northern Group continues its excellent work in promoting Swiss philately in that
part of the country with undiminished vigour.
. AS always the success of the 'News Letter' is due to the support of so many
members in contributing material for publication and if this co-operation is
maintained there is no doubt that the high standard achieved will be continued.
7.

HON. EXCHAIGE PACKET SIXRTA(Y'S REPORT,

Mr. Rauch reported that the season had been very- good, resulting in the
The
transfer to Society funds of £73.00 plus a small amount of bank interest.
they
that
essential
is
it
that
so
months
5
insurance on each packet runs for
Despite his occasional admonitions to members,
should be circulated promptly.
rules and endeavoured to be of help to their
accepted
the majority did follow the
fellow members.
19 smell packets are at present in circulation, ehich appear to be moving
More material is
satisfactorily, with sales to date in the region of 4450.
needed but to complete all circuits before the start of next year's holiday
seazon, booklets should be sent in not later than the beginning. of February.8.

SLECTION OF (TIORS & COMMITTEE

FOR 1971,-72,

There being no alternative nominatione the following were elected 'en bloc':
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Bone . Secretary:
Editor:

MR. L. MOORE
MR. E. C. SLIM
MR. L. E. STILES
I RS. S. J. RAWNSLEY
11

R. F.

MR. A.J. HARDING
MR. C. RAUCH •
MR. T.C. BROOKS

11

11

Committee:

krpposed by Mr.

Hon. Treasurer:
Exchange Pkt.
Secretary:
tf
Auditor:

MR. J. A. EASTWOOD
MR. J. N. HIGHSTED
MR. H. e. HOBERTSHAW
MR. U. ee HUBBARD

)
) Northern Group
)
- London Group

Bulstrode, seconded by Mr. D. L. Werschker and passed.

9.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

10.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

-

Nil

(a) Mr. Lienhard proposed that in view of the many years of work for the
This
Society by Mrs. Rawnsley, she should be granted Honorary Life Membership.
was seconded by Mr. slate and carried unanimously. Mrs. Rawnsley expressed
appreciation of this honour.
It
(b) Mr. Beak asked if a list of members' interests could be issued.
specific
of
indication
any
was stated, however, that only a few members give
interests.
Apart from this, with so many additions, deletions and changes of
address, any list is out of date long before it can be printed and distributed.
Requests by members for contacts on varying subjects will always be
published in the 'News Letter' if forwarded to the Secretary.
There being no further items for discussion the A.G.M. was declared
clowed at 7.45 p.m.
*
4*
A very warm welcome was given to the Founder of the Society,
Mr. E. H. Spiro, after an absence of many years.
Mr. Spiro said he was now hoping to catch up on his collecting once
members, however, not to hope to make purchases of Swiss stamps
warned
more; he
Re had recently visited. that country and had found prices to be
in Switzerland.
extremely high.

The remainder of the evening consisted of a display by XT. C. Rauch
of pre-stamp covers, recently acquired, relating to the Swiss hand-stamp article
published in the 'News Letter'.
Much more information is required in order to
understand all the ramifications of these marks and it is hoped that this can be
obtained from an authority on the subject in Switzerland for publication at a
later date.
DECEMBER MEETINGS:

Northern Group - Saturday, 4th Dec.
London Group - Wednesday, 8th Dec. }.

POSTAGE DUES &
' T' MARKS
Dr. G. G. Ritchie

Philological Philately
By Lawrence Moore, M.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.
('Philology' at one time meant 'love of language', but nowadays
is accepted for its broader meaning - 'love of learning'.)
ly
The 'little learning' is not always 'dangerous', and it is qeneralquite
the
to
even
help
great
a
is
ges
langua
that
foreign
agreed
some knowledge of
ordinary collector or postal historian. Apart from the inscriptions themselves,
specialised catalogues and most other works of reference usually are in the
language of the country concerned. Most members of 'Helvetia' have a smattering
n, although now,
of German - enough, at least, to read the head-lines of Zumstei
thanks to our member, Mr. H. E. Chapman, assisted by Mrs. K. MacKahon, and their
all read the small,
English translations of various sections of that work, we can
print as well

However, it is useful to be able to decipher and translate the
inscriptions and markings on old letters and I am impelled to write this

article
' a
Corner
e
'Puzzl
under
because in the 'Helvetia News Letter' in recent months
member asked the meaning of a handstruck mark 'GEN 6'. I offered the suggestion
the month of January,
that it was probably the abbreviation of the Italian name for
ar - so here it is:
Calend
the
whereupon your Editor promptly asked me to complete

which
Next month I will deal with the French Revolunionary Calendar,
c
Helveti
the
of
is also of great interest, especially to those who have covers
Republic period.

EXCHANGE

TEE BaiTISH PEILATELIC
EXHiBiTIUN

P A C KH T
Enlarging a little on the
comeents made in the report on the Exchange
Packet at the Annual '.73eneral Meeting, the
point raised was that signatures in booklets in pen or ball-point, can easily
damage stamps on the next page, due to

pressure in writing.
The use of a small rubber stamp
net initials only) is
name,
(full
recommended, but if members continue to
use pen it is euggested that a piece of
thin card placed underneath the page would
minimise the risk of damage.
In order to encourage more
rs
membe to contribute booklets to the
Exchange Packet, do please sign
CAREFULLY, CLEARLY BUT LIGHTLY.
Contributions of short articles
for publication in the 'News Letter' will

be most welcome.

li hy not try your hands

I

once again there was an interesting range of exhibits, and on this

oceasion there seemed to be a. more
equal division between stediee of
staes and postal history. Also a
number of unusual thematic displays.
Swiss exnibits, we were pleased
to note, were all suerlied by members
of 'Helvetia'.
eronze medais were awarded to
mr. h. Dixon of Leaminpton epa :or a
superbly presented entry on black
sheets of LAKE STEAMER CANCELLATIONS;
to e!r. L. Lienhard for a detailed
study of the 194, DeelITIVE3 and to
mr. 3. R. eacrenzie of BrouEhty Ferry
p
for an excellent dis lay of hOTEL
mr. I. Tillen of birminFham
ICSTS.

received Dielot.as ot merit for two
exeibits: TPO CANCELLATIONS and
AEGISTRAT1ON LABELS.

From the LO DON G'CU

The Officers and Committee of the
Society greatly appreciate the many
letters received on the occasion of our
Silver Jubilee, from which it would
appear that our Commemorative Cover has
met with general approval.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.2ec. Mr. R.A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax
Members' Displays given at the m
meeting on October 2nd were as follows:
Dr. G.G. Sitchie: Bodensee shipmarka
:
r. I. Gi
B.I.E. Forerunners

with miniature sheets

1965-71 RBtli National
G
n:
The expressions of goodwill for our
Day special cancels.
Continued success will encourage us to
Lake Lucerne joint TPO & steamer
;strive to please our members as far as
marks. The last steam train in
possible and which, with your support
Switzerland. Postal History markings.
should not be too difficult, while
others have included several interesting
At the November meeting MR. J.S. HIGHSTED
requests for information which could well
presented his 'Presidentialdisplay of
be of benefit to all members.
These
railway 3nd ambulant markings. In his
will be followed up with a view to
talk , he gave details of the first Swiss
publication in the 'News Letter' in due
railways and their history and much factual
course.
information regarding the modern railway
Meanwhile we extend to
network, including lengths of routes,
all our members at Home:
number of bridges etc., details of mountain
and Abroad our sincere
His
railways, tramways and cable cars.
good wishes for the
display consisted of a wide range of
coming Festive Season
ambulant atrikez from an 1858 cover from
and for the New Year.
Geneva to Marseilles to modern times, with
many examples of station cancellations
and photographs of mountain and cable
railways including the Stasserhorn,
CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS . ...
Cornergrat, SAntis, Rochers-de-Laye,
Mr. D.R. Beak of 'Christies',
Burgenstock and Wengntralp.
19, Salt's Lane, Loose, Maidstone, Kent,
England is particularly interested in
Mr. H.E. Quinton of Gt. Yarmouth
t,is subject and would be glad to
wishes to thank those members who concorrespond with anyone with a similar
tributed information on his recent'query.,
interest, also to hear from anyone with
such material for disposal, with a view
Mr. G.L. Stocks of 5, The Lin
to purchase for study purposes.
Leasingham, Sleaford, Lincs. is still
seeking the items mentioned in our August
issue, i.e.
Z U MSTEIN
5349/50 - 1959 European Conference of
Sensation!!
PTT Administration, Geneva
Airs: Pro Aero Z36, 41 & 46 - ALL FINE
The new, XXth Edition of the
USED. Can anyone help?

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAWIL
LIECHTENSTEIN Catalo gue SPECIALISSD

'

has been published
Price:
£3.25 + 45p postage

With Christmas in the offing,
the time to give yourself a
present of those items you have been
wanting for a long time.

Please order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2Y 7LI

now is

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLANDAIECHTENSTEIN 1972

Whether your interest lies
in the early issues: Classics,
Strubelis, Standing Helvetia, U.P.U.,
and so on, or the middle issues:
Tell, later definitives, Pro
Juventute, Pro Patria etc., or
airmails: stases, flown and First
Flight covers, let me supply your
requirements, either from your own
ants List or by means of approval
selections which you can study at
leisure.

Handy pocket size:- Price £0.70
BERNER BR1EFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
PHILATELIQUE DE BERNS
Annual fees £1.60 ... always contains

interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.

For fine

first class stamps ....

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

Send your Want List to

IUMS11111
Propr. Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585
CH-3001 BEPLNE

J.S.ARN1STROM
14, Low bane,

Torrisholme,

NORECAMBE, Lancs.

ATELIC

Founder:
F.H.SPIRO

Letter

News
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING),
Woodland, Bio'Norton,
Norfolk,
0155.
ro. 12

lion. Secretary & Editor:
MRS, E.J. RAWNSLEY,
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President:
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353 Baddow Road,
Essex.
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25th reAR

E Ft Vir 6 ME It" TEAMS

by H.Sheldrak e

In the early days of collecting Soldier stamps I came across many things
which intrigued me through insufficient knowledge of the languages used in Switzerland; later, as knowledge grew, some matters sorted themselves out and made sense.
However, until my acquaintance with Frederick Bieri there was one thing that I
really could not understand: this was the heading "Zerstarer" on certain W.W.II
issues, Through my LnglisheGerman dictionary- I found out that this word meant
'destroyer' or 'long range fighter', yet the designs resembled mine= or tappers
at work. This paradox, quite early in my investigation of word*, phrases and
,•
sayings, I proceeded to check with Herr 3leri, that wonderful old soldier of
Herne, who has been such a mina of information on all military affairs to do with
this fascinating subject.
It appears I puzzled him at_firet over the word "Zerst8ree and he asked for
an example to clarify the situation; accordingly one of my stamps wended its way
out to Switzerland for his perusal and soon oame the inevitable elucidation of
the problem.
here is the reply, which I quote in full from the Officer's letter dated
14.10,1968:
l
"You have puzzled me with "Lerstetrer - alone, this means either a
If you have
torpedo-boat (destroyer) or a person or object which !destroys!.
word ........ It
the
after
or
before
else
somethAng
be
must
there
etamp,
Z.S.
a
It on
(L:ter he examined the example sent).
He then went on to explain another question ons the Lake Units and in
doing 60 actually answered the question on the 'Zerstfter problem, as follows:
"Regarding the Lake Patrol Units, I only know that we had them on the
1, ko3 of Bodensee (German frontier), Geneva (French frontier) and in Central
l
dwitzerland on the' lierwaldatlittersee (Lake Lucerne or the Luke of the Four Forest
They were formed during W.W.II by arming - according to size Cantons).
privately owned motor-boate (usually manned by reservists of older age classes,
such as Territorial. or Landetarm units). Smaller boats had machine guns, larger
ones (some also Army owned - specially built craft), with heavy machine guns
Usually- the owners themselves
and/or anti-tank guns of the 1 pdr, 2 pdr types.
were transferred from their former unite to the Lake Units.
"You will know that the Gotthard railroad line was most important for
the Germans (the connection with Italy).
"Should the Germans have attacked us, they would certainly have tried,
The most obvious course would have
attack, to collar that line!
surprise
with a
!
!
rsee and carry forward
Vierwaldstatte
the
on
sea-plane
by
troops
land
to
been
their attack from there,
The "Admiral", as ee used to call him(co the 2nd Army- Corps fitaff
nerved w ith), on that lake was Lieut.-Colonel kaul Trab, head of the famous
I as out on patrol with him twice printing firm of A. Trub & Co. of Aarau.
On the other hand, even if the Germans had reached that line,
just for fun:
been able to use it.
have
they would not
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re Story of ttle "Zerst8rer" Teems (cont.) 'FAANCO' LABELS (Cont.)
•n•n•••n•n•n••

f

ft

1

us

r

eve'.
"Our railroad engineers were convince
that, if all the mines had been blown,
it would have taken eome years to clear
away and open up all the vital spots
such as tunnels, bridges passes etc.,
50 damaged.
"TrUb's main job would have been to
give those sea-planes a 'hearty welcome'
with hie 'Lake Units'.
The other 'Lake
Unite were on frontier jobs.
By the
way, when Winston Churchill stayed at a
place on the Lake of Geneva, just after
the war, one of eur Lake Unite was also
on duty - protecting the great man:"
Tbie, then, is the story I
gleaned from Frederick Bieri's retentive
mind, and the part underlined, I feel
sure, is the answer to the 'Zerstdree
appellation on certain of the Soloier
Stamps of Switzerland.
41....111.110001n

FRANCO LABELS
by

G. G. Ritchie

In the September 'News Letter', Mr.
P. Hobbs asked for an explanation of
' Franco' labels with marginal printing
notee which do not coincide with the
Various dates of issue given in the oatsloge. The reaeon is that the catalogue
gives the dates of new issueo, i.e.
:changes in design, as it does for normal
stamps, and not the dates of re-printings
The footnote in Zumstein states thet the
bottom stamp of each strip (these are
issued in vertical strips) has a perforated margin inscribed with the number

printed and the date of printing.
Of label No. 1 there were 4 print,
inge 1910(150e000),1913 (two of

150,000 each) and 1921 (50,000). These
were in 7 stamps per strip. The example
quoted by Mr. Hobbs is from the 1913
printing: 345 is the formula numbere
e
date is Feb. 1913 and 150,000 (labels) a
7 (in strips of 7) were printed,
Of No. 2 there were printings in
1925 of 50,000 and 1926 of 80,000 in
strips of 5, as were all subsequent
printings,

ADDITION To Th
Through the kindness of our weber,
Herr M. Retherfoord of Basseredorf,
we have received an interesting 30 page
brochure entitled "VON HINZENDEN HOTEL
ale KANTOALBRIEFKARKE", a little treatise on the development of news conveyance in Zurich by messenger, newspaper
and post from Roman times to the preseht
day, illustrated with a number of
woodcuts.
(The dictionary gi us a definition
of 'der hinkende Mete' as 'the lame
messenger' - borne out by the illustration on the cover - and as the title
of a popular almanac.

The January 'News Letter' will
probably not be in time to remind
those Helvetia Members who have not
already done so, to use their Silver
Jubilee Discount Voucher before
JANUARY 15th. Regrettably they are
no longer valid after this date.
ftwals04,1041.4.... W

Of No, 3 there were 3 printings up.
to 1933, and additional printings of thi
and subsequent labels would follow at
frequent intervals. The second item
quoted by Mr. Hobbs is the first printin4

of No. 4, and the last item is one of
the later printings of the 35M0 label.
If anyone else has copies with
ser g ins from printings after 1933

should be glad to have details of the
figures, so that a fuller check list
can be drawn up.
I would add that a privately
printed booklet by Harr Ed, RUttimann
of Baael gives an interesting illustrated listing of ten different kinds
of Swise PTT "Instructional" labels
up to approx. 1942. These include
such as Express labels, airmail labele.
Franco labels, Retourzettel etc,
The Franco labels, of course,
differ from all the others as they
were the equivalent of postage stampe
in that they "paid" official mail of
the Post Office,

•

The DIRECTORS and STAFF of
"The Amateur Collector Limited" join
in wishing all Helvetia Members a
very Happy Christmas and a Prosperous
New Year.

1+1:Katcher

The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
151 Park Road, St. John's Weod, .
London NW8 7HU
Tel. 01e586e0616
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STANDIFIG HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by Flitd. K. MacKAHON & H, E. CHAPMAN

Part VI.

1604 Centinued

68D 7 0 c hr n
(a) orange-brown 1894
(b) deep orange-brown 1896
(r) light brown
(d) yellowish-brown (dark)

1:911ILLA 4SIE
(e) dull brown 1898
(f) deep brown (clearer print) 190C
(g) red-brown 1904

Variztiet
14 Obverse double print
A. Double control marks
Double perforation (Bd4. 1/1943)
2. Offset on back (Illus.)
Y5.
3. 8imilarly in upper half
natejlaXs

1.

Brown Helvetia (dotted)
similarly under FRANCO lower left, over right 3
Dot in 6th star left,
-

2.

.extended)(25th stamp on half sheet) (Illus.)
Letter flaw 'HELY ETTA'
Typical flecks: upper left in '0', under '3' upper left, in foot of
Helvetia, lower left, over or behind FRANCO ribbon, right over or
in the FRANCO ribbon
a. Colourless indentation in right band by 7th star (E6)
Broken spear by knee (43), arrow from upper left diagonally in the
6.
dress, aimilarly shorter over shield diagonally into the knee
7. Plate flaws from upper margin towards right, horizontally through
Helvetia, lower left horizontally into corner shield.
nP

3.
4.

1.

2.

In the frame in various places

Lighter places in the oval

iatouche

t, arched upper
linos of small corner ahield upper left, upper margin of upper ribbon
crudely re-engraved, left margin horizontally redrawn, by corner
shield lower left, in lower figure field horizontally' to irregularly

1.

In the frame various lines redrawn: corner upper

2.

improved.
In upper letter ribbon: letter V or VET strongly redrawn
In oval: particularly thick horizontal streak in left oval (together
with slimmer spear) or right (together with completely missing

3.

vertical lines)
Or right in oval, vertical lines anarply redrawn with at the same time
streamer-like colour fleck in left cross-bar
5. Irregular improvement in frame, small upper left value shield newly
drawn, horizontal lines upper left undulating strongly or weakly
retouched, tip upper centre improved, vertical or •irregular retouches
in lower figure field.
6.
In upper letter ribbon: plate flaw 'ReLUTTA' retouched by 'I.' (Illus.)
7, strong arched engraver's lines vertically through right margin and
vertical retouching of lower figure field
In
oval: coloured diagonal streaks: -left of knee or right of
8.
Helvetia (by the arm or over the shield).
During the preparation and cleaning of the plates before printing, the
At times this occurred with the
lines of the design were nometimes re-engraved.
30 c. plate only with the horizontal lines, so that the vertical lines of the print
were no longer well produced with the hand press. From 1900, with the introductioi
of the new mechanical press, which printed much more clearly and cleanly, the
vertical lines reappeared. Among other things the retouch of the 30 c. stamp in
the oval appears as if the colour, after transfer to the printing plate, had been
streaked with a match in certain places. (Ret. No. 7). Comparative research
gives the clue that this is a clumey engraver's retouch.
69D
4.

4

ere.Y.
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STANDIN IILVLTI4 (Continued)

69 D
1.
2.
3.
4.

Obverse double print
Offset on back
Double control marks
1 blind perforation in upper or lower margin, with 2 blind perforations

!A t , 1-awe
I, Colourless pearl upper left (A 1)
2. Diagonal colour fleck from upper centre towards the left (A 3)
3. Typical hair lines: diagonally through upper left 40, diagonally through
breast, diagonally from top left of centre against H of HLLVETIA
4. Small defects: margin lines upper left broken into vertically (A 6)
54 Cracked plates: in two parallel horizontal lines from left margin below
the upper small value shield towards the left, curved coloured line
horizontally in margin beyond figure 40 upper left
6. Deposit in 4 upper right
Wern Plates
. In frame: both sides of small value shield upper left, right of small
value shield upper right, upper left of centre, in left margin at
height of 5th star, by lower figures
2. In inscription ribbon upper left or in star band right light
3. Light places in oval: left of spear, ri ght of head by 'A' of HELVETIA
4. Left of shield worn (DE4)
5. Strong wear in oval left of knee (ground beneath colourless)
Retouches
. Horizohtally above through tip redrawn lines throughout; some horizontal
lines improved in margin left of lower left corner shield
2. Left and right of head retouched by fine diagonal lines (Helvetia with
pointed beard), similarly both sides of head (like spotted horns
similarly between spear and arm and left of the foot.
70 D .5,C.Lee_ebjeet
(a) blue 1894

Oolcer Shaciei;1
(b) dark blue
(c) deep blue, darker print 1898

Obverse double print

2e Double control marks

1. Typical streaks and flecks: in right value shield, in left star band
2. Plate flaw: upper right trapeze shaped from upper left diagonally as
far as spear, from left through foot towards bottom, through 7th star
right towards bottom through corner shield, vertical fracture lower
left in margin beyond the stamp
121....A-Pa1eatea
1. Upper half of spear oval outline worn
2. Colourless place on chin (Helvetia with pointed beard)
3. HELT4Ta (Illus.) (WM. 1/1944)
Retouches

• Vertical 04044p of left or right stamp margin, horizontal lines of right
margin partially redrawn and thickened, lower right corner strongly
vertically retouched, lower left horizontally over the margin and

beyond improved.
2. Girdle of Helvetia (D3/4) or dress retouched
3. Between spear and head and right over shield vertical retouches, or
diagonal retouch right of Helvetia
4. Left shoulder outlined and dress and shield retouched
5. Fine horizontal engraver's retouch between spear and head and left of
hand, in the oval upper and lower left.
6. Spear notched (due to too broadly redrawn horizontal lines of the oval

background.

(To be continued)

To be held on JANUARY 26th fourth Wednesday - at 151, Park Road, Ne8, by
invitation of MR. H. L. KATCHER.
Apart from those already known, will any Member
who desires to attend please notify the Secretary or Mr. Katcher not later than
19th Januar y , to facilitate the final arrangements.
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Philological Philately

by Lawrence Moore, M.B.E,, F.R.P,See.
As stated last month it occurs to me that for the collection of early
Swiss material, a knowledge of another Calendar would be ueeful - the French
Otherwiese, what would we make of an entire folded letter
Revolutionary Calendar.
bearing the undated atraight-line postmark "87 BIEVW but which has at the head
of the letter "eienne, le 2me Brum, An VIII"? *
Following the French invasion of Switzerland, the central cantons were
re-formed as the Helvetic Republic,while some
of those nearer to the French
border were incorporated in 'Departements' as in eetropolitan France, and as in
Germany, Italy, Spain and the Low Countries.
While there was little use of the Revolutionary Calendar in the
satellite republic, in tee ewiss towns of the Departments Mont-Terrible . (later
Haut-Rhin), Leman and Nont Blanc, it was extensively used tight up to the Empire
period, and it is found on military mail from other parts of Switzerland.
The Republican year was divided into 12 months, each of 30 daps, and as
this accounted only for 360 days, there were 5esupplementary days (61n a Leap
Year). The Republican Year One (An. 1 de la Republique) beLn on September 22nd
1792. In the following lint, the first column gives the Gregorian calendar date
In the
on which each of the revolutionary months began (in the first year).
second column are the full names of the months and in the third column the
recognised abbreviations;
Ane k
r .
Vend.
Vendemiaere
eept. 22
It will be seen that in
Brum,
Brumaire
Oct, 22
the succeeding years it
Prim,
Frimaire
Nov. 21
becomes difficult to
Nive
Vivslise
Dec. 21
reconcile the Republican
with the Gregorian Calendar.
Pluv.
Pluviame
Jan, 20
Vent.
Feb. 19
VenteSe
Those interested will find
Germ.
Germinal
Mar, 21
a conversion table in
Flor.
Floral
Apr. 20
"Les Nairquta Poe tales des
Prair.
Prairie'
Nay 19
Departements Conquis"
Mesei.
Neaaidor
June 19
U,.H. de Beaufond. Faris
The r.
Thermidor
July 19
1957) •
Pruett
Fructidor
Aug. 18
Napoleon 'was proclaimed emperor in Nay 18R4e but there was a period of
overlap as the Republican Cra did not end until Nivea° An. XIV (December 1805).
All correspondence in the later Empire period in the Swiae Departments especially in the newly created Simplon (from 1815 to 1815) bears dates according
to our (Gregorian) Calendar.
'2me Brum(aire
The '87' is the Department No. of Mont-Terrible.
An VIII' would be 24th October, 1799.
TUJN
Two new pictorial slogans were
issued on 7th December:
and
AAS Fee Perle der Alpen
MUTTENZ Kirohe mit Wehrmauerring
(At this time the circular tourist
cancel of Seas Fee (K.319a) will be withdrawn).
TOURIS UB. C
From 7th Decembers
1805 J. ONGNY - Lac Leman (4.572)

Mr. D. Symonds, of ILarkrise',
Gaunt's Common, Wimborne, Dorset, would
like to establish a. South/South-Western
Group of the ffelvetia P.S., On the lines
of our Northern Group, particularly to
benefit those who are unable to attend
London meetings and if there are
sufficient members who would be interested in such a project.
If so they are hereby invited to
a ttend a preliminary meeting to be held.
the Salisbury area on a Saturday in
1972.
If any interested members will
t act NT. Symondn direct, and there is
' We have a small stock of stamped
adequate response, he will arrange a
and franked Silver Jubilee Covers, which
meeting place and notify members via
you may like to pass on to philatelic
friends. These are avkileble at 5p 6eilon, the February issue of the 'News Letter'.
plus postage. Apply to the Hon, Secretary

.00Aviono,

.Sec, Mrs,e.J, Rawneley
Members were very pleased to welcome
, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,
December meeting, Dr. G.G. Ritchie
the
to
Halifax.
of Harrogate, and a keen member of our
No report of the December meeting
Northern Group, who had come down to
being to hand, this will be pubi.tehed
London to give those present the benefit
next month.
of his researches into the often very
controversial subjects of POSTAGe DUES
Meanwhile the next meeting will be
RM
on Saturday. January 1st, 1972, when the and 'T' MAX,
subject will be 'SPECIAL L;eUES 1943-70',
Dr. Ritchie said that shat he had
Discussion Leaders Ni. Hew. Robertehaw.
brought was not a study of actual
designs and printings, but simply a
collection of covers illustrating the
Will members please note the
workings of the Post Office.
following:
On some 200 sheets was displayed a
The address of Mre D.R. Beak, who
weakth of covers to and from Switzerland
wishes to correspond with members on
bearing examples of the various issues
Customs cancellations, :should be:
ef postage due stamps from 1878 to 1956
19, Salt's Avenue (not Lane), Maidstone.
and many interesting and amusing
One curious and
anecdotes were related.
An apology is also made to Mr. S.R.
stamps is
P.D.
of
use
so far unexplained
MacKenzie, a prize-winner st the B,P.
bear
not
do
which
letters
having
on official
Exhibition, for inadvertently
stamps anyway!
moved him from BRIDGE-of-WEIR, Renfrew
shire to Broughty Ferry.
In 1954 the Poet Office decided to
simplify matters by discontinuing the
1AL NX N 'NT
issue of special P.D. stamps and replacing them by ordinary stamps cancelled
To give a flying start to the New
with a large double outlined 'T'
first
Year, our January 'Helvetia News Letter
the smaller 'T' in circle.
later
end
will see the beginning of a new study b
offices had been supplied
all
1956
By
Dr. F. Ganz on 'MILITARY CANCeLLATIONS'.
with 'T' cancellers.
With the increase in popularity of
The evening was highly successful
cover collecting and 'Soldier Stamps'
and among the appreciative audience many
this should open up a new field.
now understand a lot of things
WI); Hon. See, R. A. Hoyle,

members
more clearly.

U ,M S

TE

The new, Uth Edition of the
I

N

2220:A4NDL
EC
E N C: , 4ee, SPEC
••
*..
is now on sale
Price: £3.25
45p postage
Please order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2Y LW
2

UM

S

T

E

001.6.11.10.4.0.10

EC
j TE SWIT
Handy pocket size: Price £0.70
BERNER BRIEFKARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
UL 4E
Annual feet £1.60 ... always contains
interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist,
- - - 000----For fine, first class stamps ....
it

Because of the great interest in
this dual subject efforts will be made
to provide a longer account for future
publication.
..J.R.

A suggestion for a Christmas
present to yourself ? ? ?
I am at present breaking up a
large collection of 19th century .
T.P.O. postmarks of Seitzerland on
cover.
If you are interested in this
field contact me without delay.
For all other requirements stamps, covers, varieties, etc.,
material can be supplied on approval
or against Wan* Lists,

Send your Want List to

11111

11IN

Propr, Hertech
Co.
CH-3001 BERNE
P.O. Box 2585

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,
MORSCANZE, Lance,

